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Introduction
A child of five would understand this. Send someone to fetch a child of five.
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Groucho Marx

The dream of a particle physicist is to explain the matter of our whole universe by a
handful of elementary particles, and its structure by few simple interactions. This goal was
almost achieved by the Standard Model, developed in the 1960’s and early 1970’s. This theory
unifies the concepts of Quantum Mechanics and Special Relativity, and describes elementary
particles of matter (i.e. fermions) and their electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions
(through gauge bosons).
This theory of fundamental particles and their interactions has been remarkably confirmed in collider experiments in the past decades, in particular by the discovery of particles
such as the Z boson and the top quark, that had been predicted. To complete the sketch
of the Standard Model, the Higgs mechanism introduces gauge boson masses via the field
of the Higgs boson. Besides, fermions get massive through their interactions with the Higgs
field. The discovery of this Higgs boson would be the crowning achievement of the Standard
Model.
The cards are now in the hands of experimental physicists. The existence of an elementary
particle such as the Higgs boson is tested at colliders. High energy collisions are expected to
create the searched particle, and detectors located around collision points allow the hunt for
a typical signature. After the exclusions from the Large Electron Positron Collider and the
Tevatron (proton-anti-proton collider) experiments, the Large Hadron Collider is the major
actor for the Higgs hunting in the next years.
Despite its phenomenal success, it is clear that the completion of the standard model
9

is not marking the end of the road for theoretical physics. Theorists have been working on
extensions of the Standard Model that can explain such phenomena as neutrino oscillations, or
describe the gravitational interaction. Signatures of such theories are naturally also searched
at LHC experiments.
Such a project is not to be improvised. The development and construction of the LHC
machine took over two decades. It was built to provide proton-proton collisions with a nominal
center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV (7 TeV during the first years) and a very high luminosity
(Lnominal = 1034 cm−2 s−1 ). In parallel, detectors were conceived and built, responding to the
LHC characteristics and the physics goals: in particular the CMS and ATLAS experiments
were designed primarily for the search of Higgs bosons and physics beyond the Standard
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Model. The response of these detectors was simulated, allowing the development of physics
object reconstruction algorithms and research analyses.
This precise preliminary work provided reliable tools for the study of the first LHC collision events in the end of 2009. This date marked the boundary between an era dominated
by analysis optimization on simulation, and a new period of data understanding and simulation corrections. This transition is the context of my PhD, which started with optimization
studies of algorithms and analyses, and was soon oriented towards the study of the first LHC
data.
This thesis starts with an introduction of the Standard Model and the Higgs mechanism.
Some extensions of the Standard Model are also presented, in the LHC phenomenological
context. The Higgs boson(s) of several theories present clean multi-lepton signatures that
are more particularly discussed in this thesis. The second chapter describes the LHC machine
and the CMS detector. After these theoretical and experimental concepts, the work produced
during my PhD is described in details in the next chapters.
The trigger is a fundamental tool for all physics analyses in CMS. It makes the first
decision on each event: whether or not to record the corresponding information. Its rate
must be controlled according to the recording and storage capacity. Besides for each analysis
the trigger efficiency must be as high as possible, and precisely measured. The LLR was
mainly involved in the building of the CMS Electromagnetic Calorimeter, and responsible for
the Level-1 electron and photon trigger. This trigger, and the measurements that I made to
control its efficiency, are described in chapter 3.
An important parameter in multi-lepton analyses is the lepton charge. It is used in
10

particular to identify the lepton pair from the decay of a chosen particle. Electron charge
identification presents unprecedented difficulties in CMS. This is due to the high amount
of material present in the tracker, that enhances bremsstrahlung and photon conversions,
thus complicating electron topologies. I developed new and more precise electron charge
identification algorithms, that are described in chapter 4.
Finally, a good control of the trigger efficiency and a good knowledge of lepton objects
allow the development of research analyses. The analysis of research of the Standard Model
Higgs boson in the decay channel H → ZZ (∗) → 4` is described in chapter 5. The data
recorded in 2010 did not provide enough statistics to derive any exclusion or discovery of the
Standard Model Higgs boson, however other models could be tested. I developed an analysis
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for the search of doubly charged Higgs bosons from the Seesaw mechanism, that is detailed
in that chapter too. This analysis sets new limits on the masses of doubly charged Higgs
bosons.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical context: the Standard
Model and Higgs Boson(s)
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‘Excellent’ I cried.
‘Elementary.’ said he.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, The Adventure of the Crooked Man
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1.1

The Standard Model and Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

The philosophy of the understanding of matter through ages can be summarized in two words:
elementary and symmetry. The search for elementary constituents of matter was already a
concern in the antiquity, when Democritus introduced the word ‘atom’ (άτ oµoς: uncuttable).
Elementary constituents can simplify significantly the description of matter, because
the combination of a small number of elementary bricks can explain a high diversity of
constructions. This is how the two kinds on nucleons (protons and neutrons) are the common
basis of the 118 atoms represented in Mendeleı̈ev’s table. Similarly, the more recent study of
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the protons and neutrons showed a high diversity of particles with the same properties: the
hadrons. This diversity was understood by the compositeness of these particles, based on the
combinations of three kinds of quarks (called up, down and strange).
Besides, the structure of matter is often understood thanks to symmetry considerations.
The use of symmetry allowed Mendeleı̈ev to predict the existence of atoms that had not
been observed yet, to complete his table. Moreover, symmetry considerations in the study
of hadrons lead Gell-Mann and Zweig to introduce quarks as fundamental building blocks
for hadrons, in 1964. The theory of quarks was largely developed in the following years.
Many other examples could be given, but we will now move to the description of elementary
particles.

1.1.1

Particles, Interactions and Symmetries

The goal of the Standard Model is to describe the elementary particles of matter, their
properties and their interactions.
Once a collection of elementary particles is determined, one is tempted to assign them
some parameters that constitute their identity (electric charge, mass...). This assumes that
those quantities are conserved: for example, if the electric charge of a particle can change, it
does not constitute its identity.
The meaning of these parameters appears when interactions are discussed: these parameters are indices of the sensitivity of the particles to the corresponding interactions. For
example, the electric charge of a particle indicates its sensitivity to the electromagnetic interaction.
14

Noether’s theorem tells us that to each conserved parameter corresponds a symmetry.
As a consequence, each interaction is associated to a (local) symmetry. As will be discussed
in this section, the introduction of a local symmetry requires the addition of one or several
spin-1 gauge fields: they describe the vectors of the corresponding interaction. These vectors,
called gauge bosons, were also observed experimentally.

The particles of matter are called fermions; they are described by spinors (ψ, spin: ± 21 ).
Their collection is made of three generations of leptons: the electron (e) and its neutrino
(νe ), the muon (µ) and its neutrino (νµ ), the tau lepton (τ ) and its neutrino (ντ ); and three
generations of quarks: up (u) and down (d), charm (c) and strange (s), top (t) and bottom
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(b) .
The behavior of these particles is described in a Lagrangian, which details their propagation in the vacuum.
The Lagrangian for the free propagation of a spin- 21 particle (ψ) of mass m writes:
Lf ree = ψ̄ (iγ α ∂α − m) ψ ,

(1.1)

where γ α are the Dirac matrices.
This expression is invariant under global U (1) gauge transformations (ψ(x) → eiΛ ψ(x)).
However the interactions observed in nature indicate the presence of other, local symmetries,
which imply modifications to this Lagrangian.
Four fundamental interactions were observed experimentally, involving these particles:
the electromagnetic, weak, strong and gravitational interactions. The Standard Model describes the three first ones, assigning them conserved particle parameters associated to local
symmetries. However it fails to add the gravitational interaction. This loophole will be
discussed at the end of this chapter.
The choice of the symmetry1 to associate to an interaction is based on the required
number of degrees of freedom, since the number of generators of the symmetry group is the
number of gauge bosons that it can include. The electromagnetic interaction is carried by
one vector boson, the photon: hence only one degree of freedom is necessary in the associated
symmetry. This justifies the choice of a U (1) symmetry.
1

The researched symmetries are unitary transformations (U (1), SU (n) if n > 1). While U (1) possesses
exactly one degree of freedom (one generator), we recall that SU (n) contains n2 − 1 degrees of freedom (n2 − 1
generators).

15

On the other hand, the weak interaction is carried by three bosons: W + , W − and Z,
which requires a symmetry with three degrees of freedom, like SU (2). This interaction is
however not orthogonal to the electromagnetic interaction, and is only well described in
a coupled model: the electroweak interaction, in the symmetry SU (2) × U (1). The other
complications involved in this symmetry, such as the problem of the boson masses, require
an electroweak symmetry breaking which is described in the next section.
Finally, the strong interaction is carried by eight bosons: the gluons. It is described by
the SU (3) symmetry. The choice of this symmetry group is motivated by several calculations
and measurements, that will not be detailed here.
These three interactions are described in the Standard Model, in a global SU (3)×SU (2)×
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U (1) symmetry.

1.1.2
1.1.2.1

Electroweak Interactions
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)

The electromagnetic interaction applies on electrically charged particles, and is naturally
associated to the conservation of the electric charge. As a consequence, its U (1) symmetry
(one gauge boson: the photon), is referred to as U (1)Q .
This symmetry, that acts on a fermion field as: ψ(x) → eiΛ(x) ψ(x), must leave the
Lagrangian invariant. This requires the introduction of a field Aα (x), that couples to the
particle by a coupling e and transforms under the gauge transformation as Aα → Aα + 1e ∂α Λ.
The derivative term ∂α changes to a covariant derivative Dα = ∂α − ieAα , and the term
ψ̄(iγ α Dα − m)ψ is invariant under the transformation.
The Lagrangian gains also a term corresponding to the free propagation of the gauge
field Aα : − 14 Fαβ F αβ , where F αβ is the gauge field strength tensor:
i
Fαβ = [Dα , Dβ ] = ∂α Aβ − ∂β Aα ,
e

(1.2)

This strength tensor is invariant under local gauge transformations, and the global Lagrangian
is also invariant:
1
LQED = ψ̄ (iγ α Dα − m) ψ − Fαβ F αβ .
4

(1.3)

The field Aα is the representation of the gauge boson: the photon. The covariant derivative
introduces a coupling between the particle described by ψ, and the photon (with a factor e
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proportional to the particle electric charge). The kinematic term − 14 Fαβ F αβ represents the
propagation of the photon.

1.1.2.2

The Complications of the Weak Interaction

Choice of the symmetry
The first observed weak interactions were β decays: they indicated the presence of a massive
charged gauge boson, coupling electrons to neutrinos for example. These interactions were
observed to apply only on particles of left helicity; they are associated to the conservation of
the helicity.
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This charged gauge boson must be represented in a unitary group containing off-diagonal
generators: the smallest known is SU (2). A local gauge transformation in the non-abelian
group SU (2) is written as a function of its generators τa , the three Pauli matrices2 . The
matrices τ1 and τ2 correspond to these off-diagonal contributions of the charged weak bosons
W ± . The third generator suggests the presence of a third neutral gauge boson.
Each fermion field can be written as the sum of its left-handed and its right-handed components: ψ = ψL + ψR . Right-handed components are not sensitive to the weak interaction,
and are represented as singlets, while left-handed particles are represented as doublets. Each
generation of fermions contains two doublets and two singlets3 , e.g. for the first generation:

L≡

ν
e




L

, eR , Q ≡

u
d


L

, uR , dR .

(1.4)

As a consequence, this symmetry is referred to as SU (2)L .

This SU (2)L symmetry is however not very satisfactory. First of all, the third generator
τ3 does not correspond to any physical boson. When the theory was developed the Z boson
had not been discovered yet; it was observed that the corresponding boson could not be the
photon, because, among other reasons, the τ3 matrix imposes couplings to neutrinos. As a
consequence, an electroweak representation was developed in the next most simple symmetry:
SU (2) × U (1): this one introduces satisfactorily photons and Z bosons, as combinations of
the SU (2) and U (1) fields. Thus the existence of the Z boson was predicted by this theory.
«
„
«
„
«
0 1
0 −i
1
0
; τ2 =
; τ3 =
.
1 0
i
0
0 −1
3
The Standard Model does not describe right-handed neutrinos, that are not sensitive to any of the three
interactions described by the model. Besides, neutrinos of right helicity have not been observed experimentally
and it is not known whether or not they exist.
2

τ1 =

„
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However, the two components of a left-handed doublet in eq. (1.4) do not have the same
electric charge: this means that the symmetry U (1)Q can not be applied to the doublets. This
problem is solved by considering a SU (2)L × U (1)Y symmetry to describe the electroweak
interactions. The quantum number Y is the hypercharge, a linear combination of the electric
charge Q, and the weak isospin t3 :
Y = 2(Q − t3 ) .
 
ν
1
Its value is − 2 for the components of the
doublet, and
e L
 
u
doublet.
d L
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1.1.2.3

(1.5)
1
6

for the components of the

The Electroweak Interaction

We call Bµ the field corresponding to the U (1)Y symmetry: like in the QED example, to a
U (1) symmetry acting as ψ(x) → eiΛ(x) ψ(x) corresponds a field Bµ , coupled to the particles
by a coupling g1 , which transforms as Bµ → Bµ +

1
g1 ∂µ Λ.

Similarly, Wµa (a = 1, 2, 3) are the gauge fields corresponding to SU (2)L . The transformation of a left-handed fermion field ψL under the SU (2)L symmetry writes: ψL (x) →
ei

τa
Λa (x)
2

ψL (x). The fields Wµa (x), coupled to the left-handed particles by a coupling g2 ,

transform as Wµa → Wµa +

1
a
g2 ∂µ Λ

+ abc Wµb Λc .

The covariant derivative corresponding to the SU (2)L × U (1)Y symmetry writes:
Dµ = ∂µ − ig1

τa
Y
Bµ (x) − ig2 Wµa (x) .
2
2

(1.6)

Similarly to the QED case, the U (1)Y field strength tensor writes:
Bµν = ∂µ Bν − ∂ν Bµ .

(1.7)

Given the properties of the Pauli matrices ([τa , τb ] = 2iabc τc ), the SU (2)L field strength
tensor writes:
Wµν =

i
τa
τa
a τa
[∂µ − ig2 Wµa (x), ∂ν − ig2 Wνa (x)] = Wµν
,
g2
2
2
2

(1.8)

where:
a
Wµν
= ∂µ Wνa − ∂ν Wµa + g2 abc Wµb Wνc .

(1.9)

This leads to the following Lagrangian, where the fermion mass term has been voluntarily
removed:
1
a
Lmassless = ψ̄ iγ µ Dµ ψ − (Bµν B µν + Wµν
W a µν ) .
4
18

(1.10)

One can check in particular that the first term is invariant under the SU (2)L symmetry,
because for a spinor ψ = ψR + ψL :
ψ̄γ µ ψ = ψ̄R γ µ ψR + ψ̄L γ µ ψL .

(1.11)

The problem of the mass
The usual fermion mass term −mψ̄ψ was removed from the Lagrangian written in eq. (1.10),
because it would not be invariant under the SU (2)L symmetry. For a spinor ψ = ψR + ψL :
ψ̄ψ = ψ̄R ψL + ψ̄L ψR ,

(1.12)

so a unitary transformation applied to the left-handed field would not leave this mass term
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invariant. One must find a way to include fermion masses while preserving the SU (2)L
symmetry.
Last but not least, the Lagrangian written in eq. (1.10) does not describe precisely the
electroweak interactions: weak interactions are only effective at short distances, which means
that their vector bosons are massive. So a weak boson mass term must also be added to
the Lagrangian. However, a general vector boson mass term as − 12 MV2 Vµ V µ is not invariant
under the SU (2)L symmetry. Once again, a particular technique must be used to add vector
boson mass terms in the Lagrangian: the electroweak symmetry breaking.

1.1.3
1.1.3.1

The Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
The Higgs Field

The classic solution to the mass problem of the electroweak model, is the addition of a


φ1 + iφ2
, of hypercharge Y = 1. The potential of a scalar
complex scalar doublet: Φ =
φ3 + iφ4
field generally writes (up to a constant):
V (Φ) = µ2 |Φ|2 + λ|Φ|4 ,

(1.13)

with µ2 > 0, λ > 0. In the studied case, on chooses a negative parameter in front of the |Φ|2
term:
VSB (Φ) = −µ2 |Φ|2 + λ|Φ|4 ; µ2 > 0 .
This potential is minimal for non-zero values of the field: |Φ|2 =

(1.14)
µ2
2λ

≡

v2
2 ,

as illustrated in

Fig. 1.1. The general shape of the potential is symmetrical in all directions; however, as soon

19
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Figure 1.1: The Higgs field potential: as an illustration, the case of a one-dimensional complex
scalar field is shown here.
as one minimal value, or vacuum is chosen (i.e. one field Φ such that |Φ|2 = φ21 +φ22 +φ23 +φ24 =
v2
2 ),

the symmetry breaks spontaneously.
A potential is defined up to a constant, hence the potential (1.14) can also be written as:


1 2 2
2
VSB (Φ) = λ |Φ| − v
.
(1.15)
2


0
Without loss of generality one can consider the vacuum as hΦi =
. Similarly,
v
the deviations from the vacuum value in the φ1 , φ2 and φ4 directions can be cancelled by
√1
2



the choice of an appropriate gauge, the so-called unitary gauge. In the end, the remaining
perturbation is along the φ3 axis, like the vacuum expectation value
1
Φ(x) = √
2



0
v + h(x)



√v :
2

(1.16)

Using this form of Φ in the potential (1.17) brings out the mass of the field h, and its triple
and quartic couplings:


m2
h4
ig 3
ig 4
2 2
3
VSB (h) = λ v h + vh +
= h h2 − h h3 − h h4 .
(1.17)
4
2
3!
4!
√
√
The field h(x) describes a new particle: the Higgs boson, of mass mh = 2λv 2 = 2 µ.
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1.1.3.2

The Weak Boson Masses

The Lagrangian corresponding to the scalar field Φ writes:
2

1
1
a
LSB = |Dµ Φ|2 − λ |Φ|2 − v 2 − (Bµν B µν + Wµν
Waµν ) .
2
4
The vacuum expectation value

√v
2

(1.18)

generates the weak boson masses through the covariant

derivative:


 2
Y
τa a
|Dµ Φ| = ∂µ − ig1 Bµ (x) − ig2 Wµ (x) Φ .
2
2

 

1
1
g2 Wµ3 + g1 Bµ g2 (Wµ1 − iWµ2 )
0
µ
2
|Dµ Φ| = ∂µ h∂ h +
g2 (Wµ1 + iWµ2 ) −g2 Wµ3 + g1 Bµ
v + h(x)
2
8
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2

(1.19)
2

.

(1.20)

Let us define the four gauge boson fields:
1
1
1
Wµ± = √ (Wµ1 ± iWµ2 ) ; Zµ = p 2
(g2 Wµ3 − g1 Bµ ) ; Aµ = p 2
(g1 Wµ3 + g2 Bµ )
2
2
2
g1 + g2
g1 + g2
(1.21)
The potential corresponds exactly to the mass terms of three of these fields: Wµ± (MW =
p
and Zµ (MZ = v2 g12 + g22 ).
1
|Dµ Φ| = ∂µ h∂ µ h +
2
2



1
g2 (v + h)
2

2

Wµ+ W µ−

1
+
2



v+h
2

q

g12

+

g22

2

Zµ Z µ .

g2 v
2 )

(1.22)

The massless field Aµ corresponding to the photon, is a mixed state; its masslessness indicates
the unbroken charge (Q = t3 +

1.1.3.3

Y
2

) invariance, since (τ3 +

Y
2

)hΦi = 0.

The Weak Angle and the ρ Parameter

Finally, one can introduce the weak angle θW , such that cos θW = √ g22
√ g21

g1 +g22

g1 +g22

and sin θW =

. As a consequence:

Aµ = cos θW Bµ + sin θW Wµ3 ; Zµ = cos θW Wµ3 − sin θW Bµ ;

MW
= cos θW .
MZ

(1.23)

The measured values of MZ = 91.1875 ± 0.0021 GeV/c2 and MW = 80.399 ± 0.025 GeV/c2 , in
very good agreement with the Standard Model predictions, give sin θW ≈ 0.23.
The ρ parameter is defined as:
ρ=

2
MW
,
MZ2 cos2 θW

21

(1.24)

it will be used later in this chapter. According to its definition, its tree-level value in the
Standard Model is ρ = 1. Different experimental measurements indicate that ρ is very close
to unity within a per mille precision.

Note: v is fixed by the low energy effective Fermi theory (GF is the Fermi constant):
√
v = ( 2GF )−1/2 ≈ 246 GeV .

1.1.3.4

(1.25)

The Fermion Masses
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Given a fermion field f , we know that f¯f = f¯R fL + f¯L fR is not invariant under an SU (2)Y
transformation, so a simple fermion mass term (−mf¯f ) can not be added to the Lagrangian.
The Higgs field mass solves also the problem of fermion masses, by the introduction of
Yukawa couplings:



LY = −λf f¯R Φ† fL + f¯L ΦfR
λf
λf v
LY = − √ f¯f − √ f¯f h
2
2

(1.26)
(1.27)

These couplings naturally introduce fermion mass terms, simultaneously with Higgs-fermionfermion coupling terms; the corresponding coupling constant is proportional to the fermion
mass.

Coming back to the fermion fields in eq. (1.4), the case is rather simple for leptons, since
only charged leptons get a mass. The Yukawa couplings provide the terms:


− λe ēR Φ† L + L̄ΦeR = −me ēe − igHee ēeh ,
where me =

λ√e v
2

(1.28)

λe
and gHee = i √
= i mve . Notice that this is the first differentiation among
2

the fermion generations, which until this point were perfect reflections of each other. Hence



νe
the choice of the generation states was arbitrary. The first generation
,e
is dee L R



νµ
fined as the mass eigenstate with the lightest eigenvalue me ; the second one
,µ
µ L R



ντ
corresponds to the eigenvalue mµ , and the third
, τR to the eigenvalue mτ .
τ
L
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The case is slightly more complicated for quarks. First of all, a conjugate to the Higgs
field is necessary to introduce couplings with Q and uR : Φc , that develops a non-zero mean
value in its first component. It is defined as:
1
Φc = iτ2 Φ ; hΦc i = √
2
∗



v
0


(1.29)

The Yukawa couplings then write:




− λu ūR Φ†c Q + Q̄Φc uR − λd d¯R Φ† Q + Q̄ΦdR

(1.30)

A complication appears in the definition of the generations, i.e. the mass eigenstates. Like for
leptons, each right-handed singlet can be defined according to its mass eigenstate; however,
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as far as left-handed doublets are concerned, no state can be simultaneously an ‘up’ mass
eigenstate for the first component and a ‘down’ mass eigenstate for the second component.
This difference is described by the quark flavor mixing matrix, or CKM matrix (for CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa).
The three left-handed generations according to the ‘up’ mass eigenstates are defined as:


u
d


L


;

c
s




L

;

t
b


L

,

(1.31)

while the ‘down’ left-handed mass eigenstates are referred to as d0L , s0L , b0L . The CKM matrix
V is defined as:


 
d
d0
 s0  = V  s 
b0 L
b L


(1.32)

This matrix was measured to be non-diagonal, which proves the difference in the eigenstates,
and is the origin of the mixing of quark flavors4 . The general shape of the CKM matrix is a
combination of rotations, and a phase δ13 that induces violations of the CP symmetry:
V = R1 (θ23 ) R2 (θ13 , δ13 ) R3 (θ12 )
V =

1
0
0

0
cos θ23
− sin θ23

0
sin θ23
cos θ23

!

cos θ13
0
− sin θ13 eiδ13

4

0 sin θ13 e−iδ13
1
0
0
cos θ13

(1.33)
!

cos θ12
− sin θ12
0

sin θ12
cos θ12
0

0
0
1

!

(1.34)

A down quark emitted by a weak interaction in the state dL (weak interaction eigenstate) is then projected
into a mass eigenstate to propagate: d0L , s0L or b0L , with probabilities indicated by the CKM matrix. If it is
then measured again by a weak interaction, its state will project again, into a weak interaction eigenstate (dL ,
sL or bL ) which can be different from its emission state dL .
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1.1.4

Strong Interaction

The strong interaction is described in a theory called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD); it
applies to particles that carry a color charge: among the particles of matter, quarks are the
only ones concerned. This interaction is carried by eight gauge bosons: the massless gluons,
which themselves carry a color charge. It is described by a SU (3) symmetry, corresponding to
the conservation of the color charge: SU (3)c . This symmetry is orthogonal to the electroweak
symmetry mentioned in the last paragraph, hence the Standard Model is globally described
by a SU (3)c × SU (2)L × U (1)Y symmetry.
Finally, gluons are massless, and this SU (3)c symmetry is not broken. Through elec-
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troweak symmetry breaking, SU (3)c × SU (2)L × U (1)Y is reduced to SU (3)c × U (1)Q , which
is believed to be an exact gauge symmetry of nature.

Short-range nuclear forces and massless gluons
Confinement is the property that no isolated colored charge can exist but only color singlet
particles. For example, the potential between a quark and an antiquark has both a Coulomb
part at short distances (similarly to an electromagnetic potential) and a linearly rising term
i
h
+
·
·
·
+
σr
. As a consequence, a quark and an antiquark
at long distances: Vqq̄ ≈ CF α(r)
r
created at a point and moving away from each other, generate additional pairs to neutralize
color: the final state is reorganized into two jets of colorless hadrons.
Confinement is essential to explain why nuclear forces have very short range while massless gluon exchange would be long range. Nucleons are color singlets and they cannot exchange color octet gluons but only colorless states. The lightest color singlet hadronic particles
−13 cm;
are pions. So the range of nuclear forces is fixed by the pion mass: r ≈ m−1
π ≈ 10

V ≈ e−mπ r /r.

1.1.5

The Standard Model Lagrangian

In addition to the electroweak model, the strong gauge fields Gaµ (a = 1 − 8) correspond
to SU (3)c . The transformation of a fermion field ψ under the SU (3)c symmetry writes:
ψ(x) → ei

λa
Λa (x)
2

ψ(x), where λa (a = 1 − 8) are the Gell-Mann matrices. The fields Gaµ (x),

coupled to the particles by a coupling g3 , transform as Gaµ → Gaµ +

24

1
a
g3 ∂µ Λ

+ abc Gµb Λc .

The covariant derivative corresponding to the SU (3)c ×SU (2)L ×U (1)Y symmetry writes:
Dµ = ∂µ − ig1

Y
τa
λa
Bµ (x) − ig2 Wµa (x) − ig3 Gaµ (x) ,
2
2
2

(1.35)

and the gauge kinetic term of the Lagrangian becomes:
1
a
− (Bµν B µν + Wµν
Waµν + Gaµν Gµν
a ),
4

(1.36)

Gaµν = ∂µ Gaν − ∂ν Gaµ + g3 abc Gµb Gνc .

(1.37)

where:
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Summarizing the information of this section, the general Standard Model Lagrangian
writes:
LSM = Lf + LY + Lg + LH ,

(1.38)

where Lf = ψ̄iγ µ Dµ ψ is the fermionic propagation term (ψ runs over all fermion fields and
Dµ is as defined in eq. (1.35)), LY is the Yukawa term that provides masses to fermions
(cf eq. (1.28) and (1.30)), Lg is the gauge kinetic term as defined in eq. (1.36), and LH =
2
|Dµ Φ|2 − λ |Φ|2 − 12 v 2 is the Higgs term, which introduces the Higgs field h and the weak
boson masses.

The main properties of the particles of matter and the bosons described by the Standard
Model are summarized in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 respectively.

first
generation
second
generation
third
generation

Name
electron (e− )
neutrino (νe )
muon (µ− )
neutrino (νµ )
tau (τ − )
neutrino (ντ )

Leptons
2
Mass ( GeV/c )
0.511 · 10−3
0(∗)
0.106
0(∗)
1.777
0(∗)

Charge
-1
0
-1
0
-1
0

Name
up (u)
down (d)
charm (c)
strange (s)
top (t)
bottom (b)

Quarks
2
Mass ( GeV/c )
(1.5 to 3 · 10)−3
(3.5 to 6 · 10)−3
1.27
104 · 10−3
172.4
4.2

Charge
2/3
−1/3
2/3
−1/3
2/3
−1/3

Table 1.1: Fermions in the Standard Model. For each of these fermions, the Standard
Model contains also its antiparticle, which has the same properties, and opposite charges.
(*) indicates the particularity of neutrinos, described as massless in the Standard Model,
though evidence of their masses was made recently.
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2

Name
photon (γ)
W±
Z0
gluons (g)

Spin
1
1
1
1

Mass ( GeV/c )
0
80.403
91.188
0

Charge
0
±1
0
0

Higgs boson (H)(∗∗)

0

unknown

0

Table 1.2: Bosons in the Standard Model. (**) indicates the particularity of the Higgs boson,
which was not (yet) experimentally observed.

Running couplings and asymptotic freedom
The couplings mentioned as g1 , g2 and g3 in this description of the Standard Model are not
constant: they depend on the energy scale of the studied particles.
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In QED, this coupling raises with the considered energy scale µ, and the theory is only
valid up to an energy cut-off Λ. On the contrary, in a theory like QCD, the running coupling
vanishes asymptotically at large µ2 : this property is called “asymptotic freedom”.

1.2

The Limitations of the Standard Model

In 1900, in a lecture entitled ‘Nineteenth-Century Clouds over the Dynamical Theory of Heat
and Light’, Lord Kelvin compared physics to a blue sky, on which only two clouds remained.
These clouds were the unsatisfactory explanations that the physics of the time could give for
two phenomena: the Michelson–Morley experiment and black body radiation. Two major
physical theories were developed during the twentieth century starting from these issues: for
the former, the theory of relativity; for the second, quantum mechanics.
Similarly, the Standard Model was a remarkable achievement and succeeded in predicting
several particles, like the Z boson and the top quark, that were experimentally confirmed
later. However, the investigation of its limitations can lead to new major branches of physics.

1.2.1
1.2.1.1

Theoretical Limitations
General Discussion

The Standard Model has been a very successful theory, in very good agreement with most
of the experimental results. However it does not answer all the questions that can be raised
concerning fundamental interactions. For this reason it is mainly considered as an effective
theory, i.e. the low energy limit of some deeper theory.
26

A high number of free parameters
The research of elementary particles and interactions is also a research of simplicity. The
ideal theory would be made of very few bricks, and very few free parameters, out of which
everything can be built, regarding some precise symmetry conditions. The Standard Model,
as it was introduced, presents nineteen free parameters:
• three gauge couplings: g1 (U (1)Y ), g2 (SU (2)L ), g3 (SU (3)c );
• two parameters in the Higgs sector: µ and λ;
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• nine quark (u, d, c, s, t, b) and charged lepton (e, µ, τ ) masses;
• three mixing angles and one CP-violating phase for the quark system (in the CKM
matrix);
a F̃ aµν term)5 .
• the QCD parameter θ (coupling of the Fµν

As soon as numbers grow, one starts to wonder whether they are the reflect of another
symmetry, or rule, that has not been identified yet. For example, physicists were very tempted
to unify the three gauge couplings (g1 , g2 and g3 ) at high energy. These couplings depend on
the considered energy scale µ, and are represented in Fig. 1.2: the three lines get very close
for an energy scale of the order of 1015 GeV, however they do not converge. Grand unified
theories unify these couplings at a scale of ∼ 1016 GeV.

The quantization of charge
The electric charges of all Standard Model particles are multiples of 3e , where −e is the electron charge, however this property is not explained in the Standard Model. More generally,
quantum numbers of quarks and leptons are such that all anomalies cancel. This question
is partly dealt with in grand unified theories, which include electric charge among the nonabelian gauge symmetry generators.

The problem of fermion masses
A significant gap is noticed in the fermion masses, between the different quark and lepton
5

There are natural terms in the QCD Lagrangian that are able to break the CP-symmetry, in particular

nf g 2 θ a
aµν
− 32π
.
2 Fµν F̃

This angle θ is very small according to experimental measurements, however the reason for
this value is not understood.
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λSM

Figure 1.2: Evolution of the inverse gauge couplings αa−1 (µ) in the Standard Model.

families. Again, this is not explained by the Standard Model. Reminding the formula:
m2f = |λf hΦi|2 = λ2f

v2
2

λSM

(1.39)

and the value of the vacuum expectation value: v = 246 GeV, one can notice that only the
coupling of the top quark is close to unity (mt = 173.3 GeV/c2 ), the other ones being unnaturally small.

Mixing angles and phases
In the quark sector, mass eigenstates do not coincide with interaction eigenstates: they are
related by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, which involves three mixing angles and
a relative phase. The large differences between these angles are not understood.

Gravity
The theory of gravity is non-renormalizable, because unlike other coupling constants, Newton’s constant has a dimension ([GN ] = M −2 ). As a consequence, this interaction is not
described in the Standard Model.
Quantum effects of gravity become important at a scale called the Planck scale:
28


~c
GN

1/2

=

MP ∼ 1.22 × 1019 GeV/c2 , so the Standard Model fails to describe interactions at energies
of the order of MP c2 or greater. Adding gravity to the field theories will probably require
drastic changes, such as the one suggested in string theories.

1.2.1.2

The Higgs Boson Mass

√
√
The bare Higgs boson mass is given from eq. (1.17): mh = 2µ = 2λv 2 . The vacuum
√
expectation value v is fixed: v = ( 2GF )−1/2 ≈ 246 GeV, however the Higgs mass, and the
quartic coupling λ, remain unknown.
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Unitarity
The unitarity constraint on the S-matrix (the scattering matrix) is a consequence of the
conservation of probabilities at the quantum level. It imposes constraints on scattering cross
sections, especially at high energy. These constraints can be interpreted as upper bounds on
the Higgs boson mass; the most stringent constraint results in:
mh . 780 GeV/c2

(1.40)

Triviality
In the renormalization group approach, the scalar self-coupling λ becomes a running coupling
λ(µ), depending on the momentum scale µ characteristic of the process considered. This
coupling increases monotonically with µ and a pole appears, at which λ tends to infinity: the
so-called Landau pole ΛLandau , that depends on the initial value λ(v).
This pole can not be removed unless the Higgs is made massless; in order to get rid of
the divergence induced by this pole, one defines an energy cut-off µc = Λ < ΛLandau under
which λ remains finite: the theory will only be considered up to this cut-off.
The condition Λ < ΛLandau results in a condition on λ(v). Since λ(v) =
in a condition on mh :
m2h <

4π 2 v 2
.
3 ln(Λ/v)

m2h
,
2v 2

it translates

(1.41)

For the choice of a cut-off close to the typical GUT scale Λ = 1016 GeV, this results in
the condition mh < 170 GeV/c2 .
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Vacuum stability
If the bare Higgs boson mass is low, i.e. if λ(v) is low, the couplings to heavy particles, in
particular the coupling to the top quark, play a major role in the variations of λ(µ). They
tend to lower this parameter, initially already small; however a negative value of λ(µ) would
make the scalar potential unbounded from below at large values of the Higgs field. This
would result in an instability of the theory.
This is prevented, again, by considering only energy scales lower than a cut-off Λ: one
needs λ(Λ) > 0, which results in (if one neglects gauge interactions):
m2h >

3m4t
ln(Λ/v) .
π2v2

(1.42)
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For the choice of a cut-off close to the typical GUT scale Λ = 1016 GeV, this results in
the condition mh > 134 GeV/c2 .

The hierarchy problem
The Standard Model is considered as effective, up to a given energy scale Λ. This cut-off
applied in the theory introduces quadratic divergences in the description of the scalar field.
In order to recover the right, physical Higgs mass mh ∼ 102 GeV/c2 , a significant fine-tuning
is necessary. This is due to the great scale difference between the two energies Λ and mh c2 .
Figure 1.3 shows the Higgs mass as a function of the cut-off scale Λ: the constraints
corresponding to the triviality and the vacuum stability mentioned before are indicated; in
the remaining space, the regions corresponding to a fine-tuning of

δm2h
m2h

> 10, and

δm2h
m2h

> 100,

are indicated by hatches.
For a cut-off scale higher than 100 TeV, a fine-tuning of

δm2h
m2h

> 100 becomes necessary.

Such a fine tuning would make the theory unnatural. One expects the observable properties
of a natural theory (masses, charges, ...) to be stable under small variations of the fundamental parameters (the bare parameters).

1.2.2
1.2.2.1

Experimental Constraints
Electroweak Fit for the Higgs Boson Mass

The Higgs boson mass intervenes in several parameters of the Standard Model, through
radiative effects. As a consequence, a precise measurement of these parameters allows to set
some constraints on the Higgs boson mass.
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The Supersymmetric Case

h

After arguing that the scale of some general form of new physics could naturally sit at
several
it isthe
useful
to consider
example,
of supersymmetry
Let TeV,
us take
example
of the aρ specific
parameter
definednamely
in eq.that
(1.24):
at tree level, the
(SUSY). Usually when one considers SUSY models, one is led to conclude that fineStandard
Model
predicts
a value
of 1the
for SUSY
this parameter.
First ordertoloop
were
tunings of
1 part
in 100
require
particle spectrum
lie corrections
below about
1 TeV [31, 32]. Kane and King [33] have even argued for gluinos lighter than about
calculated:
 tunings

500 GeV in some SUSY models
in α
order
greater than 1 part in
m2t to αavoid m
h
SM
∆ρ
≈
−
ln
. stabilize the weak scale
(1.43)
2
10. Why is it, given the fact that πSUSY
is
supposed
to
2π
MZ
MZ
by eliminating quadratic divergences, that the cutoff associated with SUSY so much
Once
thethan
top quark
is precisely
measured,
one can deduce from the measurement of the
smaller
those mass
we have
previously
quoted?
The shorta answer
that
the boson
previous
limits were for a general form of new physics;
ρ parameter
limit onisthe
Higgs
mass.
specific types may require much lower scales to avoid tunings. The long answer is that
on the
for which
Higgs
the latestspectra
measureit isBased
possible
to various
arrangeparameters
the parameters
of the
SUSY
so mass
as tointervenes,
allow multi-TeV
2
without
tunings,
however
most
models this behavior
is not realized.
ment
of the
top quark
massin(m
t = 173.3 ± 1.1 GeV/c [2]) suggests the following constraint
In SUSY models, one usually defines fine-tuning starting from the same point

on the Higgs boson mass in the Standard Model: mh < 186 GeV/c2 at 95% confidence level

(cf Fig. 1.4.a).
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On the other hand, the direct searches carried at LEP excluded a Higgs boson of mass
lower than 114.4 GeV/c2 . The latest results from the Tevatron direct searches (cf Fig. 1.4.b)
exclude the mass range 158 − 175 GeV/c2 [3].
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order to quote ranges of Higgs boson masses that are excluded and that are expected to be excluded. The sensitivities
of our searches to Higgs bosons are smooth functions of the Higgs boson mass and depend most strongly on the
predicted cross sections and the decay branching ratios (the decay H → W + W − is the dominant decay for the
region of highest sensitivity). The mass resolution of the channels is poor due to the presence of two highly energetic
neutrinos in signal events. We therefore use the linear interpolations to extend the results from the 5 GeV/c2 mass
grid investigated to points in between. This procedure yields higher expected and observed interpolated limits than
if the full dependence of the cross section and branching ratio were included as well, since the latter produces limit
curves that are concave upwards. The regions of Higgs boson masses excluded at the 95% C.L. thus obtained are
158 < mH < 175 GeV/c2 and 100 < mH < 109 GeV/c2 . The expected exclusion region, given the current sensitivity,
is 156 < mH < 173 GeV/c2 . The excluded region obtained by finding the intersections of the linear interpolations of
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100
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(b)
FIG. 5: Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95% C.L. upper limits on the ratios to the SM
cross section, as functions of the Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and D0 analyses. The limits are expressed as a
multiple of the SM prediction for test masses (every 5 GeV/c2 ) for which both experiments have performed dedicated searches
in different channels. The points are joined by straight lines for better readability. The bands indicate the 68% and 95%
probability regions where the limits can fluctuate, in the absence of signal. The limits displayed in this figure are obtained with
the Bayesian calculation.

Figure 1.4: (a): the blue-band plot showing the Higgs mass upper limit [4]. (b): observed
and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95% C.L. upper limits on the
ratios to the SM cross section, as functions of the Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF
and D0 analyses [3].

1.2.2.2

Neutrino Masses

The first hint for neutrino oscillations came in the late 1960s, when a deficit in the flux of
solar neutrinos was observed in Ray Davis’s Homestake Experiment, using a chlorine-based
detector. These results were confirmed by later experiments (SNO), and deficits were also
observed for atmospheric neutrinos (SuperK), and for neutrinos issuing reactor interactions
(KamLAND).
These deficits are interpreted as neutrino flavor changes, due to a mismatch between
neutrino flavor eigenstates (|να i, α = e, µ, τ ) and their mass eigenstates (|νi i, i = 1, 2, 3).
This implies that neutrinos have several different mass eigenvalues, while the Standard Model
describes them as massless particles. Similarly to the quark flavor mixing and the CKM
matrix, neutrino oscillations are described by a unitary matrix Uαi , called the PontecorvoMaki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix, or the lepton mixing matrix, such that:

|να i =

X

∗
Uαi
|νi i ; |νi i =

i

X

Uαi |να i .

(1.44)

α

The probability for a neutrino emitted with the lepton flavor α, to be measured, after a
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time t, with a flavor β, writes:
2

Pα→β = |hνβ |να (t)i| =

X

2
∗ −i(Ei t−~
pi ·~
x)
Uβi Uαi
e

.

(1.45)

i

The 3 × 3 PMNS matrix is naturally composed of three rotations, involving three mixing
angles, called the Euler angles: θ12 , θ13 , θ23 . If neutrino oscillations happen to violate the
CP symmetry, a phase factor δ (or Dirac phase) must be added. Finally, two other phase
factors, α1 and α2 (or Majorana phases) can be added if neutrinos are Majorana particles,
i.e. if they are their own antiparticle. Taking all these parameters into account, the lepton
mixing matrix finally writes:

Ue1 Ue2 Ue3
U =  Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3 
Uτ 1 Uτ 2 Uτ 3
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U=



1
0
0

0
cos θ23
− sin θ23

0
sin θ23
cos θ23



cos θ13
0
− sin θ13 eiδ

0
1
0

sin θ13 e−iδ
0
cos θ13



cos θ12
− sin θ12
0

(1.46)

sin θ12
cos θ12
0

0
0
1



eiα1 /2
0
0

0
eiα2 /2
0

0
0
1



(1.47)
As a consequence, the neutrino mass matrix mαβ for the flavor eigenstates writes:
m = U † diag(m1 , m2 , m3 )U ,

(1.48)

where mi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the three mass eigenvalues. The neutrino description involves a total
of nine parameters: three mixing angle, three potential phases, and three mass eigenvalues.
Neutrino oscillations are sensitive to the mixing angles (θij ) and the Dirac phase (δ), and


the absolute differences between the squared mass eigenvalues ∆m2ij = m2i − m2j . Their
experimental studies allowed the measurement of these values, except for the Dirac phase,
whose effect is reduced by the low value of sin θ13 .
The constraints experimentally established on the different parameters, are listed in
Table 1.3. The sign of ∆m221 was measured on solar data: ∆m221 > 0, but the sign of ∆m231
remains unknown: this leads to two possible scenarios: a normal mass hierarchy (m1 <
m2 < m3 ), or an inverse mass hierarchy (m3 < m1 < m2 ). Besides, the scale of the lowest
neutrino mass (called m0 ) is unknown too. It is only limited by a cosmological constraint
P
2
2
on the neutrino masses:
i mi . 0.75 eV/c [5], so m0 . 0.2 eV/c . A configuration where
m0 ∼ 0.2 eV/c2 implies that ∆m221  m20 , ∆m231  m20 , and m1 ∼ m2 ∼ m3 ∼ m0 : this
configuration is referred to as the degenerate state.
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parameter
∆m221 [10−5 eV2 ]
∆m231 [10−3 eV2 ]
sin2 θ12
sin2 θ23
sin2 θ13

best fit ±1σ
7.59+0.20
−0.18
2.45 ± 0.09
−(2.34+0.10
−0.09 )
0.312+0.017
−0.015
0.51 ± 0.06
0.52 ± 0.06
0.010+0.009
−0.006
0.013+0.009
−0.007

Table 1.3: Experimental constraints on the neutrino oscillation parameters: results from
[6]. For ∆m231 , sin2 θ23 , and sin2 θ13 the upper (lower) row corresponds to normal (inverted)
neutrino mass hierarchy.
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The Majorana phases do not intervene in neutrino oscillations, however other experiments
are testing the possible Majorana nature of neutrinos, searching for example neutrino-less
double-beta decays (0ν − 2β), as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. No conclusive results were obtained
yet with these experiments.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: (a): the standard and known ‘double beta decay’, which involves two antineutrinos
in the final state: two neutrons from a nucleus decay simultaneously into protons (n → p+W ,
W → eν̄e ). (b): the researched neutrino-less double beta decay: the antineutrino emitted
from the first neutron decay, intervenes in the second decay as a neutrino. The observation of
this process would imply that neutrinos and antineutrinos be the same particles: they would
be Majorana particles.

The Standard Model describes neutrinos as massless particles. It is possible, but not
quite satisfactory, to add neutrino mass terms in the Yukawa Lagrangian, similarly to the
other fermion mass terms (eq. (1.28) and (1.30)). First of all it requires the addition of
right-handed neutrinos, which are neutral under all Standard Model interactions: their in34

troduction for the neutrino mass term is quite strange. The second problem comes from the
smallness of neutrino masses (. 1 eV/c2 ) in comparison with other fermions (& 0.5 MeV/c2 ),
which the Standard Model fails to explain. Finally, neutrino oscillations violate the conservation law of the lepton number: such interactions are not allowed a priori in the Standard
Model.

1.2.2.3

Dark Matter

The concept of dark matter is based on astrophysical observations. The mass of a cluster
of galaxies can be measured by two different methods: either using general relativity and
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measuring the motions of the different galaxies, or knowing the number of galaxies and
measuring the total brightness of the cluster. However these measurements do not provide
the same estimation on several clusters of galaxy, and on the global universe: this is known
as the “missing mass problem”.
If one considers that gravity is correctly described, then some invisible matter, called dark
matter, must be the reason for these discrepancies. This matter is probably cold; besides,
since it is missed by optical detectors, it must be electrically and color neutral. Finally, it
must account for a high mass discrepancy (∼ 23% of the mass-energy density of the observable
universe).
The only Standard Model particles of matter with neutral electric and color charges are
neutrinos; though they are massive particles, their small mass is not likely to account for
these discrepancies. Hence the question of the nature of dark matter is not answered by the
Standard Model.

1.2.2.4

Baryon Asymmetry

Baryons are colored states made by the coupling of three quarks, e.g. protons (uud). An¯ The baryon
tibaryons are made by the coupling of three antiquarks, e.g. antiprotons (ūūd).
asymmetry is the observed unbalance between the amount of baryons and the amount of
antibaryons measured in the universe.
The Big Bang is assumed to have produced equal amounts of matter and antimatter,
and the Standard Model predicts mainly interactions preserving this equilibrium. The only
exception to this rule is the existence of CP-violating weak interactions that reflect in the
35

CP-violating phase δ13 in the CKM matrix (cf eq. (1.34)). However these interactions are
not sufficient to explain the observed unbalance.
Finally, the Standard Model symmetries allow for a CP-violating term in the QCD Lagrangian, but measurements showed this term to be null. The reason why the strong interaction would not violate the CP symmetry while the weak interaction does, is not understood
either.

1.3

Looking for the Electroweak Symmetry Breaking at the
LHC
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A direct question arising from the description of the Standard Model and its limitations, is
the one of the existence of a Higgs boson, and whether it has the properties predicted by the
Standard Model. Besides, many extensions of the Standard Model predict the existence of
one or several Higgs bosons [7] [8]. The research of Higgs bosons is a main goal of the Large
Hadron Collider.

1.3.1

Phenomenology of the Standard Model Higgs Boson at LHC

The Higgs boson mass is the only remaining unknown parameter of the electroweak symmetry
breaking. In particular, the couplings of the Higgs boson to fermions and bosons are fixed
by the theory. As a consequence, the Higgs boson production cross section and its preferred
decays depend only on the kinematical constraints set by its mass.

1.3.1.1

Higgs Boson Couplings

The coupling of the Higgs field to elementary particles is the mechanism that provides them
a mass in the Standard Model. As a consequence, the Higgs boson only couples to massive
particles, with a coupling that is proportional to their masses.
The couplings of the Higgs boson to fermions (hf¯f ) are proportional to their masses; as
a consequence, the couplings to heavy quarks (in particular the top quark) are significantly
favored:
gHf f = ig2
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mf
.
2MW

(1.49)

Besides, couplings to weak gauge bosons (hV V ) are also proportional to the boson masses:
gHZZ = ig2

mZ
; gHW W = ig2 mW .
cos θW

(1.50)

Consequently, the Higgs boson couples most likely to the heaviest particles kinematically
available.

1.3.1.2

Higgs Boson Production at LHC

The CERN Large Hadron Collider accelerates protons up to an energy of several teraelectronVolts (TeV), and collides them. The nominal center-of-mass energy of the collisions is
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14 TeV, however for the first years of data taking, i.e. 2010-2012, collisions are performed
with a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. Since protons are composite particles, the interactions
involved during their collisions, are interactions of their partons.
A high energy proton is made of three valence quarks, interacting through gluons; by
effect of these interactions, the valence quarks are surrounded by a sea of quarks and gluons.
Hence LHC interactions occur either by quark fusion, or by gluon fusion.
Since the Higgs boson does not couple to gluons, and can not be created directly by
a general q q¯0 interaction, its production appears mainly through 1-loop vertices. The main
production channels are presented in Fig. 1.6; the predominant one is the gluon fusion, that
occurs via a quark loop (the bottom left Feynman diagram in Fig. 1.6). The production cross
sections are presented in Fig. 1.7, as a function of the Higgs boson mass: they decrease with
the Higgs boson mass.
1.3.1.3

Higgs Boson Decays

The comparison of the couplings (1.49) and (1.50) shows that the Higgs boson naturally
decays into the highest mass final state kinematically possible. Thus, its decay spectrum
depends highly on its mass, as shown in Fig. 1.8.

Low mass Higgs boson: decays into fermions
In the mass range mh < 130 GeV/c2 , the decays into gauge bosons are not allowed kinematically. So the Higgs boson will preferentially decay into fermion-antifermion pairs. The decay
into a tt̄ pair is not allowed kinematically at such masses, and among the other possible final
states, the pairs of highest mass are favored.
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and the associated Higgs production with heavy top [247, 248] or bottom [249, 250] quarks:
associated production with W/Z :

q q̄ −→ V + H
∗

vector boson fusion :
gluon − gluon fusion :
associated production with heavy quarks :
q̄
V∗

qq −→ V V −→ qq + H

(3.2)

gg −→ H

(3.3)

gg, q q̄ −→ QQ̄ + H

(3.4)

q

q

V

(3.1)
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are also several mechanisms for the pair production of the Higgs particles
gluon fusion (bottom left), tt̄ fusion (bottom right).
(3.5)

LHC HIGGS XS WG 2010

and the relevant sub–processes are the gg → HH mechanism, which proceeds through heavy
top and bottom quark loops [251,252], the associated double production with massive gauge
p !
bosons [253, 254], q q̄ p→
, and the vector boson fusion mechanisms
→ V ∗V ∗ →
HHHV
(NN
s= 7qqTeV
LO+
N
NLL
HHqq [255, 256]; see also Ref. [254].
However, because of the suppression by the additional
QC
10
D+
NLsmaller
electroweak couplings, they have much
production cross sections than the single
OE
W)
Higgs production mechanisms listed above.

"(pp ! H+X) [pb]
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Higgs pair production : pp −→ HH + X

pp !
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Figure 1.7: Cross section of the Higgs boson production as a function of its mass, for LHC
√
(proton-proton) collisions with a center-of-mass energy of s = 7 TeV. The contributions
of the main production channels are presented: Higgsstrahlung (green and black), vector
boson fusion (red), gluon fusion (blue), tt̄ fusion (purple). The gluon fusion process is largely
predominant.

Loop-induced decays into γγ, Zγ, gg are also possible, involving loops of off-shell weak
bosons, or fermions. The variety of quark loops and the importance of the strong interaction
favor the H → gg.
For experimental studies, the bb̄ signatures are very difficult to differentiate from the
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overwhelming multijet background produced in proton-proton collisions. The τ τ and γγ signatures are preferred, though their low branching ratios. The particular topology of a Higgs
production by vector boson fusion, and decay into τ leptons is an interesting signature. Besides, the H → γγ decay provides the possibility to reconstruct precisely the mass resonance.

High mass Higgs boson: decays into gauge bosons
In the mass range mh > 160 GeV/c2 , the decays into gauge bosons take the advantage:
H → W + W − and H → ZZ, with a ratio 2:1. In the mass range 130 − 160 GeV/c2 , the decays
H → W W ∗ and H → ZZ ∗ are already predominant (cf Fig. 1.8). For masses higher than
350 GeV/c2 , the H → tt̄ decay appears, however it remains less important than the two other
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ones.
For experimental studies, the gauge boson leptonic decays present a clean signature, e.g.
H → W + W − → 2` 2ν, H → ZZ → 4` (` = e, µ). However the corresponding branching
ratios are very low6 . As a consequence, the other signatures are also studied.
One particularly clean channel is put forward in this thesis: H → ZZ → 4` (` = e, µ). It
provides a very clean signature of four leptons, from which the Higgs boson mass resonance
is reconstructed. However it requires a very efficient reconstruction and identification of
leptons, since inefficiencies count at power four.
Many theories beyond the Standard Model also provide multi-lepton signatures. It is
quite tempting to look for a Standard Model Higgs boson, while keeping an eye open for new
models. Two of them are presented in the next paragraphs.

1.3.2

Supersymmetry

The Standard Model considers one symmetry among elementary particles: the matterantimatter symmetry. To each particle, it associates an antiparticle with same parameters
but opposite charges. For example, the positron e+ is the antiparticle associated to the electron e− : it is also a lepton, with the same mass and an opposite electric charge; like the
electron, it is sensitive to the electromagnetic and weak interactions, but not to the strong
one.
6
BR(W ± → e± νe ) = 10.8%; BR(W ± → µ± νµ ) = 10.6%.
BR(Z → e+ e− ) = 3.36%; BR(Z → µ+ µ− ) = 3.37%.
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Figure 1.8: Decay branching ratios of the Higgs boson as a function of its mass.

The concept of supersymmetry (SUSY) relies on another such association: to each particle, it associates a superpartner with same mass and charges, but different spin. To the
Standard Model fermions correspond scalars called sfermions; to gauge bosons correspond
fermions called gauginos.
However these superpartners have not been experimentally observed. This is explained
by the spontaneous breaking of this supersymmetry, which confers them a significantly higher
mass.

The advantages of SUSY
Supersymmetry introduces neutral fermions of rather high mass (∼ 100 GeV/c2 ): the neutralinos (χ̃0i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4). The heavier of these four sparticles decay into the lighter ones. In
R-parity conserved supersymmetry the lightest neutralino is a stable, electrically and color
neutral, massive particle: an excellent candidate for dark matter.
Besides, if the sparticles are in the mass range7 100 GeV/c2 − 10 TeV/c2 , supersymmetry
7
This mass range is also particularly interesting for experimentalists, because it can be probed by LHC
collisions.
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allows the unification of the gauge couplings. The scale of this unification MGU T is slightly
higher than in non-supersymmetric models, providing a prediction of the proton lifetime more
consistent with the absence of significant observed proton decay.
Finally, supersymmetry provides a good framework to turn on gravity, hence the development of so-called supergravity models.

Higgs bosons in supersymmetric models
A supersymmetric model requires at least two scalar doublets Φ1 and Φ2 . The electroweak
symmetry breaking happens dynamically, thanks to the large top quark Yukawa coupling.
In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) which contains exactly two scalar
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doublets, it results in five heavy bosons: the two neutral CP-even bosons h and H, the neutral
CP-odd one A, and the charged bosons h± . The MSSM predicts that the lightest neutral
CP-even Higgs boson be rather light (mh < 135 GeV/c2 at the two-loop level).
These Higgs bosons keep a tendency to couple more to heavier particles; as a consequence,
a neutral Higgs boson can decay into a pair of neutralinos (A/H → χ0i χ0j ) as soon as this
decay is kinematically allowed.
A second lightest neutralino χ02 is likely to decay into a lightest neutralino χ01 through a
±
∓
0
neutral Z boson (χ02 → χ01 + Z), or to a chargino χ±
1 through a W boson (χ2 → χ1 + W →

χ01 + W ± + W ∓ ).
Keeping the leptonic decays of the weak gauge bosons (W → `ν, Z → `+ `− , ` = e, µ),
and keeping in mind that the lightest neutralinos, similarly to neutrinos, do not interact in
the detector, this leaves us with the research of a clean final state made of four leptons and
missing transverse energy [9] [10]:
A/H → χ02 χ02 → 4` + ETmiss .

(1.51)

This final state is very similar to the Standard Model H → ZZ (∗) → 4`.

1.3.3

Type-II Seesaw Mechanism

Several extensions of the Standard Model have been developed in order to justify the introduction of neutrino masses.
We recall that neutrinos are fermions and can have the same kind of mass terms as other
fermions (eq. (1.28) and (1.30)) These are called Dirac mass terms, and mix left-handed and
41

right-handed eigenstates: they require the existence of right-handed neutrinos with the same
masses as the observed left-handed neutrinos.
Besides, neutrinos have no electromagnetic charge and no color charge: so they could
also be described as Majorana particles, i.e. particles which are their own antiparticles. This
would imply a non-conservation of the lepton number (νi → ν̄i ), however observed neutrino oscillations (νi → νj ) already indicate some non-conservations in the lepton numbers.
The interesting fact about Majorana mass terms is that they do not mix left-handed and
right-handed components of a particle. As a consequence, a description of Majorana massive
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neutrinos does not require the addition of right-handed neutrinos in the model.

1.3.3.1

Introducing Type-II Seesaw Mechanism

The principle of the Seesaw mechanism is to introduce a correspondence between some highscale phenomenon, and the low-scale observed neutrino masses. For example, Type-I Seesaw
introduces right-handed neutrinos with a Majorana mass of the order of the grand unification
scale. The addition of Dirac mass terms that mix right-handed and left-handed neutrinos,
confers a very small mass to left-handed neutrinos. The higher the right-handed neutrino
mass, the lower the left-handed neutrino mass, hence the name of ‘seesaw’ mechanism.
Similarly, Type-II Seesaw introduces some new physics at a high scale: in this case, it is
 + 
φ
an extension of the scalar sector. To the Standard Model SU (2)L Higgs doublet Φ =
φ0
of hypercharge YΦ = 1, it adds a SU (2)L Higgs triplet8 ∆ of hypercharge Y∆ = 2:

∆=

√

∆+ / 2
∆++√
∆0
−∆+ / 2

(1.52)

Under a gauge transformation U(x), these fields transform as Φ → U(x)Φ and ∆ → U(x)∆U(x)† .
The general Lagrangian writes, similarly to eq. (1.38):
LSeesaw = Lf + LY + Lg + LΦ,∆ ,

(1.53)

where Lf and Lg are the same ones as for the Standard Model. The term corresponding to
the propagation of the Higgs fields writes:
LΦ,∆ = (Dµ Φ)† (Dµ Φ) + T r(Dµ ∆)† (Dµ ∆) − V (Φ, ∆) ,
8

(1.54)

Several extensions of the Standard Model suggest the addition of a scalar triplet: Little Higgs models [11]
and left-right supersymmetric models [12] for example.
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where the covariant derivatives write:
YΦ
τa
Bµ Φ − ig2 Wµa Φ ,
2
2
hτ
i
Y∆
a
Dµ ∆ = ∂µ ∆ − ig1
Bµ ∆ − ig2
Wµa , ∆ ,
2
2
Dµ Φ = ∂µ Φ − ig1

(1.55)
(1.56)

and the scalar potential writes:
h
i

2
V (Φ, ∆) = −µ2 Φ† Φ + λ Φ† Φ + µ2∆ T r(∆† ∆) + α(ΦT iσ 2 ∆† Φ) + h.c.
+λ1 Φ† ΦT r(∆† ∆) + λ2 (T r∆† ∆)2 + λ3 T r(∆† ∆)2 + λ4 Φ† ∆∆† Φ . (1.57)
A priori both scalar fields Φ and ∆ can develop a non-zero vacuum expectation value in their
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neutral components9 :
1
hΦi = √
2



0
v



1
; h∆i = √
2



0 0
v∆ 0


.

(1.58)

The minimization of the scalar potential implies non-zero values for both v and v∆ .

Finally, the Yukawa Lagrangian LY contains, in addition to the complete Standard Model
Yukawa Lagrangian, a coupling term between the scalar triplet ∆ and the lepton doublets


νiL
Li =
: LY = LYSM + LY∆,ν , where:
`iL
LY∆,ν

= −Yν LT C ⊗ iσ 2 ∆L + h.c.


1 T
T
0
T
+
T
++
= −Yij νiL CνjL ∆ − √ (νiL C`jL + `iL CνjL )∆ − `iL C`jL ∆
+ h.c.(1.59)
2

where C is the charge conjugation operator, and the symmetric complex matrix Yν is the
Yukawa coupling strength (i, j = e, µ, τ ). This extension of the Yukawa Lagrangian introduces
the non-conservation of the leptonic number.
Taking into account the triplet vacuum expectation value described in eq. (1.58), this
T C ν . The
Yukawa Lagrangian gives rise to a neutrino Majorana mass term, − 12 mij νiL
jL

neutrino mass matrix m mentioned in eq. (1.48), is related to the Yukawa couplings:
mij = 2Yij h∆0 i =

9

√

2Yij v∆ .

(1.60)

An electrically charged field does not acquire any vacuum expectation value, because otherwise charge
would be spontaneously broken.
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1.3.3.2

Constraints on the Scalar Fields

The potential minimization imposes the two following constraints on the parameters [13]:
√

λ1 + λ4 2
v∆
2
√
√
3
2αv 2 − 2(λ1 + λ4 )v 2 v∆ − 2 2(λ2 + λ3 )v∆
2
√
µ∆ =
2 2v∆
µ2 = λv 2 −

2αv∆ +

(1.61)
(1.62)

Requiring the correct electroweak scale sets a constraint on the two vacuum expectation
q
√
2 = ( 2G )−1/2 ≈ 246 GeV. Besides, the naturalness consideration from
values:
v 2 + 2v∆
F
neutrino masses implies v∆ & 1 eV.
Moreover, an agreement with the measurement of the constant ρ ≡
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limitation on the ratio10

v∆
v :

2
MW
2 cos2 θ
MZ
W

, implies a

taking the electroweak scale condition into account, this results

in:
v ≈ 246 GeV , v∆ . 1 GeV .

(1.63)

Let us consider more closely the scalars involved in this model: the doublet Φ and the
triplet ∆. After the electroweak symmetry breaking, seven physical massive Higgs bosons
remain: (H ±± , H ± , h0 , H 0 , A0 ).
The H ±± bosons are entirely composed of the triplet scalars ∆±± . The remaining eigenstates are mixtures of the doublet and triplet scalars, however the mixing angles are small
(their tangent is proportional to the ratio

v∆
v ).

Thus, H ± , H 0 and A0 are predominantly

composed of the triplet scalar, while h0 is mainly composed of the doublet scalar.
The mass of the H ±± boson (i.e. the mass of the triplet) writes:
√
m2H ±±
Knowing that

v∆
v

=

3
2αv 2 − λ4 v 2 v∆ − 2λ3 v∆
.
2v∆

(1.64)

. 0.03, the doubly charged Higgs boson mass scale depends mainly on the

scale of α. Besides the comparison of eq. (1.64) and (1.60) shows the seesaw concept: when
the vacuum expectation value v∆ gets small, the mass of the scalar triplet increases and the
neutrino masses decrease.

The differences between the masses of H ±± , H ± , H 0 and A0 appear through the quartic
couplings in the Higgs potential. If one assumes λi v∆  α (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), then these masses
10
The Standard Model predicts a tree-level value ρ = 1, in perfect agreement with experiments. After the
2
introduction of v∆ 6= 0, defining x = vv∆ , the constant writes: ρ = 1+2x
. This is still in agreement with
1+4x2
experimental results, given that x . 0.03.
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are degenerate, and h0 takes the same mass as the Standard Model Higgs boson:
α v2
; m2h0 ≈ 2λv 2 .
m2H ±± ≈ m2H ± ≈ m2H 0 ≈ m2A0 ≈ √
2 v∆

(1.65)

The most striking signature of this model would be the observation of the doubly charged
bosons11 H ±± . Besides, the couplings of H ++ to charged leptons are proportional to the
neutrino mass matrix (eq. (1.59) and (1.60)). Hence the comparison of its leptonic branching
ratios provides a measurement of the parameters of the neutrino mass matrix that can not
be measured with neutrino oscillations.
Direct searches for doubly charged Higgs bosons in leptonic final states were carried
at LEP [14, 15, 16] and mass limits in the range 95.5 − 100.2 GeV/c2 have been obtained,
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depending on the decay modes. Doubly charged Higgses have also been searched for at the
Fermilab Tevatron, and mass limits in the range mH ±± > 110 − 150 GeV/c2 have been set
[17, 18, 19, 20].
The mass range 100 − 1000 GeV/c2 can be explored at LHC: this corresponds to the conditions α ∼ v∆ and λi  1 in the case of degenerate masses.

1.3.3.3

Phenomenology Involving Doubly Charged Bosons for LHC Collisions

A total of ten parameters were introduced in the description of this model: the eight parameters of the potential (1.57): µ, λ, µ∆ , α and λi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), and the two vacuum
expectation values v and v∆ . After the minimization of the potential (eq. (1.61) and (1.62))
and the electroweak scale constraint, seven degrees of freedom remain. Even if we neglige the
quartic couplings λi (which is done in this paragraph for simplicity), three free parameters
remain: λ sets the doublet mass, while v∆ and α set the triplet mass and v∆ also intervenes
in the Yukawa couplings.
Besides, the Yukawa coupling matrix Yν depends on the neutrino mass matrix (1.60).
Some parameters of this matrix were measured with neutrino oscillation studies, however the
remaining uncertainties on the neutrino mass hierarchy, the mass scale m0 , and the three
phases, correspond to so many uncertainties on the Yukawa couplings.
These degrees of freedom intervene in the couplings, and make phenomenology predictions difficult: in particular, the predictions depend on the triplet vacuum expectation value
11

Singly charged or neutral bosons appear in many models, e.g. from scalar doublets in supersymmetric
models. Doubly charged scalars are more unusual.
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v∆ , and on the parameters of the neutrino mass matrix.

Couplings
The covariant derivatives imply couplings of the Higgs triplet ∆ with the massive gauge
bosons. As a consequence, the coupling gH ++ H −− Z is constant. If the coupling of the scalar
triplet and the scalar doublet is negligible, then gH ++ H − W − is also constant.
In the covariant derivative appear also couplings proportional to the triplet vacuum
expectation value: gH ++ W − W − , and gH + W − Z in the same conditions as previously.
Scalar self-couplings appear in the potential: they are not detailed here because they are
not useful for our studies.
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Finally, the Yukawa Lagrangian implies Yukawa couplings between the Higgs triplet and
the leptons: gH ++ `− `− , gH + `− νj . These are proportional to the neutrino mass matrix.
i

j

i

Production
The two constant couplings mentioned above define the two main production processes of
doubly charged Higgs bosons in the context of proton-proton collisions. The pair production
cross section (1.66) depends only on one unknown parameter, mH ±± :
q q̄ → Z ∗ , γ ∗ → H ++ H −− .

(1.66)

The associate production cross section (1.67) depends on the masses of H ±± and H ± , which
are assumed to be equal in this paragraph, because the quartic couplings are neglected:
q q¯0 → W ±∗ → H ±± H ∓ .

(1.67)

The two cross sections are comparable, and the latter is generally slightly higher. Since the
LHC provides proton-proton collisions, the cross section of the W + boson is significantly
higher than the one of the W − boson: as a consequence, the cross section of H ++ H − is
higher than the one of H −− H + .
The inclusive cross section for (1.66) and (1.67), is shown in Fig. 1.9, for several LHC
collision center-of-mass energies, and for Tevatron collisions.

Branching ratios
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"s = 14 TeV LHC
"s = 10 TeV LHC
"s = 7 TeV LHC
"s = 1.96 TeV Tevatron

1000
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! (fb)

10
1
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Figure 1.9: Cross section of inclusive doubly charged Higgs boson production as a function

Figure of
1: M
Cross
section of inclusive doubly charged Higgs bosons production (Eq. 6) as a function
H ±± : eq. (1.66) and (1.67). The K-factor of the processes is taken to be 1.25 for LHC
and
1.3 for
Tevatronof[21].
of MH ±±
. The
K-factor
the processes is taken to be 1.25 for LHC and 1.3 for Tevatron.
Given the couplings listed above, several decay channels are to be considered
Framework
for event generation

A

12

for the H ±±

±
±
boson, e.g. H ±± → W ± W ± and H ±± → `±
i `j . Similarly, the singly charged boson H can

The SM background processes we have considered for both the ≥ 3! and 4! channels are:

decay into gauge bosons H ± → W ± Z or leptonically H ± → `±
i νj . If the mixing with the

• ZZ
with
each isofsignificant,
the Z’s decaying
leptonically.
scalar
doublet
it may also
decay into quarks13 H + → tb̄.

distinguished
[22], depending
on the triplet vacuum expec• W ± ZThree
withgeneral
each ofsituations
the weakaregauge
bosons decaying
leptonically.
tation value v , as shown in Fig. 1.10 and 1.11:

• tt̄ with t → W∆b, and W ’s and b decaying (semi)leptonically.
1 eVZ.and
v∆ b<decaying
10−4 GeV:
in this case the bosonic decays are cancelled by the low
• Zbb •with
(semi)leptonically.
±
±
±
value of v∆ . The decay channels H ±± → `±
i `j and H → `i νj can be considered as

• W bb with W and b decaying (semi)leptonically.
predominant.

• Ztt with Z and t decaying (semi)leptonically.

• v∆ ≈ 10−4 GeV: all the decay channels listed above are comparable.

• W tt with W and t decaying (semi)leptonically.
±

• 10−4 GeV < v∆ . 1 GeV: in that case the leptonic decays are suppressed and the

• W 12W ∓ W ± with each of the W ’s decaying leptonically.
The

Decays involving other scalar bosons were studied in the case of non-degenerate masses, and found to be
negligible [22].
13 for signal and background event generations is the following:
setup
This involves the coupling to quarks of the charged component of the scalar doublet, φ+ .
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9

mixing of the scalar triplet and doublet is not negligible anymore.

10
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1

of the doubly charged Higgs bosons, H ±± , are the lepton number violating decays The possible decays of the doubly charged Higgs bosons, H ±± , are the
-1

-1

+
10 → e+
H ++
10two W ’s. The decay rates for the lepton number
= e, µ, τ , and the decays into
i ej , where ei = e, µ, τ , and the decays into two W ’s. The de

i

violating decays are:
!

Γ H

++

→

+
e+
i ej

"

|Mνij |2
= 10 -2
2 MH ++
8π(1 + δij )v∆

(26)10

!
"
+
Γ H ++ → e+
=
i ej

-2

|Mνij |2
2 MH +
8π(1 + δij )v∆

ij
o mass matrix and δij is the Kronecher’s delta. In the case of the decays into Wwhere
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Study of the leptonic decays

eV/1 TeV, one finds that these two decay modes are comparable when v∆
W + Z, W + H1 dominate over tb̄ for M∆ > 400 GeV.Taking mν /MH ++ ∼1−4
Considering the condition−41 eV . v∆ < 10 GeV, the H ±± and H ± bosons decay leptoni++
GeV.
Theboson
branching
6(b) we plot the branching fractions of the singly 10
charged
Higgs
versusfractions for the decays of the doubly charged Higgs, BR(H ), are sho

Fig. 4,
that the itYukawa matrix Yν (or Γ++ ) is diagonal, for simple illustration. In Fig. 4(a)
V and v∆ = 10−4 GeV, respectively. In Fig. 6(a), in
below
theassuming
W Z threshold,

++
plot the branching
fractions
er search so we neglect the offshell W ∗ /Z ∗ decay channels
then H + →
τ + ν isversus v∆ for MH ++ = 300 GeV; while in Fig. 4(b) we show BR(H ) ver
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the doubly charged Higgs mass for v∆ = 10−4 GeV. As seen from Eq. (29) and the figures, an import

feature is that when v∆ < 10−4 GeV the most important decays are those with a pair of like-sign charg
−4

cally:
±
H ±± → `±
i `j .

(1.68)

H ± → `±
i νj .

(1.69)

The two production processes (1.66) and (1.67), followed by the leptonic decays (1.68)
+ − −
± ± ∓
and (1.69), provide multi-lepton final states: respectively `+
i `j `m `n and `i `j `m νn , where

i, j, m, n run over the three lepton flavors (e, µ, τ ).
This phenomenology is however not simple: the doubly charged Higgs boson possesses
six different decay channels, since all lepton pairs are allowed a priori; the singly charged
Higgs boson possesses three phenomenologically different decay channels, since all neutrinos
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present the same signature in LHC detectors.
The branching ratios for these different decays are determined by the Yukawa coupling
matrix, and so by the neutrino mass matrix. Several parameters of this matrix (cf eq. (1.48))
have not been measured yet: in particular, the sign of m23 − m21 (i.e. the neutrino mass
hierarchy), the smallest of the neutrino masses (m0 ), the Dirac (CP-violating) phase δ, and
the Majorana phases α1 and α2 , described in (1.47).
Varying these parameters can change completely the leptonic branching ratios, as shown
in Table 1.4. Hence no particular leptonic decay can be assumed to be predominant, or
negligible, unless a hypothesis is made on these parameters.
Spectrum

Relations

Normal Hierarchy
m1 < m2 < m3

BR(H ++ → τ + τ + ), BR(H ++ → µ+ µ+ )  BR(H ++ → e+ e+ )
BR(H ++ → µ+ τ + )  BR(H ++ → e+ µ+ ), BR(H ++ → e+ τ + )
BR(H + → τ + ν̄), BR(H + → µ+ ν̄)  BR(H + → e+ ν̄)

Inverse Hierarchy
m3 < m1 < m2

BR(H ++ → e+ e+ ) > BR(H ++ → µ+ µ+ ), BR(H ++ → τ + τ + )
BR(H ++ → µ+ τ + )  BR(H ++ → e+ µ+ ), BR(H ++ → e+ τ + )
BR(H + → e+ ν̄) > BR(H + → µ+ ν̄), BR(H + → τ + ν̄)

Quasi-Degenerate
p
m1 ∼ m2 ∼ m3 > |∆m231 |

BR(H ++ → e+ e+ ) ∼ BR(H ++ → µ+ µ+ ) ∼ BR(H ++ → τ + τ + ) ≈ 30 %
BR(H + → e+ ν̄) ∼ BR(H + → µ+ ν̄) ∼ BR(H + → τ + ν̄) ≈ 30 %

Table 1.4: Relations among the branching fractions of the lepton number violating Higgs
decays for the neutrino mass patters of ‘normal hierarchy’, ‘inverse hierarchy’, and ‘quasidegenerate’, with no Majorana phases α1 = α2 = 0 [22]. In the case of a quasi-degenerate
state, the neutrino mass matrix is roughly proportional to the identity, and so is the Yukawa
coupling matrix, which explains the values of the branching ratios.
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For experimental considerations, the final states including only electrons and muons are
much cleaner than the other ones and allow the reconstruction of a resonance. These signatures (4` or 3` + ETmiss ) are quite similar to the ones of the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis. In
particular they possess the same main backgrounds. The experience of the H → ZZ (∗) → 4`
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studies in leptons and in background removal is very useful for these searches too.
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Chapter 2

The LHC Collider and the CMS
Experiment
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All perception of truth is the detection of an analogy.
Henry David Thoreau
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2.1
2.1.1

The Large Hadron Collider
CERN and the LHC Project

Since its creation in 1954, the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) has
housed numerous particle accelerators and its experiments played a major role in the construction of the Standard Model of Particle Physics. The Large Electron-Positron Collider
(LEP), built inside a 26.7 km circular tunnel located approximately 100 m in the underground, made also a giant step in the hunt for the Higgs boson, that is still ongoing today.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [23, 24] was installed in the tunnel that had been
constructed for the LEP machine, and took over in this search. It inherited the Proton
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Synchrotron (PS) and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerator systems (cf Fig. 2.1).
Four interaction regions were equipped, and host four main detectors: ATLAS, CMS, ALICE
and LHCb.
The two generalist experiments, CMS and ATLAS, study Standard Model physics processes (electroweak processes, physics of the top and bottom quarks, ...). Their main goal is
the search for the Higgs boson, and physics beyond the Standard Model.
The LHC is designed for two kinds of collisions: collisions of protons, and collisions of
Heavy ions. This section focuses on the case of proton collisions.

2.1.2

Performance Goals

The LHC was designed to probe the scalar sector, and new physics in case of the absence
of a Higgs boson. The unitarity constraint, mentioned in paragraph 1.2.1, sets a limit on
the Higgs boson mass: mH < 780 GeV/c2 . Besides, when applied to the tree-level amplitude
for WL+ WL− → ZL ZL and in the absence of fundamental Higgs, it imposes that new physics
appears at a scale Λ . 1.2 TeV. Hence the LHC collisions should be able to produce Higgs
bosons of masses lower than the TeV; besides they should provide interactions of WL bosons
at a center-of-mass energy of the order of the TeV, in order to probe the unitarity constraint.
The second requirement is tighter and requires a proton-proton center-of-mass energy of the
order of 14 TeV.
The number of events of a given physics process that occur during one second, is directly
related to the cross section1 of the corresponding process, σprocess , via the luminosity L of
1

In nuclear and particle physics, the cross section is used to express the normalized rate or probability of
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Chapter 2. The CMS Experiment

Figure 2.1: The LHC accelerator complex. Proton acceleration starts from a linear accelerator
Figure 2.1: The LHC accelerator complex.
(LINAC) that injects the protons to the Proton Synchrotron (PS), which accelerates them to
25 GeV. In the following stage, the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerates the beams
to 450 GeV and subsequently injects them into the LHC ring.

Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerates the beams to 450 GeV and subsequently
injects them into the LHC ring (see Fig. 2.1).
the machine2 :

N = L σprocess

(2.1)

The protons in the LHC beam are in cylindrical bunches with a nominal interaction
The relevant events for physics searches, such as Higgs physics and physics beyond the Stan-

diameter of 16 µm and a length of 8 cm. The nominal bunch separation is 25 ns. The
dard Model, are predicted to have a quite low production cross sections in proton-proton

maximum number of possible bunches in the LHC orbit is 3564, however, only 2808
collisions. As an illustration, Fig. 2.2 shows that the cross section for the production of

area intended
to be used, leaving gaps that are used for dumping the beam and machine
Higgs boson is several orders of magnitude smaller than the total inelastic cross section.
synchronisation.
LHC
is intended
to reach
another
instantaneous
luminosity
is 1034
cm−2ofs−1 .
Besides, it increases
significantly
more
than the
ones with the
center-of-mass
energy
the collisions. Hence, for the expected rate of researched events to be reasonably high, both

The
wasluminosity
fully commissioned
and started
operation
2008,For
however,
theLHC
collision
and the center-of-mass
energy
must beinasSeptember
high as possible.
the
LHC the
on abeam
very high
collision luminosity.
several
dayschoice
afterfocused
the first
circulation,
the machine had to stop due to technical
√

s = 14 TeV (7 TeV per beam),
problems [42]. The accelerator started again in November
2009 running initially at
The nominal center-of-mass energy for LHC collisions is

and the nominal peak luminosity is L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 for the CMS and ATLAS experi-

450 GeV per beam and later (December 2009) at 1.18 TeV per beam. In March 2010
ments. The right axis on Fig. 2.2 shows that for these values3 , a Higgs boson with a mass of

the beam energy was raised to 3.5 TeV and the instantaneous luminosity to about
a given interaction between particles. It has the dimension of a surface, and is usually expressed in barns (b):
−28
1b = 10−2
m2 .
−1
2
1027 cm
s
. Since
then
theofinstantaneous
has times
beenthe
steadily
increased:
The luminosity
is the
number
particles per unit luminosity
area per unit time
opacity of
the target, in
usually expressed in cm−2 s−1 .
−1
32
−2 −1
3
At such
a high
luminosity,
billion
inelastic
collisions
are created10
every
second.
summer
2010
it was
aboutapproximately
1030 cm−2 sone
and by
October
it reached
cm
s More
. The
generally, the low proportion of physics events in comparison to the overall number of inelastic interactions
suggests
the necessity,
for experiments,
an efficient
select the
to be recorded.
total
luminosity
delivered
duringof the
LHCtriggering
proton system,
run into2010
as events
a function
of time is

shown in Fig. 2.2. The current plan is that the LHC will continue running at 3.5 TeV
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Figure 2.2: Expected cross section as a function of energy in the centre of mass system
for proton-proton collisions. The cross sections are indicated in the left vertical axis. The
right vertical axis shows the number of events expected per second for a luminosity of L =
1033 cm−2 s−1 .
500 GeV/c2 would be produced approximately every 100 s. To estimate the number of measured events, one must then take into account the Higgs branching ratios and the experiment
reconstruction and (online and offline) selection efficiencies.

2.1.3

Nominal Center-of-mass Energy and Magnet Systems

The LHC being a proton accelerator with a constrained circumference, the maximal energy
per beam is related to the strength of the dipole field that maintains the beams in orbit.
The nominal LHC beam energy of 7 TeV is possible thanks to a global magnet system
at the edge of the technology. The system uses a total of about 9600 magnets.
The 1232 dipole magnets use niobium-titanium (NbTi) cables. They are brought to a
54

temperature of 1.9 K, by pumping superfluid helium into the magnets. A total of 120 t of
superfluid helium is used.
At that temperature4 , the dipoles are in a superconducting state, and when carrying a
current of 11850 A they provide a field of 8.33 T. Such a magnetic field is necessary to bend
the 7 TeV beams around the 27-km ring of the LHC.
Among the other magnets, quadrupoles play a major role at collision points: they are
used to focus the beam, and maximize the probability of collision.

2.1.4

Nominal Luminosity and Beam Parameters

pastel-00617514, version 1 - 29 Aug 2011

The very high LHC design luminosity implies many constraints on the proton beam parameters. In the general case of two colliding beams, the luminosity L writes:
L = frev nb

N1 N2
A

(2.2)

Where frev is the revolution frequency, nb is the number of bunches per beam, N1 and N2
are the number of particles in the bunches of each colliding beam, and A is the cross section
of the beams.
At LHC, the bunches are filled with an identical number of protons and N1 = N2 = Nb .
The cross section of the beam writes:
A = 4πn

β∗
γr

(2.3)

Where n is the normalized transverse beam emittance5 (with a design value of 3.75 µm), and
β ∗ is the beta function at collision point6 , which is then corrected by the relativistic gamma
factor γr .
Finally, the expression in (2.2) has to be corrected by a geometric luminosity reduction
factor, F , due to the crossing angle at interaction point.
Hence, the final expression of the luminosity writes:
L=

frev nb Nb2 γr
F
4πn β ∗

(2.4)

Given the beam velocity (v ∼ c ∼ 3 · 108 m s−1 ) and the LHC circumference (26.7 km),
the revolution frequency is frev = 11 kHz. Besides, the nominal value of the beta function at
4

NbTi becomes superconducting below a temperature of 10 K. At a temperature of 4.2 K (which is the
temperature in the Tevatron collider magnets), the dipoles would produce a magnetic field smaller than 7 T.
5
The beam emittance of a particle accelerator is the extent occupied by the particles of the beam in position
and momentum phase space.
6
It measures the beam focalization.
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impact point is β ∗ = 0.55 m. So the nominal luminosity is reached with nb = 2, 808 bunches
per beam, and Nb = 1.15 · 1011 protons per bunch.

2.1.5

Lattice Layout

Such a high beam intensity could not be obtained with antiproton beams7 . This is why a
‘simple’ particle-antiparticle accelerator collider configuration8 could not be used at LHC.
The LHC is therefore designed with two rings: two separate magnet fields and vacuum
chambers, in a twin-bore magnet design. The only common sections are located at the
insertion regions, equipped with the experimental detectors. The configuration is shown in
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Fig. 2.3.
A summary of the machine parameters [25] is given in Table 2.1. The numbers indicated
correspond to the nominal values. In addition to the previously mentioned parameters, the
luminosity lifetime is an important parameter at LHC and colliders in general. The luminosity
tends to decay during a physics run, because of the degradation of intensities and emittances
of the circulating and colliding beams.

Circonference
√
Center-of-mass energy ( s)
Nominal Luminosity (L)
Luminosity lifetime

26.659 km
14 TeV
1034 cm−2 s−1
15 hr

Time between two bunch crossings
Distance between two bunches
Longitudinal max. size of a bunch
Number of bunches (nb )
Number of protons per bunch (Nb )
beta function at impact point (β ∗ )
Transverse RMS beam size at impact point (σ ∗ )

24.95 ns
7.48 m
7.55 cm
2808
1.15 × 1011
0.55 m
16.7 µm

Dipole field at 7 TeV (B)
Dipole temperature (T )

8.33 T
1.9 K

Table 2.1: The LHC nominal parameter values, for proton-proton collisions, relevant for the
detectors.

7

In comparison, the highest luminosity achieved at the Tevatron proton-antiproton collider after the latest
upgrades, is 3 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 : this corresponds to the highest antiproton density ever produced, with the most
performant technology. The LHC design luminosity must be two orders of magnitude higher.
8
In such a configuration, both beams can share the same phase space, so a single ring can be used.
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systems. The insertion at Point 4 contains two RF systems: one independent system for each LHC
LHC Collision Detectors
beam. The straight section at Point 6 contains the beam dump insertion, where the two beams are
vertically extracted from the machine using a combination of horizontally deflecting fast-pulsed
The design parameters necessary to reach the high luminosity makes the LHC a unique
(’kicker’) magnets and vertically-deflecting double steel septum magnets. Each beam features an
machine
andabort
imposes
important
constraints
the detectors.
independent
system.
The LHC
lattice hasfor
evolved
over several versions. A summary of the
different
LHC
latticeconditions,
versions upthe
to version
6.4produce
is given 10
in 9ref.
[20]. collision events per second:
Under
nominal
LHC will
inelastic
The arcs of LHC lattice version 6.4 are made of 23 regular arc cells. The arc cells are 106.9 m
along
bunch
(i.e.
a bunch
spacing
of 25
ns), with
20 collision
and crossing
are maderate
out of
of 40
twoMHz
53.45
m long
half crossing
cells, each
of which
contains
one∼5.355
m long
cold mass
(6.63 m
long
cryostat),
a short straight section (SSS) assembly, and three 14.3 m long
events
expected
per
bunch
crossing.
dipole magnets. The LHC arc cell has been optimized for a maximum integrated dipole field along
the arc with a minimum number of magnet interconnections and with the smallest possible beam
envelopes. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic layout of one LHC half-cell.

2.1.6

–57
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Figure 2.1:
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Schematiclayout
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LHC
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Beam2Figure
LHC
(Beam
1- clockwise,
Beam
2 — anticlockwise).
anticlockwise).

2.1.6.1

Pile-up Events

Because of the large number of protons per bunch, a significant number of inelastic collisions
are expected to occur at each crossing, corresponding to an average of 1000 particles per bunch
crossing. To distinguish such events from one another, a high granularity is mandatory, which
implies a large number of detector channels.
Besides, the detectors must provide a fast response (mainly concentrated in one bunch
spacing, i.e. 25 ns), with a good time resolution (few ns), in order to distinguish the events
from two consecutive bunch crossings. This requires a precise synchronization of all detector
channels. The limit where two consecutive signals start to overlap is called out-of-time pile-
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up, and affects the shape of the signal, which is typically a few bunch crossings. This case
must also be taken into account.

2.1.6.2

Collision Rate

Under nominal conditions, the LHC will produce 109 inelastic collision events per second.
Though the very important computing and storage facilities, events can only be recorded at
a rate of ∼ 300 Hz. Hence the necessity of an online selection system that determines in a
very small amount of time9 whether an event is worth being recorded. Not only must this
system be fast: it should be very selective to reduce the event rate by seven orders of magnitude. Finally, this selection system must keep a very high efficiency on interesting collision
events.

2.1.6.3

High Radiation

The large flux of particles emitted by LHC collisions implies high radiation levels10 . So the
detectors shall not only be precise and selective, they must be highly resistant to radiations.
The same condition applies to their front-end electronics. Detectors were designed to operate
during ten years of nominal LHC collisions.
9
Bunch crossings occur every 25 ns in the case of LHC nominal collisions; during the latency of the first
step of the event selection, all information of the event must be stored in the electronics; hence this latency
should be at most few orders of magnitude higher than the bunch spacing (25 ns): typically 128 BX.
10
For example, at nominal luminosity, the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter (located ∼ 2 − 3 m from the
collision point) is submitted to a radiation of ∼ 0.2 to 6.5 Gy/h.
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2.2
2.2.1

The CMS Detector
Coordinate System

In this section and the following ones, the same system of coordinates will be used when
considering the detector: it is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The detector has a cylindrical shape
around the beam axis (z axis).

,8#$%&'(

#"
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Figure 2.4: The CMS coordinate system.

The origin is centered at the nominal collision point inside the experiment; the x axis
points horizontally towards the center of the LHC, and the y axis points vertically upwards,
so the z (longitudinal) axis, horizontal and colinear to the beam trajectory, points towards
the Jura mountain.
In the transverse (x-y) plane, the azimuthal angle φ is measured from the x axis and the
radial coordinate is denoted r. The polar angle θ is measured from the z axis. In particular
the pseudorapidity11 η will be used, defined as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
The direction of a particle trajectory at production point is described by the coordinates
(η, φ).
Keeping in mind the cylindrical shape of the detector, the η coordinate makes the difference between two parts of the subdetectors: the ‘barrel’ corresponds to the central, cylindrical
region, and the ‘endcaps’ are the two discs at the extremities that close the detector along
the beam axis.
2

11

E+pz
The pseudorapidity η is an approximation of the rapidity ρ = ln( E−p
) in the relativistic limit ( mc
→ 0).
E
z
1+β
These units are interesting in particle physics, because a Lorentz boost along the z axis (ρ = ρ − 12 ln( 1−β
)),
dN
dN
leaves the variable dρ unchanged ( dρ is the number of emitted particles by rapidity unit).
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An inelastic collision event is the collision of two partons: one from a proton of the
first beam, and one from a proton of the second beam. The energy of each parton is an
unknown fraction of the proton energy, so the collision energy is not fixed. However the
parton momentum, before the collision, is expected to be longitudinal (along the beam axis):
the transverse momentum of each parton being negligible, and the total transverse momentum
being conserved during an interaction, the transverse momentum of the collision is expected
to be negligible too.
As a consequence, the particle trajectories are often described in the transverse plane,
in particular their transverse energy writes: ET = E sin θ =

E
cosh η .

For a massless particle,
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the transverse energy is equal to the transverse momentum: ET = pT . For electrons and
muons, and for the energies considered12 , the masses are negligible and one will assume that
ET = pT .
A particle escaping the detection creates an unbalance in the total transverse energy
measurement, also called missing transverse energy. If the detector is hermetic, this missing
transverse energy can be interpreted as the transverse energy of the particles that the detector is not intended to measure, such as neutrinos or new physics particles that interact as
little as neutrinos with matter (e.g. neutralinos).

2.2.2

The CMS Detector and its Magnet

A multi-purpose detector contains two calorimeters. Electromagnetic particles are stopped
and measured in the first one; hadronic particles are measured in both and stopped in the
second one. In addition, an inner tracking device measures the trajectories of all charged
particles, while an outer device measures the charged particles that crossed both calorimeters,
i.e. muons and antimuons. Finally, the tracking devices are submitted to a magnetic field
that curves the trajectories of charged particles.
In the design of the CMS detector [26], a particular attention is given to muons: unlike
other detectable particles, their energy can not be measured by any of the calorimeters; this
measurement only relies on the curvatures of the tracks in the two tracking devices. The
degree of curvature of the trajectory of a particle decreases when its transverse momentum
12

Generally, the studied leptons are reconstructed for ET & 5 GeV, and their transverse energy distribution
is centered at ET ∼ 40 GeV, with a main contribution of leptons from the decays of W and Z bosons.
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increases, making the charge and pT measurements more difficult.
For the research of the Higgs boson in the decay channel H → ZZ → 4µ, a precise
measurement of the quadri-lepton mass is mandatory (≈ 1% at 100 GeV). Hence the necessity
of a precise measurement of the muon momentum, at least for pT values up to ∼ 100 GeV/c.
thesesolenoid,
two reasons,
a precise measurement
of the
track curvatures
was put forare aFor
high-field
a full-silicon-based
inner tracking system,
andmuon
a homogeneous
scintillating-crystals-based
electromagnetic calorimeter.

ward. Hence the necessity of a large bending power, effective in a wide tracking region: a 4-T

The coordinate system adopted by CMS has the origin centered at the nominal collision point inside the experiment,

the y-axis pointing vertically
and the
pointing
radially
toward theare
center
of the LHC.inside
Thus,
superconducting
solenoidupward,
is used.
Thex-axis
tracker,
and
bothinward
calorimeters
positioned
the z-axis points along the beam direction toward the Jura mountains from LHC Point 5. The azimuthal angle φ is

the
solenoid,
andx-axis
subject
longitudinal
magnetic
is returned
a
measured
from the
in theto
x-yitsplane
and the radial
coordinatefield.
in this The
plane flux
is denoted
by r. Thethrough
polar angle

θ is measured from the z-axis. Pseudorapidity is defined as η = − ln tan(θ/2). Thus, the momentum and energy

10,
000-t iron
comprising
5 wheels
and
endcaps, composed
three
The
transverse
to the yoke
beam direction,
denoted
by pT and
ET2, respectively,
are computedoffrom
the xdisks
and y each.
components.
The imbalance of energy measured in the transverse plane is denoted by ETmiss .

return field extends to a distance of 1.5 m from the solenoid, allowing the integration of 4
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muon
stations.
2 General

concept

An important aspect driving the detector design and layout is the choice of the magnetic field configuration for the
measurement of the momentum of muons. Large bending power is needed to measure precisely the momentum of
high-energy
charged particles.
This forces
a choice
of superconducting
technology
for The
the magnets.
The geometry
of the CMS
detector
[27]
is illustrated in
Fig. 2.5.
subdetectors and
Theonline
overall selection
layout of CMS
[1] is shown
in Fig.
1. presented
At the heart in
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sits a sections.
13-m-long,The
6-m-inner-diameter,
4-T
the
(‘trigger’)
system
are
the next
emphasis is put

superconducting solenoid providing a large bending power (12 Tm) before the muon bending angle is measured
by the
the muon
system. The return
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enough
to saturate
1.5role
m ofin
iron,
4 muon
stations to be
on
electromagnetic
calorimeter,
which
plays
a major
theallowing
following
chapters.
integrated to ensure robustness and full geometric coverage. Each muon station consists of several layers of aluminium drift tubes (DT) in the barrel region and cathode strip chambers (CSC) in the endcap region, complemented
by resistive plate chambers (RPC).
Superconducting Solenoid
Silicon Tracker
Very-forward
Calorimeter

Pixel Detector

Preshower

Hadron
Calorimeter
Electromagnetic
Calorimeter

Muon
Detectors

C ompac t Muon S olenoid

Figure 2.5: A perspective view of the CMS detector. Its length is 21.6 m and its diameter is
Figure 1: A perspective view of the CMS detector.
14.6 m.

The bore of the magnet coil is large enough to accommodate the inner tracker and the calorimetry inside. The
tracking volume is given by a cylinder of 5.8-m length and 2.6-m diameter. In order to deal with high track
multiplicities, CMS employs 10 layers of silicon microstrip detectors, which provide the required granularity and
precision. In addition, 3 layers of silicon pixel detectors are placed close to the interaction region to improve the
61tracks, as well as the position of secondary vertices. The
measurement of the impact parameter of charged-particle
expected muon momentum resolution using only the muon system, using only the inner tracker, and using both
sub-detectors is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2.3

Inner Tracking System

The CMS tracker is a fundamental tool for the charge and momentum measurements on
charged particles. Surrounding the interaction point, it has a length of 5.8 m and a diameter
of 2.5 m. It covers a pseudorapidity range of |η| < 2.5. Being positioned directly around the
collision point, the tracker material must be very resistant to radiation.
Besides, a very fine granularity in the innermost part is essential to identify the different
vertices in a bunch crossing: besides the primary vertex, which corresponds to the interaction point of the spotted collision, secondary vertices can indicate another interaction that
occurred during the same bunch crossing (pile-up), or the late decay of a particle13 .
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To meet these conditions, the choice was made of a tracker design entirely based on silicon
detector technology. This very powerful system has however some disadvantages: it implies
a high power density of on-detector electronics, which requires an efficient cooling system. In
addition, particles from collisions may interact with the corresponding high amount of dense
material, when they cross the tracker (multiple scattering, bremsstrahlung, photon conversion and nuclear interactions), implying complications in their reconstruction and a loss of
efficiency and precision. This effect will be detailed when dealing with electron objects, in
particular in chapter 4.

The high number of particles crossing the tracker results in a high hit density, which
decreases when the distance to the center increases. Under nominal LHC conditions (1000
particles every 25 ns), the hit density reaches:
• 1 MHz/mm2 at a radius of 4 cm,
• 60 kHz/mm2 at a radius of 22 cm,
• 3 kHz/mm2 at a radius of 115 cm.
For a good performance, the occupancy of a detector cell must be kept at or below ∼ 1%.
Thus, the expected hit density of a given region dictates the granularity.
The CMS tracker is made of two kinds of silicon sensors. Silicon pixels constitute the
very fine pixel detector in the most inner part, while the rest of the tracker is made of silicon
strips; thicker silicon sensors are used for the outer tracker region in order to maintain a signal
13

Leptons issued from late decays indicate a background event in the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` (` = e, µ) analysis
for example (e.g. b quark decays from Zbb̄ events).
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to noise ratio well above 10. The tracker structure contains several parts of central barrel
layers, completed by endcap disks on both sides, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. For a primary
particle, the pixels should provide the three first hits of the track. They allow a very precise
measurement of a particle impact parameter and the identification of secondary vertices.
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Table 2.2: Structure of the Silicon Tracker Detector.
Expected performance of the CMS tracker

For single muons of transverse momenta of 1, 10 and 100 GeV figure 3.4 shows the expected resolution
of transverse
momentum,
impact
and longitudinal
impact
To
prevent
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thermal transverse
runaway14
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silicon tracker
is coupled
to parameter,
a coolingassystem
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At a transverse momentum of 100 GeV multiple scattering in the tracker material accounts for 20 to
14

The increased detector leakage current can lead to a dangerous positive feedback of the self-heating of the
silicon sensor and the exponential dependence of the leakage current on temperature.
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The expected resolution of the tracker on some track parameters is shown in Fig. 2.7, for
muons of different transverse momenta and as a function of the pseudorapidity. The transverse momentum resolution varies according to the tracker modules crossed: a resolution of
∼ 1 % in the most central region, and raising to ∼ 3 % for high pseudorapidities, is expected
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3.1.4

Tracker system aspects

deposit shape of an electromagnetic particle, from the one of a hadronic particle.

All elements of the CMS tracker are housed in the tracker support tube, which is suspended on the
HCAL barrel. The tracker support tube is a large cylinder 5.30 m long with an inner diameter of
ECAL iswall
a hermetic
and homogeneous
that carbon
covers the
2.38 m. The
The CMS
30-mm-thick
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is made by calorimeter,
two 950-1/T300
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on the horizontal plane. The tracker outer
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and two
two carbon
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3.0).
barrel (TOB) and both endcaps (TEC+ and TEC-) rest on these rails by means of adjustable sliding
pads. The tracker inner barrel and disks (TIB/TID)
64 are in turn supported by the TOB. The angle
between the guiding elements of these rails is controlled to better than 0.183 mrad, corresponding
to a parallelism between the guides better than ±0.5 mm in all directions over the full length.
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in the pT range of W and Z boson decays (pT ∼ 40 GeV/c).

The crystals are followed by photodetectors that read and amplify their scintillation.
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are used in the barrel. A higher resistivity to radiation and
the magnetic field is necessary in the endcaps, hence the use of vacuum phototriodes (VPTs).
The pion population is particularly important in the forward region, and the decay
π 0 → γγ, presenting two photons very close to each others, is quite difficult to distinguish
from a single photon. For a better photon identification, a preshower detector is installed in
front of the ECAL endcaps.
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A longitudinal view of the electromagnetic calorimeter is shown in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Longitudinal view of part of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter showing the
ECAL barrel and an ECAL endcap, with the preshower in front.

2.2.4.1

ECAL Crystals and Geometry

The choice of lead tungstate crystals is driven by the constraints assigned by the CMS detector
design. First, to include both calorimeters inside the magnet, the ECAL must be compact.
This condition is fullfilled with lead tungstate: its high density (8.28 g/cm−3 ) and short
radiation length15 (0.89 cm) ensure the possibility to absorb electron and photon showers
with reasonably short crystals. Crystals of a length of 25.8 X0 are used in the barrel and
24.7 X0 in the endcaps.
A second requirement is the good separability of electromagnetic showers. This is possible
thanks to the small Molière radius16 (2.2 cm) of lead tungstate: in short crystals of a material
15

A material’s radiation length is the mean distance over which a high-energy electron loses all but 1/e of
its energy by bremsstrahlung; this is equal to 7/9 of the mean free path for pair production by a high-energy
photon.
16
The Molière radius Rµ is a characteristic constant of a material giving the scale of the transverse dimension
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with a small Molière radius, an electromagnetic shower keeps a reasonable size. Hence the
use of thin crystals of typical cross section 2.2 cm × 2.2 cm, which ensures a good shower
separation.
Finally, the scintillation decay time of the crystals is as fast as necessary for the context
of LHC collisions (80% of the light is emitted in 25 ns).
Nevertheless the light output (i.e. the amount of light transferred to the photodetectors) is relatively low and varies with temperature. To ensure a stable response, a cooling
system has been installed, maintaining the crystals and photodetectors at a temperature of
18◦ C ± 0.05◦ C, decoupled from the cold silicon tracker, and the readout electronics. The
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temperature is also monitored during data taking.

The barrel part of the ECAL covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.479, with a granularity 360-fold in φ and (2 × 85)-fold in η. The centers of the front faces of the crystals are
at a radius 1.29 m.
In comparison, the endcaps cover the rapidity range 1.479 < |η| < 3.0 and are made
of crystals with a slightly larger surface. The longitudinal distance between the interaction
point and the endcap envelope is 315.4 cm.
A comparison of the number and dimensions of crystals in the barrel and the endcaps is
given in Table 2.3.

number of crystals
crystal cross-section in (η,φ)
crystal cross-section at the front face
crystal cross-section at the rear face
crystal length

Barrel

Endcaps

61200
0.0174 × 0.0174
22 × 22 mm2
26 × 26 mm2
230 mm
25.8X0

14648
not fixed
28.62 × 28.62 mm2
30 × 30 mm2
220 mm
24.7X0

Table 2.3: Ecal crystals.

The crystals are mounted in a quasi-projective geometry to avoid cracks aligned with
particle trajectories, so that their axes make a small angle (3◦ in the barrel, 2◦ to 8◦ in the
endcaps) with respect to the vector from the nominal interaction vertex, in both the φ and
of the fully contained electromagnetic showers initiated by an incident high energy electron or photon. It is
defined as the mean deflexion of an electron of critical energy after crossing a width 1X0 . A cylinder of radius
Rµ contains on average 90% of the shower’s energy deposition.
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η projections.
Structurally speaking, the ECAL barrel is made of 36 identical Supermodules, each covering half the barrel length (−1.479 < η < 0 or 0 < η < 1.479), with a width of 20◦ in φ. Each
Supermodule is separated into four Modules in the η direction (cf Fig. 2.9). The presence of
acceptance gaps, called cracks, between Modules, complicates the energy reconstruction. A
larger crack is present in the border η = 0 between Supermodules, and an even larger one
marks the barrel-endcap transition.
Each ECAL endcap is made of two semi-circular plates called Dees (cf Fig. 2.9). Small
cracks are also present between the endcap Dees, but their effect negligible.
The energy loss in the barrel cracks has been quantified. It is measured by comparing
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the energy measured in the ECAL with the momentum measured in the tracker on electrons
with little bremsstrahlung, considering that the difference is due to energy loss in cracks.
The measured loss is of ∼ 3 % for the gaps in φ, affecting regions of ∼ 2◦ , and ∼ 10 % for
the gaps in η (∼ 15 % in the barrel-endcap transition), affecting regions of ∼ 0.01 unit in
η. A recovery method cancels these losses for all gaps, except the border η = 0 and the
barrel-endcap transition, where energy losses of respectively ∼ 5 % and ∼ 10 % remain.

Crystals in a
supermodule

Preshower

Supercrystals

Modules

Preshower

End-cap crystals

Figure
Layoutofofthe
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the arrangement
of crystal
Figure
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modules,
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and
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with
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front.
crystal modules, supermodules and endcaps, with the preshower in front.
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2.2.4.2

Photodetectors

Photodetectors need to be fast, radiation tolerant, and able to operate in the longitudinal 4-T
magnetic field. According to the different expected levels of radiation, two different kinds of
photodetectors were used for the barrel and for the endcaps; these two devices were developed
specially for CMS.
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are used in the barrel. Each APD has an active area of
5 × 5 mm2 ; a pair is mounted on each crystal. They are operated at gain 50 and read out in
parallel.
Vacuum phototriodes (VPTs) are used in the endcaps. Each VPT is 25 mm in diameter,
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with an active area of ≈ 280 mm2 ; one VPT is glued to the back of each crystal. They have
a single gain stage, with a value of ∼ 10.2 at zero magnetic field; a 4-T magnetic field lowers
this value by less than 10%. In comparison with the APDs, the lower quantum efficiency and
internal gain of the VPTs is offset by their larger surface coverage on the back face of the
crystals.

2.2.4.3

Preshower

The preshower is a 20-cm thick sampling device, made of two parts located at each end of
the tracker, in front of the ECAL endcaps, in the pseudorapidity range 1.653 < |η| < 2.6
(cf Fig. 2.9). Its absorber, made of lead radiators, initiates electromagnetic showers from
incoming electrons and photons. Behind each radiator are two layers of silicon strip sensors
positioned with orthogonal orientation. These sensors measure the deposited energy and the
transverse shower profiles for a better identification of electromagnetic particles.
At a pseudorapidity value of η = 1.653, the material crossed by a particle in the preshower
before it reaches the first sensor plane is 2X0 , with an additional 1X0 before reaching the
second sensor plane. A particular attention has been given to a full coverage of lead by silicon
sensors, including the effects of shower spread, primary vertex spread, etc.
Each silicon sensor measures 63 × 63 mm2 , with an active area of 61 × 61 mm2 , divided
into 32 strips. The nominal thickness of the silicon is 320 µm.
An electron or a photon emitted in the direction of the preshower, deposits ∼ 5 % of its
energy in the preshower, and the rest in the ECAL endcap.
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2.2.4.4

Laser Monitoring

ECAL lead tungstate crystals are resistant, but not insensitive to radiations: their optical
transmission is reduced by few percents during a run. This limited but rapid effect is due to
the production of color centers which absorb a fraction of the transmitted light.
The effect is neither constant17 , nor uniform: it is more visible for higher radiations, e.g.
higher luminosity, or higher pseudorapidity for a given luminosity. Besides, at the ECAL
temperature of 18◦ C, this effect tends to be compensated by an annealing effect18 .
Under LHC conditions of runs (≈ 10 hours) alternating with machine refills (≈ 1 hour),
the crystal transparency has a cyclic behavior, with a progressive degradation during runs
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(when the radiation effect dominates), and a fast recovery during breaks (due to the annealing).
The magnitude of the changes is dose-rate dependent, and is expected to range from
1 − 2 % at low luminosity in the barrel, to tens of per cent in the high η regions of the endcaps at high luminosity.

Such evolutions must be taken into account for a proper calibration of the energy19 ; hence
a regular measurement of the crystal transparency, using laser pulses injected into the crystals
via optical fibres. The response is normalized by the laser pulse magnitude measured using
silicon PN photodiodes. The ratio of the crystal response to the photodiode measurement
gives the crystal transparency.
Laser monitoring occurs regularly during runs (during the beam gap20 , in each LHC
beam cycle, i.e. every 88.924 µs). It monitors transparency changes for each crystal at the
0.2% level.
The sensitivity of the energy resolution to the radiation, is illustrated in Fig. 2.10, that
shows the π 0 invariant mass history, with and without laser corrections, over a month of data
taking [28]. The effect is significantly higher under higher luminosity conditions (in these
runs: L ∼ 1031 − 1032 cm−2 s−1 ), and in more forward regions (these results show only the
barrel region). In 2010 and after laser corrections, an ECAL stability of ∼ 0.2% (resp. ∼ 1%)
17

Many years of research showed that the sites of light production are not destructed by radiation.
Annealing consists in heating a material to a temperature higher than the recrystallization temperature,
maintaining a suitable temperature, and then cooling. This process is used to change some of the material
properties such as strength and hardness: in this case, transparency.
19
They are also planned to be taken into account in the online selection system, when LHC collisions get
to a luminosity close to the nominal value.
20
The beam gap is 3.17 µs long; about 1% of this time is used for laser monitoring.
18
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is observed in the barrel (resp. in the endcaps).
!0

16

invariant mass history
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!0 invariant mass history plot

Figure 2.10: π 0 invariant mass history, from the reconstruction of di-photon events in the
ECAL Barrel for the last month of 2010 collisions. Histories are shown before and after
corrections to ECAL crystal energy due to transparency loss are applied. The invariant mass
is normalised to unity at the start of the run period considered.
The last days of this run range correspond to a high luminosity period, for which larger
luminosity corrections must be applied.

2.2.4.5

Detector Calibration

The main source of channel-to-channel disparities is the difference between the crystal scintillation light yields. The total variation among all barrel crystals is ≈ 15%; the value is higher
in the endcaps (≈ 25%), because of non-negligible variations in the VPTs, like the gain.
Corrections from laboratory measurements and calibration of crystal light yield and photodetector/electronics response reduced the channel-to-channel variation to less than 5% in
the barrel, less than 10% in the endcaps.
A good precision on intercalibration constants was further achieved for the whole barrel
(< 2%) with the use of cosmic rays, with a further improvement for nine supermodules of
the barrel (∼ 0.5%) and 500 crystals in the endcaps (< 1%), with electron test beams.

The ultimate intercalibration precision is to be achieved in situ, with physics events. The
results on 2010 data allowed to uniformize the precision of the intercalibration constants,
which is in 2010 ∼ 0.5 − 1 % in the barrel and ∼ 2 − 3 % in the endcaps.
Several measurements were combined to obtain this precision: the information from
stopped circulated beams (also called splash events) in the barrel was used. Besides, for
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barrel and endcaps, two data-driven methods were applied. The φ-symmetry method [29, 30]
is based on the assumption that the total transverse energy deposited from minimum bias
events should be the same for all crystals in a ring at a fixed pseudorapidity21 . The π 0 calibration method [28] consists in uniformizing the peak positions for individual crystals.

To the intercalibration corrections is added a global correction factor, corresponding to
the detector energy scale. The ECAL barrel and ECAL endcap energy scales have been
R
√
measured in situ, using Z → e+ e− events collected over the year 2010 ( s = 7 TeV, L =
36pb−1 ). The systematic errors have been evaluated to be 0.5 % for the barrel factor and
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1.4 % for the endcap factor in 2010.

2.2.4.6

Energy Resolution

The energy resolution has been measured on one barrel supermodule, using incident electrons,
during a beam test in 2004 [31]. The result is shown in Fig. 2.11:
 σ(E) 2
E

=

 2.8 % 2  0.12 2
√
+
+ (0.30 %)2 ,
E
E

(2.5)

It is made of a stochastic, a noise and a constant contribution. A resolution better than 1%
is achieved for electrons of energy higher than 15 GeV; for 40 GeV electrons it is of 0.6%.
These tests correspond to optimal conditions: the electrons hit radially the center of
a crystal, so the energy loss corresponding to crystal junctions, and the effect of the angle
of incidence variation (due to the magnetic field), are minimized. The same tests applied
on electrons hitting uniformly the crystal, showed that after a general energy correction the
resolution is ∼ 0.15% worse than the previous results (for 120 GeV electrons).

2.2.4.7

Position Resolution and Alignment

The ECAL position resolution reflects the fluctuations of the energy measurements, and
follows the same dependence in energy as (2.5). Studies based on simulations [32] demonstrate
21
Two factors alter this φ-symmetry. The ECAL geometry itself is not uniform in azimuth: because of the
non-projective crystal orientation, crystals located at the border of cracks in φ are also hit by particles on their
side face, and receive more hits than others. The corresponding effect is of 5 − 10 % in the mentioned regions.
Besides the material budget between the calorimeter and the interaction point is not perfectly homogeneous:
this results in an inhomogeneous particle flux impinging on the calorimeter. The corresponding effect is
generally ∼ 1 %, and ∼ 10 % in two regions of two crystals each, due to the rails and associated sliding pads
used to support the silicon tracker. These factors are taken into account in the so-called phi-symmetry method.
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Figure 1.3: ECAL energy resolution, σ (E)/E, as a function of electron energy as measured from
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Figure 1.4: The jet transverse-energy resolution as a function of the jet transverse energy for barrel
jets (|η| < 1.4), endcap jets (1.4 < |η| < 3.0), and very forward jets (3.0 < |η| < 5.0). The jets are
reconstructed with an iterative cone algorithm (cone radius = 0.5).

Hadron Calorimeter

Located behind the Tracker and the Electromagnetic Calorimeter as seen from the interaction
–5–

point, the hadron calorimeter (HCAL) plays a major role in the measurement of hadron
jets. Hence, it should provide a sufficient containment to stop hadron showers. Besides,
a wide extension in pseudorapidity is necessary to have a precise description of the total
collision event, allowing a reliable measurement of the missing transverse energy, and thereby
a measurement of neutrinos and some exotic particles.
From the point of view of a Higgs boson analysis in a multi-lepton final state, the HCAL
measurement is very useful to distinguish electrons from hadron jets.

The HCAL is a sampling calorimeter. Like the ECAL, it contains a barrel part (HB) and
an endcap part (HE). To follow the containment and wide coverage goals, the HCAL must
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be completed by two other calorimeters (HO and HF).
The HCAL Barrel covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.3; it is radially restricted,
between the outer extent of the ECAL and the inner extent of the magnet coil: 1.77 m <
R < 2.95 m. To ensure adequate sampling depth for |η| < 1.3, the Hadron Calorimeter is
extended outside the solenoid with a tail catcher called the HO, or outer calorimeter.
The HCAL Endcaps cover a wide rapidity range: 1.3 < |η| < 3. The forward hadron
calorimeters (HF) placed at 11.2 m from the interaction point extend the pseudorapidity
coverage down to |η| < 5.2.

HO

HB
HE
HF

Figure 2.12: Longitudinal view of the CMS detector showing the locations of the hadron
Figure
5.1:endcap
Longitudinal
the CMS
the locations of the hadron barrel
barrel
(HB),
(HE), view
outerof(HO)
and detector
forwardshowing
(HF) calorimeters.
(HB), endcap (HE), outer (HO) and forward (HF) calorimeters.
Table 5.1: Physical properties of the HB brass absorber, known as C26000/cartridge brass.
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3
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The structure of the Hadron Calorimeter is illustrated in Fig. 2.12.

The HO uses the solenoid coil as an additional absorber equal to 1.4/ sin θ interaction
lengths and is used to identify late starting showers and to measure the shower energy deposited after HB. Scintillation light from the tiles is collected using multi-clad Y11 Kuraray
wavelength shifting (WLS) fibres.
The material in the HCAL Endcaps must face a consequent radiation, and handle high
counting rates. Because of the magnetic field, the absorber must be made from a nonmagnetic material; finally, the HE must fully contain hadronic showers. These considerations
lead to the choice of C26000 cartridge brass. The total length of the calorimeter, including
electromagnetic crystals, is about 10 interaction lengths (λI ).
On average, 760 GeV per proton-proton interaction is deposited into the two forward
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calorimeters, compared to only 100 GeV for the rest of the detector. For that reason, the HF
calorimeter uses a Cherenkov-based, radiation-hard technology, with quartz fibres.

The calorimeter barrel (EB + HB + HO) resolution has been measured on pions of
varying energy (3 − 500 GeV) by test beams, and found to be:
 σ(E) 
E

=

 84.7 % 
√
⊕ 7.4 % .
E

(2.6)

This resolution is dominated by the HCAL contribution.

2.2.6

The Muon System

In multi-purpose detectors, like CMS, muons are particularly easy to identify and distinguish
from backgrounds, thanks to the absorbers constituted by the calorimeters.
Muons play a major role in many physics analyses, particularly for the search of a Higgs
boson in a multi-lepton final state. The topology of the final state of H → ZZ → 4µ analysis
motivates the construction of a muon system with a wide angular coverage, with no acceptance gap.

Given the shape of the CMS solenoid magnet, the muon systems were divided into a
cylindrical barrel section, and two planar endcap regions. 25 000 m2 of detection planes are
used in robust muon chambers.
In this case too, the barrel region is an easier case than the endcaps: less background,
a low muon rate, and a uniform 4-T magnetic field, mostly contained in the steel yoke.
74

Drift tube (DT) chambers were used, with standard rectangular drift cells, covering the
pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.2. Chambers measuring the muon coordinate in the r − φ
bending plane alternate with chambers providing a measurement in the z direction. Each of
the four stations contains four chambers of each kind. The main problem of this design is
the presence of ‘cracks’, i.e. dead spots in efficiency, between the chambers. This is solved
by an offset of the drift cells between neighbor chambers.
The endcaps cover a region of higher rates, and where the magnetic field is large and
non-uniform. Cathode strip chambers (CSC) are used to cover the pseudorapidity region
0.9 < |η| < 2.4. Each of the four stations contains six layers of chambers and anode wires. The
chambers are positioned perpendicular to the beam line and provide a precision measurement
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in the r −φ bending plane, whereas the anode wires provide measurements of η and the beamcrossing time of a muon. Efficient tools are used to reject non-muon backgrounds and match
hits to those in the other stations and in the CMS inner tracker.
A complementary system, consisting of resistive plate chambers (RPC) was added in
both barrel and endcap regions, over a large portion of the rapidity range (|η| < 1.6). These
are double-gap chambers, operated in avalanche mode to ensure good operation at high rates:
six layers are present in the barrel, three in each endcap. They produce a fast response, with
good time resolution but coarser position resolution than the DTs or CSCs. They provide
an independent trigger system with good time resolution. Besides, they help to reduce
ambiguities in attempting to make tracks from multiple hits in a chamber.
Finally, a sophisticated alignment system measures the positions of the muon detectors
with respect to each other and to the inner tracker, in order to optimize the muon momentum
resolution. A general representation of the muon system is shown in Fig. 2.13.

The expected resolution of the transverse momentum of muons is of ∼ 10 % in the barrel
and ∼ 20 % in the endcaps, for muons from W or Z boson decays (pT ∼ 40 GeV). For global
muon objects, the momentum is measured by the combination of the tracker and the muon
system informations. Figure 2.14 shows the effect of this combination: in the pT range below ∼ 100 GeV/c, the tracker contributes mainly to the transverse momentum measurement.
However for higher pT values, the muon system information provides a significant improvement.
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Figure 2.13: Longitudinal view of the muon detectors: DT, RPC and CSC.
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2.2.7

of the ECAL, for incident electrons as measured in a beam test, is shown in figure 1.3; the stochastic (S), noise (N), and constant (C) terms given in the figure are determined by fitting the measured
points to the function
Trigger
! σ "2 # S $2 # N $2
= √
+
+C2 .
(1.1)
E
E
E

The trigger system can be seen as the first step of the physics event selection process. Unlike

The ECAL is surrounded by a brass/scintillator sampling hadron calorimeter (HCAL) with coverage up
to |η|this
< 3.0.
light isand
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wavelength-shifting
(WLS) fibres
the following
steps,
oneThe
is scintillation
not reversible,
needsbytherefore
a very precise
upstream
embedded in the scintillator tiles and channeled to photodetectors via clear fibres. This light is
study. Itdetected
performs
a fast selection
events likely
to be
for and
physics
by photodetectors
(hybrid of
photodiodes,
or HPDs)
that interesting
can provide gain
operateanalyses,
in
high axial magnetic fields. This central calorimetry is complemented by a tail-catcher in the baramong the huge amount of events produced by LHC collisions.
rel region (HO) ensuring that hadronic showers are sampled with nearly 11 hadronic interaction
lengths. Coverage up to a pseudorapidity of 5.0 is provided by an iron/quartz-fibre calorimeter. The Cerenkov light emitted in the quartz fibres is detected by photomultipliers. The forward
76 the measurement of the transverse energy in the
calorimeters ensure full geometric coverage for
event. An even higher forward coverage is obtained with additional dedicated calorimeters (CASTOR, ZDC, not shown in figure 1.1) and with the TOTEM [2] tracking detectors. The expected jet
transverse-energy resolution in various pseudorapidity regions is shown in figure 1.4.

This selection must drastically reduce the event rate, from the LHC bunch crossing rate
(40 MHz under nominal conditions) to a reasonable rate for data recording, that was fixed at
∼ 300 Hz. Besides, all collision data must be kept until the trigger decision, which requires
a fast decision.
These constraints lead to a highly flexible two-level trigger system. The Level-1 (L1)
Trigger is a hardware system made of largely programmable electronics, that provides a first
rate reduction, to 100 kHz, with a fast event scan in a fixed amount of time: 3.2 µs. To satisfy
this timing constraint, it considers coarse granularity objects from the calorimeters and the
muon system. During these 3.2 µs, the complete high-resolution event information is held in
pipelined memories.
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If the L1 decision is positive, the complete event information is transferred to the next
selection step: the High Level Trigger (HLT). This software system is implemented in a filter
farm of about one thousand commercial processors. It is based on algorithms of increasing
complexity, that use the fine granularity of the event. Hence the HLT decision time varies
according to the event, with a mean value of < T >≈ 50 ms. The HLT can access the
complete event data: this flexibility requires a high bandwidth of the order of 1 Tb/s.

In the case of a Higgs boson analysis in a multi-lepton final state, the trigger will naturally search events containing electron or muon signals. For the Level-1 Trigger, an electron
signature is a narrow and highly energetic energy deposit in the ECAL, and a muon signature
is a track segment or a hit pattern in muon chambers.
The High-Level Trigger considers higher granularity objects (it reconstructs the total
energy deposits in the calorimeters, and muon tracks) and combines them with the tracker
and preshower information.

2.2.7.1

Level-1 Trigger Architecture

Figure 2.15 describes the Level-1 Trigger architecture: it is divided in two parallel trigger
systems (one corresponding to the calorimeters, the other to the muon chambers). Each
system is based on a local, a regional, and a global part, after which they are merged into a
Global Trigger for the final L1 decision.
Several categories of Level-1 Trigger candidates are created:
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here. More information may be found in [189]. For reasons of flexibility the L1T hardware is implemented in
FPGA technology where possible, but ASICs and programmable memory lookup tables (LUT) are also widely
used where speed, density and radiation resistance requirements are important. A software system, the Trigger
Supervisor [190], controls the configuration and operation of the trigger components.
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The L1T has local, regional and global components. At the bottom end, the Local Triggers, also called Trigger
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communicated to the sub-detectors through the Timing, Trigger and Control (TTC) system. The architecture of the
L1T is depicted in Fig. 223. The L1T has to analyze every bunch crossing. The allowed L1T latency, between a

Figure 223: Architecture of the Level-1 Trigger.

Figure 2.15: Architecture of the Level-1 Trigger.

given bunch crossing and the distribution of the trigger decision to the detector front-end electronics, is 3.2 µs. The
processing must
therefore
be pipelined in order to enable a quasi-deadtime-free operation. The L1T electronics is
Local
Triggers
housed partly on the detectors, partly in the underground control room located at a distance of approximately 90 m
On each subdetector
from the experimental
cavern. the local trigger creates coarse-granularity information. In the calorimeters, this information is a collection of Trigger Primitives.
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Regional Triggers
The Regional Calorimeter Trigger collects the local information to build Level-1 Trigger
Candidates; it combines the information of both calorimeters, for example for isolation considerations.
For the muon trigger, a DT track finder and a CSC track finder collect the local DT and
CSC information to build Level-1 Trigger Candidates as tracks. The RPC trigger is directly
regional.
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The four most relevant candidates of each category are sent to the Global Calorimeter
Trigger, or the Global Muon Trigger respectively. The Regional Calorimeter Trigger also
sends the Global Calorimeter Trigger the regional summed transverse energy.

Global Calorimeter Trigger and Global Muon Trigger
Finally, the Global Calorimeter Trigger sorts the Level-1 Trigger Candidates to send the four
most relevant ones of each category to the Global Trigger. It also calculates the summed
transverse energy (ΣET ) and the missing transverse energy (ETmiss ) of the event, as well as
the scalar transverse energy sum of all jets above a given threshold (HT ). This information
is also sent to the Global Trigger.
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The Global Muon Trigger collects and compares the candidates from the DT, CSC and
RPC Triggers. It combines them into four Muon Candidates. It also uses some information
from the Regional Calorimeter Trigger for isolation considerations. The four Muon Candidates are sent to the Global Trigger.

Global Trigger
The Global Trigger collects the candidates produced by the Global Calorimeter Trigger and
the Global Muon Trigger, and compares them to the Level-1 Trigger Menu. This menu is a
list of Level-1 enabled triggers. At most 128 algorithms can be used, possibly prescaled23 ,
including at most 64 technical triggers24 .
If the candidate collection satisfies at least one of the listed triggers, the Level-1 Trigger
decision is positive and the fine granularity event information is sent to the High-Level Trigger. Some trigger rules are also applied at that step, to prevent any memory overload. For
example, the Level-1 Trigger can not accept two events separated by only one bunch crossing.

A trigger algorithm can consist in a threshold applied to the highest energetic candidate
of one category. For example, ‘L1 SingleEG8Iso’ requires at least one isolated (i.e. with little
activity in the surrounding calorimeter regions) electron/photon candidate with a transverse
23

When a trigger is expected to have too high a rate at the considered luminosity, two possibilities appear
to reduce the rate. Either the trigger conditions are tightened, or this exact selection is kept, but the rate is
reduced by a prescaling factor n: only every nth event satisfying the trigger conditions, is accepted.
24
Technical triggers are based on technical information, like the LHC beam counters, or the CMS beam
scintillators. They provide a way to select events independently from the calorimeter information. They can
be a very interesting tool to test the trigger efficiency; however they trigger systematically on collision events,
and must be highly prescaled, unless the collision rate is very low (. 1030 cm−2 s−1 ).
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energy higher than 8 GeV.
A combined condition is sometimes a better way to reduce backgrounds while keeping a
good efficiency on physics: for the same rate reduction, the use of a lower threshold is possible; double triggers also exist, like ‘L1 DoubleEG5Iso’, which requires at least two isolated
electron/photon candidates with a transverse energy higher than 5 GeV.

2.2.7.2

High-Level Trigger Architecture

The High-Level Trigger builds candidates corresponding to all kinds of reconstructed objects
considered in the offline analyses, using very similar algorithms: photons, electrons and
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muons, τ -jets and hadronic jets, missing transverse energy... Its inner sub-structure is in
several steps of increasing complexity, starting at Level 2.
The Level 2 starts generally with the Level-1 Trigger information, and builds fine granularity objects around the Level-1 candidates, using only the information from the calorimeters
and the muon system. The tracker information is used, when necessary, starting at the next
level: Level 2.5.

The example of electron candidates
Let us explain the role of each of the three steps described above, for the reconstruction
of electron objects. In that case three HLT levels are considered: Level 2, Level 2.5 and
Level 3.
At Level 2, energy clusters, built from the ECAL and preshower information, are matched
to Level-1 e/γ candidates. The remaining energy of the initial particle, that was spread by
bremsstrahlung, is then collected, forming what is called a supercluster. Some conditions are
applied to the supercluster transverse energy, its shape, and isolation in comparison with the
surrounding ECAL and HCAL regions, for it to be consistent with an electromagnetic signal.
At this level, no difference is made between electrons and photons.
Level 2.5 extrapolates the position of the supercluster towards the innermost part of the
tracker (the pixels), taking the curvature from its measured transverse energy, assuming that
this supercluster corresponds to an electron. Two hits are searched in the corresponding
region in the tracker pixel layers, and in the TEC layers in the forward region, to form a seed.
If a track seed is found, Level 3 applies a complete track reconstruction.
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The selections on the electron transverse energy, its isolation, its supercluster shape, and
the width of the matching supercluster-seed window, are dictated by the HLT menu.

High-Level Trigger menu
The High-Level Trigger uses around 150 trigger algorithms, and sorts the selected events
into several datasets with as little overlap as possible. An event passing at least one of these
trigger selections, will be accepted by HLT, flagged according to the passed selections, and
recorded in the corresponding datasets.

Selecting exceptional events
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The signatures of interesting physics events are likely to provide high energy leptons
(electrons or muons), missing transverse energy (corresponding to neutrinos or particles described by theories beyond the Standard Model), or jets (τ -jets, or quark jets). Triggers
are developed for all these signatures, in particular very high energy triggers, and coupled
triggers (electron-muon, electron-jet...), can select exceptional events.
Besides, the trigger presents a high flexibility and if unexpected events of a different
topology are noticed, it can be adapted to select also these topologies. The data recorded
in 2010 provided interesting events with a high multiplicity of low-energy charged particle.
These events are quite interesting to study long-range, near-side angular correlations [34].
Given the flexibility of the HLT, a dedicated high multiplicity trigger was designed and used
to select such events.

2.2.8
2.2.8.1

Topology of Leptons in CMS
Electrons

Being charged particles, electrons (and positrons) interact in the silicon tracker and create
hits in the sensors on their trajectory. They are then absorbed in the ECAL, where their
energy deposit is measured.
Hence, an electron (or positron) object is the association of a high and local energy
deposit in the ECAL with a track in the silicon tracker.
Because of the magnetic field, the electron trajectory is curved: the degree of curvature
depends on the electron transverse momentum (pT ), while the orientation of the curvature
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determines the charge.

However, the context of CMS complicates the electron (and positron)25 topology [35].
The high amount of material crossed by an electron while in the silicon tracker (up to ∼ 2X0 :
see Fig. 2.16) enhances the probability to create an electromagnetic shower (the electron
emits bremsstrahlung photons, which can convert into electron-positron pairs, and so on).
Finally, the high magnetic field bends the trajectories of the charged particles, spreading the
shower in the φ direction. A typical case of electron with a complicated topology is shown in
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Fig. 2.17.

Figure 2.16: Distribution of the tracker material budget with respect to the pseudorapidity
(from simulation), in radiation length units.

The variation of the track curvature at bremsstrahlung points is taken into account in
the track reconstruction algorithms. In the ECAL, an energy ‘cluster’ is reconstructed for
each particle that reaches the calorimeter26 . The clusters that correspond to the same shower
are assembled into a supercluster corresponding to the initial particle.
25

From now on, unless specified, the word ‘electron’ will stand for electrons and positrons; positrons will be
described as electrons with positive charge.
26
When a particle hits the ECAL, it initiates a shower of particles, that spread its energy in few crystals:
these few crystals are grouped to form a cluster.
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Figure 2.17: An example of complicated electron object: emission of a bremsstrahlung photon,
which converts into an e+ e− pair. Three tracks are present in the tracker, and the energy
deposit (supercluster) in the ECAL is spread among three clusters.

2.2.8.2

Muons

Muons (and antimuons), being also charged particles, leave a track in the silicon tracker.
They interact little in the calorimeters (ECAL, then HCAL) and keep going through the
muon systems.
Hence, muon (or antimuon) objects are the association of two tracks: one in the silicon
tracker (or tracker track ), and a second one in the muon systems (or standalone track ).
An ideal muon object, called global muon, is made of these two tracks: starting from a
standalone track in the muon system, a matching tracker track is found and a global-muon
track is fitted combining hits from the tracker track and standalone-muon track.
If no complete standalone track is reconstructed, the muon object is built from the inner
track: this track is extrapolated to the muon system and matched to a muon segment (i.e. a
short track stub made of DT or CSC hits): this is a tracker muon.
Finally, if only a standalone track is found, given the very low background rate in the
muon systems, the object is also qualified as a muon: a standalone muon.

The CMS solenoid subjects the tracker to a 4-T longitudinal magnetic field, and the muon
chambers to a return field in the opposite direction, of value ∼ 2 T. Hence the trajectory of
a muon is curved in opposite orientations in the tracker and in the muon chambers.
The degree of curvature gives the muon transverse momentum (pT ), while the orientation
of the curvature determines its charge. For a global muon, these parameters are mainly based
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on the tracker information, because of the very precise inner tracking system. However at
high pT the length of the muon systems is very useful as a lever arm.

2.2.8.3

Identification and Isolation

The populations of electron and muon candidates contain contributions from fakes, in particular hadronic jets faking electrons. An identification selection is often applied to reduce
these backgrounds. It consists in selecting objects with a characteristic shape.
In the case of muons, restricting the selection to global muons improves the purity. For
electrons, that suffer from more background contributions, some parameters are used. The
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most usual ones are:
• comparison of the supercluster measured position with the one extrapolated from the
track, either from the innermost track position or from the outermost track position,
• comparison of the supercluster energy and the track momentum measurements,
• shape of the supercluster (electron superclusters are narrow in the η direction, they often
contain additional contributions in the φ direction from bremsstrahlung sub-clusters).

Besides, leptons originating from Z boson decays, and more generally leptons used in
the analyses presented in this thesis, are isolated, in opposition to leptons emitted inside a
jet from a quark hadronization. Isolation conditions can be applied to lepton samples. They
consist in measuring the transverse energy in a fixed-size cone around the lepton. Three
contributions are measured: the ones in the tracker, in the ECAL, and in the HCAL.
For electrons like for muons, the isolation condition is a set of cuts on these variables, or
on these variables normalized to the lepton transverse momentum.
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Chapter 3

Performance of the Level-1 Electron
and Photon Trigger System
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Next in importance to having a good aim is to recognize when to pull the trigger.
David Letterman
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This chapter is dedicated to the study of the Level-1 electron and photon trigger. Sec-
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tion 3.1 describes the context of the first year of LHC collisions from the point of view of the
trigger.
The study of the trigger contains two main tasks. On the one hand, a regular check of the
good technical behavior of the trigger is necessary, considering the different trigger channels
one by one, and the different steps of the trigger algorithm. This study is performed by ECAL
shifters and trigger experts, who use a common analysis. When I entered the ECAL prompt
feedback group in January 2010 I got acquainted with this analysis and improved it. This
analysis and the performed improvements are described in sections 3.2 and 3.3.
On the other hand, the ultimate measurement to be made is the one of the trigger efficiency on offline physics objects. This verifies that the trigger structure is adapted to its
function: selecting events containing electrons and photons. I performed these measurements
in the different time periods of 2010. These studies are described in section 3.4. The sources
of inefficiency were understood. These results were approved by the collaboration and used as
reference by physics analyses, and by the trigger teams for the choices of new trigger menus.
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3.1

A First Year of LHC Collisions

Proton beams were injected in the LHC in November 2009, followed by proton-proton collisions with a center-of-mass energy of 900 GeV, and then 2.32 TeV, in the end of 2009. After
this starting period, the LHC provided stable collisions in 2010, at a center-of-mass energy
of 7 TeV and increasing luminosity.
The CMS detector records events according to a trigger system. Under nominal LHC
collisions, this trigger must reduce the event rate by a factor ∼ 105 , however for lower
luminosities a less selective trigger is preferred. Besides a very high efficiency on interesting
physics events is essential. The electron and photon trigger plays a major role in the selection
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of events relevant for the H → 4` and H → γγ analyses. The electron trigger is also
fundamental for electroweak physics (W and Z bosons), top physics (`+X or ``+X channels),
and searches at the TeV scale (e.g. Z’).
Figure 3.1 shows the integrated luminosity1 delivered to, and recorded by the CMS
experiment during the 2010 collisions: overall, 47.03 pb−1 of data have been delivered, with
a data-taking efficiency of 91.79 %. In terms of LHC machine parameters, the last month of
collisions corresponded to bunch trains of 150 ns spacing and nominal bunch intensities, with
a total number of bunches increasing from 24 to 368 within few weeks. A single test fill with
50 ns was attempted at the end.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.1, the instantaneous luminosity of LHC collisions increased
in major and rather abrupt steps during the seven months of collisions, depending on the
technical improvements achieved in the machine. These conditions required frequent changes
of the trigger menu. It is crucial to control and validate the trigger performance on data,
in particular the electron and photon trigger. The study and the validation of the electron
trigger performance during the first year of high energy proton-proton collisions at LHC is
the purpose of the work described in this chapter.

3.1.1

Evolution of the Trigger Menu

The trigger menu changed a lot according to the LHC luminosity. The first electron/photon
trigger to appear in the menu required only a supercluster of transverse energy above 10 GeV
1
The integrated luminosity has the dimension of an inverse surface: it is the integral, over a given period,
of the (instantaneous) luminosity. The number of collisions of one kind, during this period, is the product of
the integrated luminosity by the cross section of this kind of collision event.
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Figure 3.1: Integrated luminosity versus time delivered to (red), and recorded by CMS (blue)
during proton-proton stable beams at 7 TeV centre-of-mass energy, in 2010.

(HLT Photon10). These conditions were then tightened in the threshold and in the selection,
and for the data taking conditions of late 2010 runs all unprescaled photon triggers had a
threshold above 40 GeV and isolation and/or identification cuts. Over the few hundreds
of Hertz of trigger, around 30 Hz were assigned to each category (single electron, double
electron, ...).
In the late 2010 recorded data, many different triggers were used on electrons: some
examples are given in Table 3.1. Some of them required two electrons passing the same
selection2 . Some other ones required two electrons passing different selections. Finally, some
of them required only one electron passing a tight selection.
Double electron triggers that applied the same selection on both electrons, were seeded
by Level-1 double e/γ triggers (isolated and non-isolated collections were merged by that
time). Single electron triggers, and double electron asymmetrical triggers, were seeded by
Level-1 single e/γ triggers.
Several different triggers were used on muons too, requiring one or two muons. Also some
triggers required one electron and one muon.
Events selected by electron-related triggers were stored in an ‘/Electron’ dataset; events
selected by muon-related, or electron-muon-related triggers, were stored in a ‘/Muon’ dataset.
2
By selection, one means here: transverse energy threshold, isolation and identification (supercluster shape,
supercluster-seed matching) cuts.
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High-Level Trigger name
HLT DoubleEle17 SW L1R v1
HLT Ele17 SW TightCaloEleId Ele8HE L1R v2
HLT Ele17 SW TighterEleIdIsol L1R v3
HLT Ele22 SW TighterCaloIdIsol L1R v2
HLT Ele22 SW TighterEleId L1R v3

conditions
two electrons (same selection)
two electrons (different selections)

Level-1 Trigger seed
L1 DoubleEG5
L1 SingleEG8

one electron

L1 SingleEG8

Table 3.1: Some examples of electron triggers used in the latest 2010 data.

3.1.2

Anomalous Signals (Spikes)

The 2009 and 2010 data showed events with unexpected signal in the ECAL, namely anoma-
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lous energy deposits.
The anomalous signals were mostly of high energy, as indicated in Fig. 3.2.a, and concentrated in one crystal, unlike electromagnetic energy deposits necessarily spread over few
crystals. These signals were observed only in the barrel, and uniformly distributed over the
geometrical acceptance.
Their origin was identified as the energy deposited by heavy ionizing particles in the
Avalanche Photodiodes. The endcap photodetectors (VPTs) being of a different kind, the
signal in the endcaps was not affected by those particles.
These anomalous signals, or spikes, present a different topology than electromagnetic
signals. Besides, their reconstruction time is spread on a much wider range3 , as shown in
Fig. 3.2.b. To remove these anomalous signals from the collection of reconstructed energy
deposits, two conditions are applied: a topology condition, and a timing condition.
The topology condition is a simple cut on a variable that compares the energy of the
highest crystal (E1 ) to the summed energy of its four direct neighbors (E4 ):
1−

E4
< 0.95 .
E1

(3.1)

The distribution of this variable is shown in Fig. 3.3. The cut at 0.95 ensures a good efficiency
on normal signal. Only spikes that are embedded in a normal energy deposit will survive this
cut, hence the necessity on an additional timing cut.
Anomalous signals are understood and rejected offline. However they are also dangerous
for the trigger. Given their narrow shape and their high energy they are very likely to set
3

Anomalous signals are in time with the collision event. However their pulse shape is quite different, and
the time reconstruction is not adapted to them.
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Detailed APD simulation
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! Geometry with APD as active volume in 38X
! Plan(a)to have configurable simulation
(b)
Standard MC
APD sim
! APD digi + crystal digi activated by boolean parameter
Figure 3.2: Left:
energy deposits in the ECAL barrel: data are shown by red crosses, and
simulation, by a histogram. The discrepancies are due to the presence of anomalous signals
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of the variable 1 − E4 /E1 for data (red dots) and simulation (hisB.!Heltsley,!S.!Banerjee,!A.!Holzner,!J.!Branson (4), M.M.[5]
togram): on the right plot, the simulation includes the interactions in the APDs.
04/06/2010

M. Malberti

off an electromagnetic trigger. Studies on 7 TeV recorded events showed that their rate
increases linearly with the rate of minimum bias, with approximately 3 × 10−3 anomalous
signals (ET > 3 GeV) by minimum bias event. Besides, their contribution increases with the
considered energy, as shown in Fig. 3.2.a. Hence sooner or later an online rejection of these
signals is necessary.
The offline topological selection described above was adapted and included in the HLT
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algorithms in 2010. A next critical step was the introduction of a pattern recognition at
the Level-1 Trigger. The total rate of the Level-1 trigger is limited to ∼ 100 kHz, and the
contribution assigned to the electron and photon trigger is ∼ 15 kHz. The contribution
of anomalous signals is expected to largely dominate the Level-1 triggers of a threshold of
20 GeV or greater, with a rate of 65 kHz for a luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 . The luminosity
achieved in the end of 2010 (∼ 1032 cm−2 s−1 ) presented already a contribution of anomalous
signals to the rate of the Level-1 trigger with ET > 15 GeV, of the order of 1 kHz. Hence the
necessity to use a pattern recognition at that level from the start of the 2011 data. This was
developed and implemented at the LLR, the group responsible for ECAL Level-1 Triggers in
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CMS. It is used since the first 2011 runs.

3.1.3

Level-1 Trigger

The Level-1 trigger architecture has been described in paragraph 2.2.7. In the following the
Level-1 (L1) Electron and Photon trigger algorithm is described in details. The electronics
which implements these algorithms have been designed and realized at the LLR [36, 37]. I
then present an analysis intended to verify the technical performance of the construction of
Level-1 Trigger objects. Finally, the measurement of the efficiency of the Level-1 Electron
and Photon Trigger on physics objects, during the 2010 data-taking period, is presented.

3.2
3.2.1

Local Trigger: Trigger Primitive Generation (TPG) Analysis
ECAL Local Trigger, and Trigger Primitive Generation

At the local level, the L1 trigger does not consider the fine granularity of the ECAL in units
of crystals, it considers trigger towers (cf Table 3.2). This unit coincides, and is aligned with
the HCAL granularity in the barrel. In the barrel, a trigger tower is a square of 5 × 5 crystals
in η and φ. In the endcaps, the geometry is less simple and the number of crystals in a trigger
tower decreases with the pseudorapidity, in order to follow a projective geometry.
A Trigger Primitive (TP) is created for each Trigger Tower, at each bunch crossing. It
is a 9-bit word containing two pieces of information: the transverse energy contained in the
tower (8 bits), and the fine grain veto bit (FGVB, 1 bit) that characterizes the compactness
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Detector
EB
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

index |ıη|
1-17
18-20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

|ηmax |
0.087 × iη
0.087 × iη
1.830
1.930
2.043
2.172
2.322
2.500
2.650
3.000

∆η × ∆φ
0.087 × 0.087
0.087 × 0.087
0.090 × 0.087
0.100 × 0.087
0.113 × 0.087
0.129 × 0.087
0.150 × 0.087
0.178 × 0.087
0.150 × 0.087 effective, 0.150 × 0.175 real
0.350 × 0.087 effective, 0.350 × 0.175 real
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Table 3.2: ECAL trigger tower granularity.
Concerning the two innermost endcap rings (at highest η), the real granularity is as seen
at the local trigger level: it is coarser than for the other towers for geometrical reasons (a
same φ window corresponds to a much smaller area in this region). When the information is
transferred to the regional calorimeter trigger, the real towers are artificially divided in two,
recovering an effective granularity in φ similar to the ones of the other towers.

of the energy deposit in the tower. This word is transmitted to the Regional Calorimeter
Trigger for the construction of Level-1 candidates.
Given the fixed number of bits assigned to the trigger primitive transverse energy (8
bits), the choice of its least significant bit (LSB) is a compromise between the precision
and the energy range to be described. The Level-1 electron and photon trigger uses Trigger
Primitives; it is expected to be used with thresholds up to ∼ 30 GeV; jet triggers also
use the TP information, and consider higher energy thresholds: up to ∼ 50 − 100 GeV.
Besides all trigger tower energies higher than the TP saturation value are underestimated,
and this estimation enters the measurement of the missing transverse energy (ETmiss ), in the
corresponding trigger.
In 2010, the trigger primitive energy was quantified in units of 250 MeV (for 1 AnalogDigital Converter (ADC) count), implying a saturation at transverse energies of 64 GeV. For
2011, the decision was made to use the ETmiss trigger and the LSB choice changed to 500 MeV
(for 1 ADC count), pushing the saturation to a transverse energy of 128 GeV.
The aim of the fine grain veto bit is to distinguish the shape of the ECAL energy deposit
of an electromagnetic particle (electron, photon: F GV B = 0), from the one of a hadronic
particle (jets, particularly pions: F GV B = 1). While bremsstrahlung can cause the energy
deposit of an electron or a photon to be spread in the φ direction, this deposit is expected to
be quite narrow in the η direction4 .
4

A crystal cross section has the width of the PbWO4 Molière radius, hence ∼ 90 % of the electron energy
is expected to be concentrated in a width of two crystals in the η direction.
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backgrounds in particular. While bremsstrahlung can cause the energy

The aim of fine grain veto bit is to distinguish electromagnetic en

or a photon to be spread in the φ direction, this deposit is expected

(for 1 bit), pushing the saturation to a transverse energy of 128 GeV.

a saturation at 64 GeV. For the 2011 data, the granularity definitio

In the 2010 data, the trigger primitive energy granularity was of 25

0.100 × 0.087
0.113 × 0.087
0.129 × 0.087
0.150 × 0.087
0.178 × 0.087
effective, 0.150 ×
effective, 0.350 ×
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2.6 – ECAL
trigger
granularity.
in the φ direction. The electromagnetic
compactness
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is tower
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in Fig. FIXME
3.4; it : explain the
effective and real granularity.
requires that a significant amount of the Trigger Tower transverse energy is concentrated in

two consecutive strips. The endcap algorithm follows the same strategy. It is adapted to the
In the 2010 data, the trigger primitive energy granularity was of 250 M
irregular geometry of endcap towers: it combines the strip fine grain veto bits (sF GV B) of
a saturation at 64 GeV. For the 2011 data, the granularity definition c
its different strips. This algorithm is not detailed in this thesis.
(for 1 bit), pushing the saturation to a transverse energy of 128 GeV.

The aim of fine grain veto bit is to distinguish electromagnetic ener

backgrounds in particular. While bremsstrahlung can cause the energy d

the η direction.

∆φ = 0.087

∆η = 0.087

or a photon to be spread in the φ direction, this deposit is expected to

the η direction.
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Table 2.6 – ECAL trigger tower granularity. FIXME : explain t
effective and real granularity.

0.113 × 0.087
0.129 × 0.087
0.150 × 0.087
0.178 × 0.087
0.150 × 0.087 effective, 0.15
0.350 × 0.087 effective, 0.35

2.043
2.172
2.322
2.500
2.650
3.000

23
24
25
26
27
28

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

EE
22
1.930
EE
23
2.043
EE
24
2.172
EE
25
2.322
EE
26
2.500
EE
27
2.650
0.150 × 0.087
28 in five3.000
× 0.087
In the barrel, a Trigger Tower (5 × 5 crystals)EEis subdivided
strips of0.350
5 crystals

∆η = 0.087

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the fine grain bit algorithm, in the barrel, where a Trigger Tower
is made of 5 × 5 crystals.
∆φ = 0.087

Anomalous signals (described in paragraph 3.1.2) present in the ECAL barrel tend to significantly increase the trigger rate. To identify and suppress them, a spike bit was developed
and tested in 2010, using the strip fine grain bits5 . It is used since the start of the 2011 data

Figure 224: Electron/photon algorithm.

taking. This bit is not transmitted to the RCT, however it is consulted during the Trigger

Primitive Generation, and recorded with the TP information, in case the event passes the
trigger conditions. Anomalous signals are identified as high energy trigger primitives, with
no energy spread in the φ direction. Trigger primitives corresponding to this description (i.e.

into the rear of the regional crates. Seven cards pe
with none of their strips presenting
an energy
in φ) are
zeroed before
sent to
primitives
arespread
directly
received
onbeing
a Jet/Summary
ca
the RCT.
data, deskewed, linearized and summed before transm
Electron Isolation Cards (EIC) and one Jet/Summary
ASICs
perform the algorithm calculations. An EIC is
3.2.2 Trigger Primitive
Analysis
38
It is a major issue to control the behavior of the trigger, because any deviation may result in an

Global Calorimeter Trigger

efficiency loss for the data selection. Two aspects are thoroughly checked during data taking
and shortly afterwards: the timing and the stability of the trigger objects. On the one hand,

The Global Calorimeter Trigger determines jets, the
a wrong bunch crossing assignment of the trigger primitives results in the recording of wrong
counts, and HT (the scalar transverse energy sum of a
These channels were present also the ECAL barrel, though used only in the ECAL endcaps.
highest-rank isolated and non-isolated e/γ candidates.
5

Jets are found
by a four-stage clustering technique
93
spanning 40◦ and half the detector, respectively, in t
stage mini-clusters are created by summing energies

events. On the other hand, the contribution of noisy channels increases the trigger rate: in
cases of high amplitude, even a high trigger threshold does not suppress these contributions,
the trigger rate spirals out of control and the data taking must be stopped.
To prevent this, the behaviors of all trigger towers are checked constantly during a data
taking period, and more thoroughly a posteriori if necessary. The towers responsible for
irregularities must be identified: generally they are masked for trigger decisions in a first
time, and unmasked as soon as the problem is solved. Unlike offline processes, the problem
cannot be solved by the use of an algorithm, because of the fixed timing of the Level-1 trigger
decision, and the fixed Level-1 Trigger architecture. The problem is sometimes solved by a
tuning of the constants used in TP generation (e.g. fluctuations of small amplitude are dealt
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with by using a higher threshold for a non-zero trigger primitive), or by the replacement
of some damaged material. Otherwise, a precise identification of the problematic channels
prevents the masking of large regions (e.g. one crystal can be masked rather than the whole
trigger tower, or the whole region).
Precise tools are necessary for the identification of a problematic tower. An offline analysis
has been developed in this purpose: the Trigger Primitive Generation Analysis6 : it is applied
on a chosen uninterrupted data-taking period (a run).
This analysis is used regularly by members of the ECAL Prompt Feedback group, as soon
as some irregularities are noticed in the trigger rate, or in the general ECAL behavior. It can
be launched interactively by a shifter or a member of the group, and its results are presented
as distributions, on a webpage (cf Fig. 3.5). I took part in the development of this analysis: I
added some options, some complementary information, and I developed the navigation in the
webpage and the descriptions of the different distributions. The basic content of the analysis
is described in this paragraph, while the next paragraph focuses on the developments that I
added.
The TPG analysis shows some typical distributions of the trigger primitives, from which
anomalies can be spotted. The results are shown separately for the barrel, and for each
endcap; in addition, 2D distributions help to identify irregular trigger towers.
For example, the TP energy spectrum is expected to follow an exponentially decreasing
shape, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Noisy channels are generally the reason for a hump, or a
spike, which becomes problematic if present in the end of these distributions (i.e. for high
6

In a second time, a more specific analysis can be applied to a problematic tower, in order to identify its
responsible crystal.
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ECAL TPG Analysi
Run: 140399

L1 Candidates shown in plots below are the o

ECAL TPG Analysis Run 140399

http://test-ecal-cosmics.web.cern.ch/test-ecal-cosmics/TPGAnalysis/Beam10_7TeV/140399/

ECAL TPG Analysis
Run: 140399

Options used: .

L1 Candidates shown in plots below are the ones firing EG2 trigger.

Options used: .

ALL Triggers

ALL Trigge

More details on these plots can be found on the twiki page

More details on these plots can be found on the twiki page

Legend for all plots:

1. Vertical hatches show towers having cristals masked for readout (based on TTF value).
2. Oblique hatches show towers being masked for the trigger.

Legend for all plots:

Jump to (for ALL TRIGGERS):
General Run Info
TP Spectra
Timing Occupancy
TP Occupancy
TP Emulator Comparison
Level 1 Trigger Comparisons (L1 Iso)
Level 1 Iso Timing
Level 1 Trigger Comparisons (L1 Non Iso)
Level 1 Non Iso Timing
TTF and Other Plots
JUMP TO ECAL TRIGGER PLOTS

1. Vertical hatches show towers having cristals masked for readout (based on TTF value).
2. Oblique hatches show towers being masked for the trigger.
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Jump to (for ALL TRIGGERS):
General Run Info
TP Spectra
General Run Info
Timing Occupancy
Fired Triggers
TP Occupancy
TP Emulator Comparison
Level 1 Trigger Comparisons (L1 Iso)
Level 1 Iso Timing
Level 1 Trigger Comparisons (L1 Non Iso)
Level 1 Non Iso Timing
TTF and Other Plots
JUMP TO ECAL TRIGGER PLOTS
These plots show the number of times triggers were fired.

1. "Active Triggers Fired" means triggers for which the algo bit was "true", and enabled by the Global Trigger.
2. "Triggers Fired (Before Matching)" means triggers for which the algo bit was "true".

Masked RCT Regions

General Run Info
Fired Triggers
These plots show the number of times triggers were fired.
TP Spectra

1. "Active Triggers Fired" means triggers for which the algo bit was "true", and enabled by the Global Trigger.
2. "Triggers Fired (Before Matching)" means triggers for which the algo bit was "true".

Plot Descriptions (from left to right):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spectrum of Trigger Primitives in ADC counts (from 1 to 255)
Spectrum of Emulated Trigger Primitives (assuming peak at 6th sample)
Spectrum of Emulated Trigger Primitives (using the max of the 5 emulated TPs)
2D Spectrum of Trigger Primitives (binned in Trigger Towers and averaged over the entire run)

BARREL

Plus ENDCAP

Masked RCT Regions

Figure 3.5: The presentation of the TPG analysis page. The analysis is made on a chosen
Minus ENDCAP
run,
with conditions (described in the next paragraph) that are summarized at the top of
the page. I customized the page with the options, navigation links and descriptions of the
distributions. The distributions show the activity of the different triggers in the run, by
trigger bit: before (right) and after (left) the prescale condition.

1 of 11

5/6/11 7:49 AM
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TP Spectra

Masked RCT Regions

transverse energies): these channels are easily identified in the 2D distributions, due to their
high activity.
TP Spectra
Plot Descriptions (from left to right):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spectrum of Trigger Primitives in ADC counts (from 1 to 255)
Spectrum of Emulated Trigger Primitives (assuming peak at 6th sample)
Spectrum of Emulated Trigger Primitives (using the max of the 5 emulated TPs)
2D Spectrum of Trigger Primitives (binned in Trigger Towers and averaged over the entire run)

BARREL
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Plus ENDCAP

ECAL TPG Analysis Run 140399

http://test-ecal-cosmics.web.cern.ch/test-ecal-cosmics/TPGAnalysis/Beam

Minus ENDCAP

1 of 11

BACK TO TOP (ALL TRIGGER PLOTS)

Timing Occupancy

Figure 3.6: An example of distribution shown on the analysis page: the spectrum of trigger
primitives, and for comparison, the one of emulated trigger primitives.

If an incident (e.g. trigger overrate) happened at a particular period, it is easily identified
with the distributions of the trigger rate vs time (cf Fig. 3.7).
To control the correctness of the TP generation, both in energy and timing, a comparison
to the fine granularity recorded information is necessary. In a recorded event, for each tower
of transverse energy higher than 1 GeV, the precise information of all crystals is stored (‘full
readout’). From this information, TPs are emulated offline, with the same parameters as
the online trigger system, and compared to the recorded trigger primitives. The information
corresponding to one or two bunch crossings before and after the recorded event can also be
TP Occupancy

reconstructed.
BARREL

Figure 3.8 shows the comparison distributions between TPs (that were used by the trig-
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 3.7: An example of distribution shown on the analysis page: the number of recorded
events by time unit. The 2D distributions show this number by coordinate index for the
complete ECAL (1 ≤ |iη| ≤ 17 for the barrel, 18 ≤ |iη| ≤ 28 for the endcaps). A sudden
trigger overrate would be spotted as a peak in the first distribution, and its origin could be
identified by high activity regions in the 2D distributions.

ger) and emulated TPs. It can be checked that, for each event and each tower:
• The TP transverse energy corresponds to an emulated TP transverse energy, in other
terms, the energy reconstruction is correct: this corresponds to positive entries in the
first distribution; all colors but grey or white in the first 2D distribution.
• This matching is made with the emulated TP of the current bunch crossing, in other
terms, the TP timing is correct: this corresponds to the entry 3 in the first distribution,
and to the green color in the first 2D distribution.
• The energy in the current bunch crossing is higher than the one in the two earlier and
later bunch crossings, in other terms, the time decision is correct: this corresponds to
the entry 3 in the second distribution.
If the first 2D distribution is completely green, but the first 1D distribution shows contributions to other entries than 3, then each trigger tower generally behaves as expected, but
some of them give sometimes a different answer: these towers can be spotted in the two last
2D distributions.

3.2.3

Improvements of the Trigger Primitive Analysis

The Trigger Primitive Analysis, as described in the last paragraph, is a very powerful tool
to check the overall correctness of the ECAL local trigger on a chosen run. In case of
irregularities, a corresponding time period, and/or a corresponding trigger tower, can often
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BACK TO TOP (ALL TRIGGER PLOTS)

TP Emulator Comparison
For the comparison 2D plot:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

"green" = "good" (on-time and emulated E_T = data E_T)
"yellow" = emulator 1 bunch crossing earlier than data
"red" = emulator 2 bunch crossings earlier than data
"blue" = emulator 1 bunch crossing later than data
"purple" = emulator 2 bunch crossings later than data
"grey" = no matching found, whatever bunch crossing considered
"white" = no data

For each Trigger Tower the value shown on the plot is the most frequent one.
Fraction of non-single timing: Fraction of cases where the comparison value is not the one from the comparison plot.
Fraction of matching to another BX: Fraction of cases where the comparison value is not the one from the comparison plot (excluding "grey" values).

ECAL TPG Analysis Run 140399

http://test-ecal-cosmics.web.cern.ch/test-ecal-cosmics/TPGAnalysis/B

BARREL
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2 of 11

Plus ENDCAP

Figure 3.8: An example of distribution shown on the analysis page: the matching of trigger
primitives with emulated trigger primitives. The barrel distributions are shown here; similar
distributions are made, for each endcap. If the trigger works correctly, the TP is equal to the
emulated TP of the current bunch crossing, and higher than the other emulated TPs: the two
first distributions are expected to peak at 3, the first 2D distribution should be completely
green (for each trigger tower: most generally a matching with the right emulated TP), and
the two last 2D distributions should be empty (no exceptions to the good matching indicated
in the first 2D plot).

be identified. Improvements were made on this analysis, for a more complete description of a
run,
keeping in mind two essential goals: the consistency of the trigger primitive generations
Minus ENDCAP
for all trigger towers, and the primordial control of the trigger rate.
For a case of high trigger rate, with several high activity trigger towers, an estimation of
the effect of each of the towers is particularly useful. It is generally a major issue to estimate
the effect of a high activity tower: if this effect is not dangerous for the trigger rate, then one
prefers leaving the tower unmasked7 ; on the other hand, if this activity is a threat for the
trigger stability, a masking is preferable, and the consequent local inefficiency is a low price
to pay in comparison with an uncontrolled trigger.
BACK TO TOP (ALL TRIGGER PLOTS)

I improved the analysis, so that for a chosen run, one can study the trigger primitives

Level 1 Trigger Comparisons (L1 Iso)
7

In case of a signal, the tower response is correct, and the event is triggered; besides the noise does not
imply
an increase of the trigger rate.
Calculation of the L1/TP ratio is in ADC counts: expected value is 0.5 (turquoise) (here TP=2*int(TP/2)).
These plots concern Iso Candidates.

RCT masked regions can be found in General Run Info
.

BARREL
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on chosen time periods8 , and/or chosen trigger towers, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. It can also
study only trigger primitives above a chosen threshold: this is quite useful to determine the
danger of a high activity trigger tower, because if it is concentrated in the low energy range
(significantly below the trigger threshold), it does not have a dangerous impact in the trigger
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rate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Distribution of the TP spectrum in the ECAL minus endcap for run 136511: for
the complete run (left), and removing the trigger tower (iφ = 2, iη = −23) (right). This
trigger tower is explicitely identified as responsible for the high energy hump visible on the
left plot.

Another important aspect of the trigger primitives, is their consistency. The 2D distributions in Fig. 3.6 and 3.8 show a good stability of the trigger primitives, and an adequacy to
the emulation; however the presence of white trigger towers remains problematic. The white
color indicates that no comparison could be done for these towers: either no trigger primitive
was generated, or the recorded data did not contain the information of all crystals, and no
emulated TP could be made.
The first case (no TP) is usually due to a mask applied on the tower for trigger considerations: this is a controlled trigger inefficiency, chosen for a good reason. The second
case (no emulated TP) is the consequence of a masked crystal for the readout: this is also
controlled. If no mask was applied, then these white towers may indicate an uncontrolled
trigger inefficiency which must be understood.
In order to differentiate these cases, I extended the analysis to retrieve the masking
information, and indicate it by hatches on 2D distributions, as shown in Fig. 3.10: diagonal
8
These periods can be counted in minutes, event numbers, or luminosity sections. This last option is
particularly useful, since the data is validated by ranges of luminosity section.
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hatches show towers being masked for the trigger; vertical hatches show towers having cristals
masked for readout. Most of the white towers are explained by these masks. The remaining
ones were studied individually: they correspond to areas where link errors were noticed in the
trigger path; these problems can only be solved by replacing these links (or the transmitters),
which requires a long intervention, so for now the trigger primitives are systematically set
to 0 in these towers. These links are planned to be changed during the LHC long technical
stop at the end of year 2012. In the meantime, the corresponding towers are areas of trigger
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inefficiency.

Figure 3.10: An example of distribution shown on the analysis page: the matching of trigger
primitives with emulated trigger primitives in the ECAL barrel. This distribution is the same
as the third one in Fig. 3.8, zoomed for the hatches to be visible: diagonal hatches indicate
towers masked for trigger; vertical hatches indicate towers in which crystals were masked for
readout.
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3.3

Regional Trigger: Level 1 Trigger Candidate Generation
Analysis

3.3.1

Level-1 Electron and Photon Candidate Generation (Regional Calorimeter Trigger)

A region is made of 4 × 4 Trigger Towers, hence a granularity of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.35 × 0.35 in
the barrel. In each region, the Regional Calorimeter Trigger (RCT) collects all synchronized
Trigger Primitives, and builds Level-1 e/γ candidates of two kinds: isolated, and non-isolated.
A Level-1 candidate is the sum of the Trigger Primitives built from two adjacent Trigger
Towers. Its transverse energy is the sum of the transverse energies of these two TPs; it is
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coded in 6 bits, with a granularity twice as large as the one of the TPs:
• 500 MeV (for 1 ADC count) for 2010 data, implying a saturation at transverse energies
of 32 GeV;
• 1 GeV (for 1 ADC count) for 2011 data, implying a saturation at transverse energies
of 64 GeV.
Before computing the sum, correction factors can be applied to the trigger primitives
according to their position, in order to compensate some inefficiencies. These were not
applied at the start of 2010 data taking; they will be described during efficiency studies,
where their utility gets visible.
For the construction of Level-1 e/γ candidates, a sliding window of 3 × 3 towers in the
η − φ plane is used in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters (cf Fig. 3.11). The
central tower and its highest energy neighbor constitute the potential L1 e/γ candidate. A
compactness condition is applied to the central tower via its fine grain veto bit (requiring
F GV B = 0). A radial compactness is also required, by applying a cut in the energy deposit
in the HCAL tower located right behind the central tower: typically H/E < 5 %.
For isolated L1 e/γ candidates, an additional quiet corner condition is applied in the
ECAL. Four corners of 5 towers are formed around the central tower, as illustrated in grey
in Fig. 3.11. For at least one such corner, the transverse energy of each of the 5 towers must
be below a certain threshold, typically 1.5 GeV. Besides, the FGVB and H/E conditions
mentioned above are applied to all towers of the 3 × 3 window.

During the 2010 data taking, the trigger was used in a simplified way: in particular,
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26
27
28

2.322
2.500
2.650
3.000

0.150 × 0.087
0.178 × 0.087
0.150 × 0.087 effective, 0.150 × 0.175 real
0.350 × 0.087 effective, 0.350 × 0.175 real
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Table 2.6 – ECAL trigger tower granularity. FIXME : explain the distinction between
effective and real granularity.

In the 2010 data, the trigger primitive energy granularity was of 250 MeV (for 1 bit), with
a saturation at 64 GeV. For the 2011 data, the granularity definition changed to 500 GeV
(for 1 bit), pushing the saturation to a transverse energy of 128 GeV.
The aim of fine grain veto bit is to distinguish electromagnetic energy deposits, from π 0
backgrounds in particular. While bremsstrahlung can cause the energy deposit of an electron

the η direction.

∆φ = 0.087

∆η = 0.087

or a photon to be spread in the φ direction, this deposit is expected to be quite narrow in

the η direction.

or a photon to be spread in the φ direction, this deposit is e
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The aim of fine grain veto bit is to distinguish electromag
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a saturation at 64 GeV. For the 2011 data, the granularity

In the 2010 data, the trigger primitive energy granularity

Table 2.6 – ECAL trigger tower granularity. FIXME : ex
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∆φ = 0.087

Figure 3.11:
Level-1
Electron
and Photon algorithm.
candidate algorithm.
Figure
224:
Electron/photon

Figure 225: Elect

the H/E and FGVB conditions were not applied. Only the quiet corner condition made the

into the rear of the regional crates. Seven cards per crate receive the ECAL and
primitives are directly received on a Jet/Summary card. The serial input data are co
were applied atdata,
the start
of 2011linearized
data taking.
deskewed,
and summed before transmission on a 160 MHz custom m
Electron Isolation Cards (EIC) and one Jet/Summary Card (JSC) mounted at the fro
ASICs perform the algorithm calculations. An EIC is shown in Fig. 225.
difference between isolated and non-isolated L1 e/γ candidates. The complete conditions

After their generation in the Regional Calorimeter
Trigger, L1 e/γ candidates are sent
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to the Global Calorimeter Trigger, that orders them and sends the four isolated and the four

Global Calorimeter Trigger

non-isolated ones with highest transverse energy to the Global Trigger. These candidates

The Global Calorimeter Trigger determines jets, the total transverse energy, the m
take part in the
L1 trigger
decision,
and are recorded with the event in case of a positive
counts,
and H
T (the scalar transverse energy sum of all jets above a programmable t
highest-rank
isolated
and non-isolated
candidates.given by the RCT;
trigger decision.
So the recorded
candidates
have the exacte/γ
characteristics
Jets candidates
are found are
by stored
a four-stage
technique
however only eight
for each clustering
bunch crossing.

based on jet finders operating
spanning 40 and half the detector, respectively, in these directions. The cell at η
stage mini-clusters are created by summing energies within 2 × 3 cells if a centr
neighbouring
cells. Analysis
In the second
the three with
largestL1mini-clusters
3.3.2 Extension
of the TPG
to astage
Comparison
Candidatesin each of the
opposite φ-directions. These are compared against the existing mini-clusters on the re
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All GCT electronics is located in the underground control room. The large amount
are transmitted electronically to 63 Source Cards, which reorder the data onto 252 o

L1
. This ratio is calculated in ADC counts, hence its expected value9 is 12 .
the
ratio
Minus ENDCAPT P1 +T P2

An example of comparison is shown in Fig. 3.12. The first distribution indicates the
isolated L1 e/γ candidate occupancy: the trigger region granularity (4 × 4 trigger towers)
is quite visible in this figure. The uniformity of the distribution of the last plot indicates
the agreement of the L1 candidates built by the RCT, with our emulation from the trigger
primitives. The same distributions for non-isolated candidates are also displayed in the
analysis page.

BACK TO TOP (ALL TRIGGER PLOTS)

Level 1 Trigger Comparisons (L1 Iso)
These plots concern Iso Candidates.
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Calculation of the L1/TP ratio is in ADC counts: expected value is 0.5 (turquoise) (here TP=2*int(TP/2)).
RCT masked regions can be found in General Run Info
.

BARREL

Plus ENDCAP

ECAL TPG Analysis Run 140399

http://test-ecal-cosmics.web.cern.ch/test-ecal-cosmics/TPGAnalysis/Bea

Minus ENDCAP
3 of 11

Level 1 Iso Timing

Figure
3.12:
An example of distribution shown on the analysis page: a comparison between
These plots concern
Iso Candidates.
Level-1
isolated candidates, and their emulation from trigger primitives. From left to right:
Timing plot:
negative value = pre-firing
L1 1.2. isolated
candidate occupancy; occupancy of L1 candidates for which no TP pairs were
value 0 = on-time
3. positive value = post-firing
found; number of L1-TP comparisons; mean of the ratio T P1L1
+T P2 for each region (turquoise
RCT masked regions can be found in General Run Info
.
corresponds
to the expected value of 0.5).
BARREL

Finally, for a registered event, in addition to the eight L1 e/γ candidates of the current
9

L1 and T P1 + T P2 are expected to have the same value (in GeV), and the L1 candidate granularity is
twice coarser than the one for the trigger primitives.

Plus ENDCAP
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bunch crossing, the eight candidates of the previous and the following bunch crossings are
also stored. This information is very useful for an estimation of the pre-firing and post-firing
of the trigger, i.e. the cases when the L1 e/γ trigger decision is applied one bunch crossing
too early or too late. Taking events that were recorded independently of the L1 e/γ trigger10 ,
the proportion of L1 e/γ candidates found in the previous or in the following bunch crossing
is the proportion of pre- or post-firing of the L1 e/γ trigger.
Timing distributions for the L1 candidates are also displayed on the analysis page, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.13. The measured proportions of pre-firing (. 1 h) and post-firing
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(. 1 %) are satisfyingly small.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.13: An example of distribution shown on the analysis page: timing distribution of
the isolated L1 e/γ candidates, for events recorded by minimum bias triggers. (a): ECAL
barrel, (b): ECAL Endcap (Positive η), (c): ECAL Endcap (Negative η). The rather high
proportion of postfiring in the ECAL barrel (∼ 1 %) corresponds to anomalous signals (the
example given here is a run in 2010). In 2011 data the spike cleaning is applied also for the
Level-1 trigger, and the proportions of pre- and postfiring are both at the per mille level.

3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1

Measurement of the Level 1 Trigger Efficiency on Physics
Objects
Particularities of Trigger Efficiency Measurements
Efficiency on Physics Objects

The role of the Level-1 e/γ trigger is to set off the recording of events containing electrons
or photons passing a chosen transverse energy condition. As a first verification, the Trigger
Primitive analysis checks that the trigger technically behaves as expected. However, even for
a correct technical behavior, a significant difference is expected between a physics object like
an electron or a photon, and the Level-1 trigger candidate that it generates. This motivates
10
Ideally for such a study, events recorded by Minimum Bias triggers, i.e. based on scintillator counters, are
chosen. Hence they are independent from the CMS trigger timing.
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a direct efficiency measurement on chosen physics objects. Four main reasons explain the
differences between physics objects and their corresponding L1 candidates:
• Containment: as mentioned in paragraph 2.2.8, the energy deposit of an electron or
a photon in the ECAL has a varying size, depending on the number of final particles
reaching the ECAL (by effect of bremsstrahlung and conversions), and on its transverse
momentum. However the size of a Level-1 trigger candidate is constant: two trigger
towers. Hence a varying fraction of the particle transverse energy can be reconstructed
in its Level-1 candidate.
• Preshower energy: a particle emitted in the direction of the endcaps, crosses the
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preshower before reaching the ECAL endcaps; it leaves generally ∼ 5 % of its energy
in the preshower. Level-1 trigger candidates are built from the ECAL endcap crystal
information only: consequently, they are expected to slightly underestimate the particle
transverse energy. Besides, the fraction of energy left in the preshower varies, which
implies a poor resolution.
• Effect of trigger masks: a Level-1 candidate is usually based on the two adjacent trigger
towers where the physics object leaves most of its energy. However if one of them is
masked for trigger considerations, the candidate considers the next best one. Hence,
except if the particle energy is concentrated in one masked trigger tower, the effect of
a mask is not the absence of a trigger candidate, but a lowered transverse energy.
• Energy determination: finally, for a given pair of adjacent trigger towers, the trigger
object construction approximates the transverse energies, with a precision of 250 MeV
for TP’s and 500 MeV for L1 candidates during 2010 data.

3.4.1.2

Global Strategy

A study of the efficiency of Level-1 single e/γ triggers, on offline electrons or other electromagnetic objects passing a chosen selection, is presented here. In the 2010 period of data
taking, two different thresholds were studied, according to the period: L1 SingleEG5 (with a
threshold of 5 GeV) and L1 SingleEG8 (with a threshold of 8 GeV); besides, extrapolations
for the choice of the 2011 trigger menu were made with the full 2010 statistics: L1 SingleEG12
and L1 SingleEG15 were then studied. To probe the efficiency, the principle match geomet105

rically each selected electron with a Level-1 e/γ trigger candidate, and then compare the
transverse energy of the found candidate to the studied trigger threshold. These candidates
are the trigger candidates that were used for the trigger decision, and recorded together with
the event.
If a selected electron is matched to a candidate with a transverse energy higher than
the threshold, then the studied trigger was efficient on this electron; on the other hand, if
no candidate was matched to the electron, or if the candidate had a transverse energy lower
than the threshold, the trigger was inefficient.
I then studied the identified cases of inefficiency, in order to understand the source of the
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inefficiency and consider possible improvements.

3.4.1.3

How to Make an Unbiased Measurement

The measurement of the trigger efficiency on data events must be done carefully to avoid
possible biases, since the data sample contains events that were recorded by the trigger
under study. Two different strategies can face this difficulty:
• The first method is to work on events that were selected by a different trigger system:
e.g. events selected by muon triggers, to study the efficiency of the electron and photon
triggers. This strategy is unbiased, however its major inconvenient is the low statistics,
as the selected events do not contain electromagnetic objects in general.
• The second strategy is to work on events selected by the studied trigger, identify the
physics object(s) that fired the trigger, and measure the efficiency on another object of
the event. For the study of single triggers, the object that fired the trigger is simply
the one attached to the trigger candidate of highest transverse energy, provided this
transverse energy is higher than the single trigger threshold.

3.4.1.4

Matching of the Offline Object to the Trigger Candidate

Electron and photon objects contain a reconstructed supercluster that collects the energy
deposited in several clusters of crystals. Going through all of these crystals, one makes the
list of the trigger regions where the supercluster leaves a non-negligible part of its energy. If
the studied physics object generated a trigger candidate, it must be in one of these regions.
106

The four isolated and four non-isolated trigger candidates of highest transverse energy
are stored in the event. Hence, if an event contains four superclusters of higher transverse
energy than a physics object, this object is not considered for trigger efficiency measurements:
the absence of matched candidate would be due to the limited number of candidates allowed
in the system and not to a trigger inefficiency.
Finally, if a supercluster spreads on a small part of a trigger region, the trigger candidate
present in this region could be due to additional activity present in the region. Such circumstances are generally prevented if a calorimeter isolation condition is applied to the physics
objects. If no such isolation is applied, the analysis requires the absence of a supercluster
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with higher transverse energy in the considered regions.

3.4.2

Measurement on Minimum Bias Data

3.4.2.1

An Unbiased Selection of Electromagnetic Objects

Choice of an unbiased sample
During the initial period of 7 TeV collisions in 2010, the LHC instantaneous luminosity
was quite low, with few proton bunches in the vacuum tube. Because of the low collision
rate, and CMS could record a large sample of events via minimum bias triggers, therefore
independently of the triggers foreseen for higher luminosity. Minimum bias triggers are based
on the detection of proton bunches in the vacuum tube and in coincidence, also coinciding
with some activity in the Beam Scintillator Counters (BSC), located in front of the HCAL
Forward calorimeter. Such a trigger basically sets off the recording of inelastic proton-proton
collisions.
This event selection independent of the Level-1 e/γ system, was a good opportunity to
measure the efficiency of the Level-1 e/γ trigger [38, 39]. When the instantaneous luminosity
increased, the use of the designed electron and photon trigger became necessary for the
data taking. However an ‘ECAL activity’ trigger, based on Minimum Bias conditions, was
developed for Level-1 e/γ trigger studies. This trigger requires Minimum Bias conditions at
Level-1, with a prescale, i.e. a reduction factor11 that ensured a reasonable rate, and the
presence at High-Level Trigger of an ECAL supercluster passing a chosen transverse energy
threshold. Hence an event selection unbiased from the Level-1 e/γ trigger, and enriched in
11

If a trigger rate is too high for a given luminosity, the events selected by this trigger can be considered
as interesting per se, even if only a subset of them is recorded. In such cases, the trigger rate is reduced by a
prescaling factor n: only every nth event satisfying the trigger conditions, is accepted.
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electromagnetic objects, was provided.
For the first five months of data taking, the trigger efficiency was measured on events
selected by these triggers, independently of the Level-1 e/γ trigger.

Electromagnetic objects
The very first measurements were made on samples of ECAL superclusters. These objects
are common to electrons and photons, however their population, without any selection, is
largely dominated by hadronic contributions. As soon as the population of candidates from
real electrons gained statistics, one was tempted to apply the efficiency studies to these objects. However also the electron populations in minimum bias events were largely dominated
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by hadron fakes, and to a lower extent, photon conversions. While a simple selection can
enrich the population in prompt electrons, no pure population is obtained unless a resonance
condition or a higher pT threshold is applied. Figure 3.14 indicates that for standard electron
selections (cf Annex B) designed for isolated electrons in the W/Z region (all distributions
except the yellow one), a proportion of fakes of at least 40 % remains, on electrons in the
transverse momentum range corresponding to the study of the L1 SingleEG8 trigger12 .
In order to select a population of electromagnetic objects, a selection of electrons from
conversions was developed. Minimal isolation and identification conditions are applied to
the electron candidates; in order to identify conversions, the electron track must have left no
signal in the innermost layer of the tracker, and a second track, corresponding to the second
leg of the conversion, must be found with the same origin. Figure 3.14 indicates in yellow
the composition of this selection: a proportion of electrons from conversions of ∼ 84 % is
expected, based on simulation results.

3.4.2.2

Results

Efficiency on electrons from conversions
Figure 3.15 shows the measured trigger efficiency of L1 SingleEG8, on electrons from conversions, as a function of the electron supercluster transverse energy in the ECAL13 . The turn-on
12

The selection requires 8 GeV/c < pT < 20 GeV/c, corresponding approximately to the turn-on region. The
momentum distribution of electrons from minimum bias events is exponentially decreasing, hence the studied
electrons have mainly pT ∼ 8 GeV/c.
13
The energy deposit in the preshower is not counted: this allows to identify the effect of the other factors
mentioned in paragraph 3.4.1. Besides, it allows a direct comparison of the barrel and endcap performances.
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Figure 3.14: Expected purity (from Monte Carlo) of several standard electron selections (cf
Annex B), and of the selection of electrons from conversions (shown in yellow), on Minimum
Bias events, for electron candidates with a transverse momentum of 8 to 20 GeV/c.

of the trigger efficiency starts at the same point for the barrel and the endcaps, however it
is significantly sharper for the barrel. This is mainly due to the fact that endcap electron
superclusters usually cover more trigger towers than barrel electron superclusters. Besides
the proportion of masked towers for the trigger was also slightly higher in the endcaps.
Detector
EB
EE

50 % efficiency
10.41 GeV
12.54 GeV

95 % efficiency
18 GeV
19.99 GeV

width: 20 − 80 % efficiency
5.1 GeV
5.2 GeV

Table 3.3: Turn-on transverse energy of L1 SingleEG8 on electrons from conversions.

For an electron of a given transverse momentum, the size of the supercluster depends
on the amount of bremsstrahlung and possible conversion of the bremsstrahlung photons;
besides, a bremsstrahlung or a conversion that occurs in an inner region of the tracker results
in a larger φ extension. Hence the size of an electron supercluster depends on the amount
of material crossed on its trajectory, and more particularly the amount of material in the
innermost part. Since the amount of material present in the innermost tracker region, the
pixel detector, increases with the pseudorapidity (cf Fig. 2.16), the size of a supercluster
behaves likewise.
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Figure 3.15: Efficiency of L1 SingleEG8 on electrons from conversions: the measured efficiency for electrons in the ECAL barrel (resp. the ECAL endcaps) is indicated by black dots
(resp. red squares). The curves represent unbinned fits of the distributions, with the same
color code.

Intrinsic efficiency
As a trigger tower always has the same width in the φ direction: 0.087 rad (cf Table 3.2),
an electron supercluster tends to be spread on more trigger towers when its pseudorapidity
is higher. This tendency is increased in the endcaps because of the less regular geometry
of trigger towers. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3.16, for superclusters in general. The
distribution on the left shows the size of the supercluster, in units of trigger towers, that is
significantly higher in the endcaps than in the barrel. Figure 3.16.b shows the trigger intrinsic
efficiency, for superclusters contained within two unmasked trigger towers: the efficiency turnons are much sharper than in Fig. 3.15. A similar, quasi-immediate response is observed for
barrel and endcaps, except for the innermost endcap trigger regions (shown in blue).
This difference is explained by the particularity of the two innermost trigger tower rings,
mentioned in Table 3.2: one tower in the geometrical sense (one ‘real’ tower), is divided in
two ‘effective’ trigger towers, containing each a trigger primitive with a half of the measured
energy, when the information is transferred to the RCT. Hence what is considered as a (real)
tower for the supercluster, counts like two distinct (effective) towers for the construction of
a Level-1 trigger candidate. The constraint of containment of superclusters in two trigger
towers, does not have the same impact in these particular regions.
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Figure 3.16: Left: number of trigger towers over which a supercluster is spread. Right:
intrinsic efficiency of L1 SingleEG8, measured on superclusters contained in two trigger towers
unmasked for the trigger. The measured efficiency for superclusters in the ECAL barrel is
indicated by black dots; for the endcaps except their innermost regions, by red squares; for
the ring of innermost endcap trigger regions, by blue crosses.

Trigger correction factors
The comparison of Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16.b indicates that the proportion of an electron
supercluster energy contained in the surface of a Level-1 candidate, varies significantly with
the pseudorapidity, implying a slow-down of the efficiency turn-on. To compensate this effect,
η-dependent correction factors were calculated and applied to the trigger primitives by the
Regional Calorimeter Trigger (RCT), before the building of Level-1 candidates. One shall
however keep in mind that the average size of an electron supercluster, given an amount
of material to be crossed, increases when the electron transverse momentum decreases: as a
consequence, these factors are adapted to the lowest trigger threshold used, and updated with
it. The effect of these correction factors on the Level-1 e/γ trigger efficiency, for electrons
from conversions, is shown in Fig. 3.17. The comparison of Tables 3.3 and 3.4 shows that
these correction factors imply an earlier and sharper turn-on of the trigger efficiency. However
the trigger performance remains less efficient in the endcaps than in the barrel.

Trigger efficiency for different electron selections
I also compared the Level-1 trigger response to the different selections of electron candidates
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Figure 3.17: Effect of the RCT correction factors on the Level-1 e/γ trigger efficiency, on
electrons from conversions (L1 SingleEG8 is studied): (a) in the ECAL barrel and (b) in the
ECAL endcaps. Black dots show the efficiency without RCT corrections; red squares show
the efficiency with RCT corrections. The curves represent unbinned fits of the distributions,
with the same color code.
Detector
EB
EE

50 % efficiency
8.89 GeV
10.32 GeV

95 % efficiency
14.54 GeV
17.22 GeV

width: 20 − 80 % efficiency
3.26 GeV
4.07 GeV

Table 3.4: Efficiency of L1 SingleEG8 on electrons from conversions, using RCT correction
factors.
described in Fig. 3.14 (cf Annex B). Though their rather low purity in electromagnetic objects,
these selections present the interest of providing different topologies of objects (more or less
narrow, more or less isolated):
• For isolation and identification conditions, the ‘conversion’, ‘WP95’ and ‘WP80’ selections use similar variables, with an increasing tightness.
• The conversion rejection variables are the same for ‘WP95’ and ‘WP80’, with tighter
cuts for the ‘WP80’ selection.
• In addition, the ‘golden’ selection identifies explicitly objects that were not or little
affected by bremsstrahlung: the same degree of curvature is required at the innermost
and outermost parts of the track; besides the supercluster is required to be made of only
one subcluster; finally the energy measured from the supercluster and the momentum
measured from the track must present a very good agreement.
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The response of the Level-1 trigger (L1 SingleEG8) for these different selections is presented in Fig. 3.18, for electrons in the ECAL barrel: the same color code as for Fig. 3.14 is
used. A comparison of the measurements for the selections of conversion electrons (yellow),
WP95 (blue) and WP80 (green) shows a significant improvement by effect of a tightened selection. Besides, the trigger response is quasi-immediate on electrons satisfying also ‘golden’
condition, as suggested by the ‘golden WP95’ (red) and ‘golden WP80’ (black) measurements:

Efficiency
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this response is very similar to the intrinsic trigger efficiency shown in Fig. 3.16.b.
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Figure 3.18: Efficiency of L1 SingleEG8 on several selections of electron candidates, and the
selection of electrons from conversions (shown in yellow). The curves represent unbinned fits
of the distributions, with the same color code.

3.4.3

Measurement on Electrons from Z → e+ e− Events

The autumn 2010 was marked by a tremendous increase of the LHC instantaneous luminosity,
resulting in a huge rise of the integrated luminosity (cf Fig. 3.1: the integrated luminosity
was multiplied by a factor 10 in the 40 last days of collisions). Thousands of Z → e+ e−
events were recorded in CMS, providing a pure collection of electrons with a transverse energy generally greater than the Level-1 trigger threshold of 8 GeV, and comparable to, or
greater than the HLT threshold of 17 GeV (corresponding to the lowest threshold of HLT
single electron unprescaled trigger by that time).
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3.4.3.1

A Pure and Unbiased Electron Selection

A pure electron selection
The usual method to select a pure electron population from Z → e+ e− events, is called ‘tag
and probe’. It is based on a Z boson mass resonance condition, coupled to a tight selection
applied on one electron, the ‘tag’, which warranties a high purity on the second electron, the
‘probe’. Thus to test one property on a chosen selection of electrons, this selection is applied
to the ‘probe’ electron sample, on which the property can then be tested (by counting the
number that satisfy the property).
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An unbiased electron selection
A population of Z → e+ e− events with reasonable statistics can only be obtained on events
selected by electron triggers. However, to study the Level-1 e/γ trigger efficiency on ‘probe’
electrons without any bias, one must make sure that their signal did not take part in the
trigger decision: this is solved by making sure that the ‘tag’ electron is the reason of the
recording of the event.
Thus, in addition to a usual ‘tag’ electron selection consisting in isolation and identification cuts, the ‘tag’ electron must be matched to the event Level-1 trigger candidate of
highest transverse energy (which must be higher than the Level-1 trigger threshold). As a
consequence, the event is known to have been recorded because of the ‘tag’ electron signal.
The search for a trigger candidate matching the ‘probe’ electron is an unbiased test of the
Level-1 trigger efficiency.

Choice of the studied electron collection
The remaining decision corresponds to the selection of ‘probe’ electrons on which the Level1 trigger efficiency is to be measured. Unlike Minimum Bias studies, the ‘tag and probe’
method ensures a high purity of the ‘probe’ electron population, even for relatively loose
‘probe’ selections.
The chosen strategy was to test the consistency of the Level-1 and High-Level trigger
systems. The unprescaled HLT single electron trigger of lowest transverse energy threshold
that was used in the autumn 2010 requires an electron of transverse energy higher than
17 GeV, passing some identification and isolation cuts. This electron selection was reproduced
on offline electrons; the transverse energy threshold was relaxed when the trigger efficiency
114

was studied as a function of the electron transverse energy.
Finally, the transverse energy measured by High-Level trigger takes the preshower measurement into account: for consistency, the trigger efficiency is measured as a function of the
electron transverse energy (including the preshower measurement).

Summary
A ‘tag and probe’ selection is used to select electrons from Z → e+ e− events. The invariant mass reconstructed from the ‘tag’ and ‘probe’ electrons is required to be greater than
60 GeV/c2 and lower than 120 GeV/c2 . ‘Tag’ electrons are required to pass the tight identification and isolation selection ‘WP80’ (cf Annex B), detailed in Table 3.5. Finally, the ‘HLT’
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selection described in Table 3.6 is applied to ‘probe’ electrons.
H/E

∆η in

∆φin

σiηiη

ecalIso
pT

hcalIso
pT

trackIso
pT

(mrad)
Barrel

< 0.04

< 0.004

< 0.06

< 0.01

< 0.07

< 0.1

< 0.09

Endcaps

< 0.025

< 0.007

< 0.03

< 0.03

< 0.05

< 0.025

< 0.04

No ambiguous track, no missing hits in the inner part of the track.

Table 3.5: Selection applied to the ‘tag’ electrons (‘WP80’ selection). In addition, these
electrons must satisfy pT > 20 GeV/c and be matched to the Level-1 e/γ trigger candidate of
highest transverse energy in the event.

H/E

∆η in

∆φin

σiηiη

ecalIso
ET

hcalIso
ET

trackIso
ET

(mrad)
Barrel

< 0.05

< 0.008

< 0.1

< 0.011

< 0.125

< 0.05

< 0.15

Endcaps

< 0.05

< 0.007

< 0.1

< 0.031

< 0.075

< 0.05

< 0.1

Table 3.6: Selection applied to the ‘probe’ electrons (‘HLT’ selection).

The purity of this selection was tested: when the ‘HLT’ transverse energy threshold
of 17 GeV is also applied to the ‘probe’ electron, the distribution of the invariant mass is
shown in Fig. 3.19: on the left, when the probe is matched to a Level-1 trigger candidate of
transverse energy above the 8 GeV threshold; on the right, when either the matching or the
threshold constraint failed. Both distributions are largely dominated by the Z boson mass
resonance around 91 GeV/c2 , which reflects the purity of the selection.
Since the energy plays a major role in this study, the data sample chosen includes a
reprocessing with first energy corrections, taking laser information into account.
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Figure 3.19: Invariant mass from the two electrons identified by the ‘tag and probe’ method:
left: both electrons are associated to Level-1 candidates above the 8 GeV threshold; right:
the probe failed to be identified to a candidate above the threshold.

3.4.3.2

Results

A ‘tag and probe’ selection of electrons from Z → e+ e− events provides a large and pure
sample of electrons in the pT range above 20 GeV/c. The plateau efficiency of L1 SingleEG8
is precisely measured on probe electrons passing the ‘HLT’ selection and transverse energy
threshold at 17 GeV:
+0.21
EB = 99.45+0.08
−0.09 % ; EE = 98.41−0.23 %.

(3.2)

These high efficiency values, together with measurements for transverse energy ranges around
the 17 GeV threshold, suggest that the plateau efficiency is reached before 17 GeV for both
barrel and endcaps. These results confirm the consistency of the trigger menu used in 2010.
The inefficiency cases for this population of probe electrons were studied: they all correspond to trigger towers masked for trigger considerations (∼ 0.2 % in the barrel, ∼ 1 % in
the endcaps) or to dead towers for trigger14 .

This selection does not provide however enough electrons with 10 GeV/c < pT < 20 GeV/c
to measure the turn-on of the L1 SingleEG8 efficiency. In preparation for the 2011 data taking, the efficiency of higher trigger thresholds was studied: L1 SingleEG12 and L1 SingleEG15
[40]. Because of their higher thresholds, the turn-on characteristics of these triggers could
14
These towers were already mentioned in paragraph 3.2.3: masked towers for trigger considerations are
indicated by diagonal hatches in Fig. 3.10; dead towers for trigger are the white towers remaining on the same
figure, and correspond to link errors in the trigger path.
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be measured.

The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 3.20, and described in Ta-
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Figure 3.20: Level-1 e/γ trigger efficiency on electrons from Z → e+ e− events: L1 SingleEG12
(left) and L1 SingleEG15 (right). The measured efficiency for electrons in the ECAL barrel
(resp. the ECAL endcaps) is indicated by black dots (resp. red squares). The curves represent
unbinned fits of the distributions, with the same color code.

Detector
EB
EE

50 % efficiency
12.6 GeV
13.2 GeV

95 % efficiency
16.3 GeV
19.9 GeV

plateau efficiency
99.6 %
98.5 %

Table 3.7: Efficiency of L1 SingleEG12.

Detector
EB
EE

50 % efficiency
14.9 GeV
16.5 GeV

95 % efficiency
18.9 GeV
22.3 GeV

plateau efficiency
99.6 %
98.5 %

Table 3.8: Efficiency of L1 SingleEG15.

In both cases, the efficiency at 50 % (or turn-on point) is very close to the threshold studied. The results are degraded in the endcaps for the geometrical reasons previously mentioned.
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Development and Study of the
Electron Charge Reconstruction
Algorithm
All that glisters may not be gold, but at least it contains free electrons.
John Desmond Bernal
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This chapter presents the development of a new charge identification method, and the
study of its performance on data. Section 4.1 introduces electron objects in CMS and their
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particularities that make charge measurement more challenging than for other particles.
Section 4.2 presents a study that I made on simulation, in 2008 and 2009. I took part
in the development of some of the possible measurements of the electron charge, that are
described in paragraph 4.2.1. However none of them reaches the goal precision of ∼ 1 %.
Paragraph 4.2.2 presents two methods that I developed: they combine these measurements to
provide a more reliable estimation of the electron charge. These methods were presented to
the collaboration and implemented in the official CMS software: one of them is now used by
default, the second presents a selection used by analyses that require a very precise charge
measurement.
In 2010 came the first opportunity to test these methods. The expected distributions of
the variables used for the measurements were first to be compared to data. Ultimately the
probability of charge mis-identification was to be measured on data. The studies that I made
are presented in sections 4.3 and 4.4. The measurements of the performance of the charge
identification methods were published and are used as a reference for physics analyses in CMS.
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A good lepton charge identification is required in multi-lepton analyses that involve in
particular di-lepton resonances. In particular a doubly charged Higgs boson in a leptonic
±
decay H ±± → `±
i `j (i, j = e, µ) provides a same-sign di-lepton mass resonance, which has a

very low Standard Model background.
The H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis starts with identifying two pairs of same-flavour, oppositesign leptons, and finding a Z resonance for one of these pairs. This step is mandatory to reduce
the backgrounds. A charge mis-identification (charge mis-ID) lowers both the background
rejection power, and the signal efficiency. In such an analysis, the effect of a lepton charge
mis-identification is multiplied by a factor 4. Besides, this analysis cannot afford the efficiency
loss of a lepton selection to improve the charge determination: this loss is enhanced in powers
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of 4.
For an acceptable impact on such an analysis (i.e. an efficiency loss lower than 5 %), the
charge mis-ID rate should be below or at the level of 1% for a reconstructed lepton.

4.1

Electron Reconstruction in CMS

As mentioned in section 2.2.8, electrons are affected by the large amount of material present
in the tracker. This material budget can be controlled on data, for example with the vertex
of photon conversions, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Comparisons to Monte-Carlo descriptions show
a good agreement [41]. The electron footprints can have a complex topology, involving
bremsstrahlung photons that may convert into electron-positron pairs; the final particles are
spread in the φ direction by effect of the 3.8-T magnetic field.
Adapted reconstruction algorithms have been developed, to ensure a good reconstruction
efficiency and high precision for the measurement of the energy and the direction at vertex.

4.1.1

Energy Reconstruction in the ECAL

When an electron or a photon hits the ECAL, it creates a shower that spreads over few
crystals, forming a ‘cluster’ of energy.
Because of the showering in the tracker material, for an initial electron several particles
(electrons and photons) hit the ECAL; their trajectories are spread in the φ direction, due
to the longitudinal magnetic field. Hence the energy deposit in the ECAL corresponding to
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(a)

(b)
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Photon Conversion Reconst

(c)

Figure 9: Conversion vertices in data in the ( x, y) plane for |z| < 26 cm; zoom increases from
(a) to (c).
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(a)
(a)

(b)

(b)in data the (z, R) plane.
Figure 10: Conversion vertices

Figure 4.1: Conversion vertices in data: (a) in the (x, y) plane for |z| < 26 cm; (b) in the
(z, R) plane. [41]
(c)

Figure 9: Conversion vertices in data in the ( x, y) plane for |z| < 26 cm; zoom increase
an initial electron
is made
(a) to
(c). of several clusters spread in the φ direction.
The width of this distribution increases when the electron transverse momentum (pT )
decreases, because of the higher curvatures of charged particles.
A dedicated ‘clustering’ algorithm, called bremsstrahlung recovery, has been developed:
it builds all individual clusters, and collects the ones that correspond to the same initial
particle (electron or positron, or photon), into a supercluster.
Thanks to this algorithm, the complete electron energy deposit is generally collected into
the supercluster. However, some energy losses remain with low pT electrons for which the
clusters can be particularly far away from each other, in cases of large bremsstrahlung in
innermost layers of the tracker.

Figure 10: Conversion vertices in data the (z, R) plane.
The reconstruction of an incomplete supercluster deteriorates the energy and position

resolutions. Besides, the ECAL energy and position resolutions improve when the energy in122

creases, as was discussed in paragraph 2.2.4. As a consequence, at a given η, the supercluster
energy and position resolutions improve when the electron energy increases.

4.1.2

Trajectory Reconstruction in the Tracker

Generally speaking, tracks are reconstructed from a seed (made of the two or three most
inner hits) in the most inner part of the tracker, and extended towards the calorimeter, layer
after layer. A standard algorithm is used for minimum ionizing particles: at each layer, a
Combinatorial Track Finder (Ctf) is applied, simultaneously with a Kalman Filter. This
filter algorithm calculates the expected position of the next hit, according to the part of the
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track that was already reconstructed, and fits this expectation with the measured hit. To
deal with tracker inefficiency, in cases where no hit is found in one layer, the algorithm allows
the track building to carry on at the next layer if a hit is found there.

Bremsstrahlung and conversion effects complicate the electron track topology. A bremsstrahlung energy loss results in an accentuated curvature of the electron trajectory. Besides,
the conversion of a bremsstrahlung photon implies a choice to make between three sets of
hits, for the reconstruction of the outside part of the track: they correspond to the original
electron (or positron), and the electron and the positron created by conversion (cf Fig. 2.17).
A special algorithm has been developed for electrons: the Gaussian Sum Filter (Gsf) [35,
42, 43], that takes into account the bremsstrahlung energy loss in the fit procedure. Besides,
in order to preserve efficiency and to follow electron trajectories in case of bremsstrahlung
emission, a very loose χ2 compatibility is required in the track building steps, with a cut
value of 2000. The combinatorics is limited by requiring at most 5 candidate trajectories at
each tracker layer.
A missing hit is often the signature of a bremsstrahlung photon that was emitted before
the layer where no hit was found, and converted after this layer. In order to reduce the
probability to connect a primary electron to a leg from a photon conversion, no more than
one missing hit in a raw are accepted, and a high χ2 penalty (90) is used in the cases of
missing hit.
This procedure allows to collect hits up to the ECAL, despite the electron energy loss in
the tracker material. As an illustration, Fig. 4.2 shows the expected number of hits in the
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reconstructed track, for each algorithm. The reconstruction of longer tracks allows a better
identification of the electron topology: in particular the bremsstrahlung fraction (fbrem ) is
measured. It is defined as the normalized difference between the momentum magnitude
measured at innermost and outermost track positions: fbrem =

a.u.
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Figure 6: Electron track momentum parameters residual distributions for the “mode” estimates at the innermost
track position for both the dedicated GSF electron tracking (solid line) and the standard Kalman Filter used for

low bremsstrahlung loss (a supercluster made of only one cluster and a good agreement between supercluster energy and track momentum at vertex measurements). Figure 4.3 shows
on the left the resolution of the Z boson mass from Z → e+ e− events, both electrons being
non-showering and in the barrel [40]. A resolution of 0.7 GeV/c2 , i.e. 0.8% is achieved, very
close to the one obtained from test beam measurements. In the case of showering electrons,
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as shown on the right distribution, the width is more than twice larger (1.8 GeV/c2 ).

!"#$!"%&$'()$*+,-./$

!"#$!"%&$0()$*+,-./$

Figure 4.3: Reconstructed Z boson mass from Z → e+ e− data events with both electrons in
the barrel part of the ECAL, in the left for cases where both electrons are classified “nonshowering” (small bremsstrahlung loss) and in the right where both electrons are classified
“showering” (large bremsstrahlung loss). The electron momentum is reconstructed by combining the energy measured in the ECAL and the track information. The distributions are
fitted using a Lorentzian function convoluted with a Crystal-Ball function. Data are shown
by black dots, the fit is shown by a curve. The fit parameters are shown on the captions for
data and Monte Carlo: the simulation provides a good description of data for both categories.
[40]

4.1.4

Charge Identification

The common way to identify the charge of a particle is to measure the direction of the
curvature of its track.
The cases of showering electrons present a significant risk for the track building algorithm
to use some hits from a conversion leg. Such showering cases affect track-based measurements,
in particular the charge identification, as illustrated by a data event in Fig. 4.4.
The χ2 penalty applied in the Gsf track fit in cases where a contamination from conversion
legs is particularly dangerous does not reduce all these showering cases.
As a consequence, the proportion of charge mis-identification on electrons in the pT range
125
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Figure 4.4: An example of complicated electron object, in one of the first Z → e+ e− events
observed in CMS. Two back-to-back electrons are visible in this event display: the one going
the left direction (e+ ) has a simple topology. The one going the right direction is a more
complicated case: emission of a bremsstrahlung photon, which converts into an e+ e− pair.
The three corresponding tracks, with a common origin, are reconstructed. By comparison
of the curvatures, the top green track corresponds to the initial electron e− , and the two
other ones correspond to the conversion legs (e− in yellow, e+ in green). Besides, this choice
ensures a coherent charge opposite to the one of the other electron from the Z boson decay.
However, the chosen track for the electron was the highest pT one (in turquoise): it takes hits
from a conversion electron. The subsequent orientation of the curvature is wrong, implying
a mis-identification of the charge.

of W and Z boson decays, is as high as 3% at the reconstruction level. As expected, electrons
classified as non-showering in the previous paragraph present a charge mis-identification rate
twice smaller than the other ones.
Applying electron identification and isolation criteria improves the charge identification
performance, but does not entirely solve the problem (& 1%, even for very tight selections).
Hence, the particular context of CMS requires the development of a better charge identification algorithm.

4.2
4.2.1
4.2.1.1

Development of a Charge ID Algorithm
Different Charge Measurements
Electron Track Curvature (a.k.a. Gsf track charge)

The measurement of the sign of the electron track curvature is affected by conversions of
bremsstrahlung photons, in particular when those conversions happen in the innermost part
126

of the tracker.
Hence, the track charge mis-identification rate is correlated to the amount of material in
the inner layers of the silicon tracker, which increases with the pseudorapidity (η) up to a
value of 0.6 X0 (cf fig.2.16).
High-pT (pT ∼ 100 GeV/c) electrons are also a more difficult case for the charge measurement, because of their straight trajectory: the orientation of the curvature is more difficult to
identify. However this effect is not as important as the problem of the conversion topology.
According to Monte Carlo simulations, the expected charge mis-ID rate of this method
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is of the order of 3% at pT ∼ 35 − 45 GeV/c for reconstructed electrons.

4.2.1.2

Curvature of the Track from the Combinatorial Track Finder (a.k.a. Ctf
track charge)

As was explained in paragraph 4.1.2, electron tracks are built thanks to a particular algorithm
adapted to their topology and high bremsstrahlung probability. These Gsf tracks are more
efficiently reconstructed and longer than tracks reconstructed by the standard algorithm used
for minimum ionizing particles (Ctf tracks) because of the better hit collection in cases of
bremsstrahlung. These are positive points for many electron studies.
However, as far as the charge determination is concerned, the comparison is slightly
different. In all cases except conversions, a longer track makes the curvature measurement
easier, especially for high pT electrons (pT ∼ 100 GeV/c). On the other hand, in the case
of conversions, the choice of a shorter track might reduce the errors due to a wrong track
reconstruction (using hits from a conversion leg). Hence the global curvature as measured on
the fit of the Ctf track associated to the electron is an interesting measurement.
A comparison of the performance of these two tracks for the charge identification makes
sense, even though the Ctf method is limited to the electrons for which this track is reconstructed. This corresponds to 99 % of reconstructed electrons after the latest improvements
of the Ctf tracking method.
A Monte Carlo study gives interesting results: because of the tight cuts used in its reconstruction algorithm, the general (Ctf) track reconstruction is less efficient, but its curvature
measurement is generally more precise than for the electron (Gsf) track. Its expected mis-ID
rate on reconstructed electrons is of the order of 2% at pT ∼ 35 − 45 GeV/c. However these
results are not sufficient with respect to the precision goal of . 1 %.
127

4.2.1.3

Electron Final Track Curvature (a.k.a. Outside track charge)

I have developed another method, in particular to improve the measurement on electrons in
and above the pT range of W and Z decays. A difficulty in the high pT region is known to be
the straightness of the electron global trajectory. In a case of bremsstrahlung however, the
corresponding loss of pT tends to accentuate the curvature of the electron trajectory. Hence
it is more precise to measure the direction of the curvature at the end of the track.
The Gsf fit of the track gives an estimation of the curvature of the track at each point.
This method simply uses the value of this fit at the outermost point of the track, instead of
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the innermost point.
However, such a measurement is affected by all conversion events: not only early conversions. Hence this measurement suffers not only from the amount of material budget present
in the pixels, but from all the material budget present in the tracker: it is as high as 1.8X0
at the Barrel-Endcap junction (cf Fig. 2.16).
Consequently, this measurement is less precise than the two previous ones. Its charge
mis-ID rate, measured on Monte Carlo, is of the order or 5% at pT ∼ 35 − 45 GeV/c for
electrons at the reconstruction level.

4.2.1.4

Trajectory Deviation between the First Hit of the Track and the Supercluster (a.k.a. SC-pix charge)

In addition to track-based measurements, I have also explored a new method making use of
the electron supercluster.
While cases of early bremsstrahlung and conversions (mainly at high η) complicate the
track reconstruction, the energy deposit in the ECAL, if completely reconstructed, can give
a reliable information. Indeed, even in a case of bremsstrahlung and conversions, the ECAL
supercluster energy weighted position is the place where the electron would have reached the
ECAL, had there been no interaction in the tracker (cf Fig. 4.5) [44]. Based on this consideration, and given the precise granularity of the ECAL, a new method has been developed, using
the position of the most inner hit of the track, and the position of the ECAL supercluster.
It measures the sign of the angle ∆φ formed by:
• the vector that goes from the beamspot to the first hit of the track,
128
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Figure 4.5: An illustration of the relevance of the supercluster information for an electron, in
a case of conversion. The light blue cross shows the position of the supercluster barycenter,
which correctly indicates a curvature to the right (i.e. a negative charge) in comparison to
the initial particle direction.

• and the vector that goes from the beamspot to the supercluster barycenter.
By effect of the magnetic field, the sign of this angle, like the direction of the track curvature,
reflects the charge of the electron (see Fig. 4.6 for illustration).
Studied on Monte Carlo samples, this measurement appears globally more precise than
the measurement based on the electron track curvature, with a mis-ID rate of the order of
2% at pT ∼ 35 − 45 GeV/c for electrons at the reconstruction level.
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Figure 4.6: Definition of the angle ∆φ used in the SC-pix charge measurement.

Position resolution of the supercluster
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A particularity of this measurement is that it combines position measurements in the ECAL
and in the tracker. Hence it depends on the position resolutions in both detectors, and on
the alignment of the ECAL with respect to the tracker.
The precision on the position of the first hit of the track is ∼ 15 − 20 µm in the pixels
and few hundreds of microns in the TEC. The precision on the position of the supercluster is
about 10−3 units in η and 1.6 mrad in φ for 35 GeV electrons, which corresponds to ∼ 2 mm
in x and in y. These very precise values allow a good performance of the SC-pix charge
measurement.
The precision of position in the installation of the ECAL supermodules and dees was
of the order of few millimeters. This is not negligible in comparison with the expected
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calorimeter precision. Hence their alignment must be precisely measured and a possible
misalignment must be taken into account.
With the first months of data, a measurement of the preshower alignment to the tracker
was performed [45], and refined using the complete statistics of 2010 data[28]. The method
uses high-purity tracks, extrapolating them to each layer of the preshower strip planes, and
comparing the predicted location of expected hits, with the closest reconstructed hit in a
search window. The translation and rotation misalignments of each of the preshower planes
were measured with this method.
The preshower is directly fixed on the ECAL endcaps, so at first order the preshower
planes and the endcap dees can be considered as aligned. A first measurement of this alignment, with the same tracks as described above and a further extrapolation, confirmed this
assumption.
A study of the ECAL-tracker alignment itself requires a tighter object selection, and
so more statistics. With the complete 2010 data (36 pb−1 of integrated luminosity), the
translation alignment of the ECAL supermodules and dees to the tracker was measured [28],
using electrons from W → eν and Z → ee events. The selection of electrons with a simple
topology (no bremsstrahlung) allows a precise comparison between the position of the energy
deposit in the ECAL, and the position of the track extrapolation to the ECAL.
The translation misalignment1 of each supermodule in the barrel and each dee in the
endcaps, has been measured this way. For the endcaps, the non-negligible measurement of
the preshower-tracker rotation misalignment was taken into account (1 mrad for the positive
1

A measurement of the rotation of the supermodules and dees is done now with 2011 data.
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endcap dees). Some information about the measured misalignment is given in Table 4.1.

∆x
∆y
∆z

Barrel

Endcaps

4 mm ± 0.5 mm
5 mm ± 0.5 mm
2 mm ± 0.5 mm

5 mm ± 0.7 mm
1 cm ± 0.7 mm
3 mm ± 0.7 mm

Table 4.1: Ecal misalignment: for each direction, the highest measured misalignment is
indicated (over all supermodules for the barrel, over all dees for the endcaps).

An alignment technique is now performed on all data. After this correction, the resolution
of the difference of position between the tracker and the ECAL measured on data is of
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2 · 10−3 rad in φ and 2 · 10−3 units in η, for isolated electrons with pT > 20 GeV/c (W → eν
and Z → ee events), in good agreement with the expectation [28].
In particular, this precision ensures the reliability of the ∆φ angle used in the SC-pix
charge measurement.

4.2.1.5

Performance of the Charge Measurements

I have evaluated on the Monte-Carlo the performance of the four measurements described
above is presented in Fig. 4.7, for reconstructed electrons.
The expected behaviors are observed as a function of the electron pseudorapidity η: the
Gsf and Ctf track charge mis-ID rates follow the distribution of material budget in the pixels,
while the Outside track charge mis-ID rate, as can be expected, follows the overall distribution
of material in the tracker (cf Fig. 2.16).
Even for low-pT electrons (5 GeV/c < pT < 10 GeV/c), the charge mis-identification is
significant (∼ 1 %). It increases with pT , as expected, because of the straighter electron
tracks, but this effect is less important than the material effect observed in the η-dependent
plot.

4.2.2

Charge Identification Algorithms

The four measurements discussed in the previous paragraph are based on different variables
relative to the electron. In particular, two of them give an interesting improvement with
respect to the usual charge measurement (Gsf track charge): the SC-pix charge and the Ctf
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Figure 4.7: Electron charge mis-ID probability (from Monte Carlo), for the four measurements
described in this paragraph, in cases where a Ctf track was also reconstructed, in addition to
the electron Gsf track, as a function of the generated electron η and pT . The sample used is
made of back-to-back electrons with uniform pT and η distributions.

track charge (applicable only on ∼ 99 % of electrons) measurements.
However all of these measurement algorithms have a too high error rate for an analysis
like H → ZZ (∗) → 4` and H ++ H −− → 4`.
Other kinds of measurements have been also tested but did not show significant improvements. For example, it was tried to tune of the Gsf track reconstruction parameters in order
to favor, at each layer, hits that confirm the charge measurement of the track. It was also
tried to apply the Gsf fit only to the track innermost part, in order to reduce the effect of
conversions...
Therefore we combine several of the measurements described above, in one charge identification method. Two simple combination algorithms have been developed, and are described
below.
The Majority Method is a method with no loss. It is to be used for an analysis that
cannot afford any additional cut on electrons.
For an analysis that can afford an efficiency loss of the order of few percents on electrons,
and for which a very precise charge measurement is necessary, a Selection Method will be
more adapted.
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4.2.2.1

The Majority Method

This method uses three different charge measurements: the Gsf track charge, the SC-pix
charge, and the Ctf track charge. Since these measurements are (partly) uncorrelated, a
combination can help to reduce efficiently the error rate. Of course, they are not 100%
uncorrelated: in particular, the Gsf track charge and the Ctf track charge both highly depend
on the collection of reconstructed hits in the tracker; even the SC-pix charge depends on the
first hit of the track. However each measurement has its own particularity: respectively,
the Gsf track reconstruction algorithm, the Ctf track reconstruction algorithm, and the
supercluster position.
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For a given electron (positron), these three measurements are compared. Let’s first
consider electrons with an associated Ctf track: then each one of the three measurements
gives a value of ±1.
Only two different cases are possible:
• either they all agree on the same charge. Then this charge will be the value chosen by
the Majority Method. The remaining charge mid-ID events in that case are irreducible
(all considered measurements give the wrong value).
• or two measurements give an identical result, when the third one disagrees. Then the
Majority Method takes the value chosen by the two, as statistically more likely to be
right.
Finally, in the absence of a reconstructed Ctf track, the method only relies on two measurements: the Gsf track charge and the SC-pix charge. If these two measurements agree on one
charge, this value is chosen (and the errors are irreducible); in a case of disagreement, the
chosen measurement is the SC-pix one, which is generally the more precise of the two (cf
Fig. 4.7).
The performances of the Majority Method are shown in Fig. 4.8 in comparison with the
ones of the Gsf track charge measurement. A significant improvement is visible, for all η and
pT regions, dividing the charge mis-ID rate by a factor ∼ 2.
A charge mis-ID rate of the order of 1.2 % is expected for electrons with pT ∼ 35 −
45 GeV/c, at the reconstruction level.
This method was implemented in the official electron reconstruction algorithm as the
charge determination by default, replacing the Gsf track charge measurement.
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Figure 4.8: Electron charge mis-ID probability (from Monte Carlo), for the electron Gsf track
charge, and for the majority method of charge ID, as a function of the generated electron η and
pT . The sample used is made of back-to-back electrons with uniform pT and η distributions.

4.2.2.2

The Selection Method

Depending on the affordable efficiency loss on electrons, this method will be based on two or
three out of the three following measurements: the Gsf track charge, the SC-pix charge, and
the Ctf track charge.
Given two (or three) relatively independent charge measurements, the agreement of their
results increases the confidence in this value. Hence, the Selection Method only keeps electrons for which the considered measurements are in agreement. A choice of variables with
little correlation improves the quality of the selection, at the cost of a higher inefficiency. The
extreme case here is to require the agreement of all three measurements.
The effect of such selections are shown in figure 4.9, for reconstructed electrons: the
efficiency loss of the selection is shown on the right, while the charge mis-ID rate on the
selected population is shown on the left.
As stated already in the last paragraph, the Gsf track charge and the Ctf track charge
are the two most correlated measurements, because they are both based on the hit pattern
in the tracker. Hence they are very often in agreement: the corresponding Selection Method
(red upwards triangles) cuts a very small proportion of electrons, and does not improve
significantly the charge ID precision.
However, a selection based on one of these two track measurements, and the SC-pix
charge, is already more determinant (black squares and blue circles); its efficiency loss in134

creases significantly with pT .
Finally, applying the selection based on the three charge measurements gives a significantly better charge performance (green downwards triangles): the charge mis-ID rate is
below 0.5% for all pT values between 5 and 150 GeV/c; the efficiency loss increases with pT ,
up to a value of ∼ 10% for pT ∼ 150 GeV/c.
Depending on the chosen selection, for electrons with pT ∼ 35 − 45 GeV/c and at the
reconstruction level, the charge mis-ID rate can be reduced to a value of 0.8 % to 0.2 % at
the price of an inefficiency of the order of 4 % to 6 %.
Three possible selections have been implemented in the global electron reconstruction
code, corresponding to three different efficiencies: the Gsf - Ctf Selection, the Gsf - SC-pix

Efficiency loss

0.025

Charge mis-ID
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Selection, and the Gsf - Ctf - SC-pix Selection.
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Figure 4.9: Electron charge ID performance as a function of generated pT for the different
selection methods. The sample used is made of back-to-back electrons with uniform pT and
η distributions.

4.3

First Study of the Charge ID Variables on 2010 Minimum
Bias Events

With the first collisions at

√

s = 7 TeV came for me the first opportunity to check on data

the behavior of the variables used for charge ID.
During the first months of data taking, the LHC collision instantaneous luminosity was
very low, and the triggering system used was based exclusively on Minimum Bias.
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4.3.1

Description of the Sample

In minimum bias events, the collection of electron candidates is dominated by low pT contributions. Moreover, the proportion of prompt electrons2 is small at first (5%): the main
contribution comes from hadron decays faking electrons (80%), and, to a lower level, electrons
from conversions (15%).
A first look at the distributions of the charge ID variables was useful anyway. Even
though the charge ID performance could not be measured on such data, this was a first
opportunity to compare to data events the Monte Carlo predictions for the distributions of
the charge-related variables.
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This minimum bias sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 1.8 nb−1 .
This population is not adapted to a study of the charge identification algorithms, which
are optimized for real, prompt electrons3 .
The optimal method for charge ID studies is a selection of prompt, isolated electrons,
e.g. using Z → e+ e− events: it will be presented in the next section. However with the low
integrated luminosity collected during the first months of data taking, such a selection would
not have provided enough electrons.

4.3.2

Method and Results

No selection was applied to the electron candidates, except a selection of good runs from the
detector point of view, and the suppression of anomalous signals from the ECAL (described
in paragraph 3.1.2).
The results of the data-MC comparison are shown on Fig. 4.10. The distribution of a
given charge variable is shown for electron candidates for which the two other variables are
in agreement. In that case, the charge of the third variable is expected to be in agreement
with the two other ones, and is indicated by the color code of the plots.
A reasonable agreement is found between data and Monte Carlo for the shapes of the
variable distributions. The remaining difference in the charge asymmetry indicates an incomplete description of the Minimum Bias hadron content in the Monte Carlo simulation.
This difference was studied: it concerns mainly low-pT electron candidates (pT < 10 GeV/c
2

These electrons are mainly issued from the Dalitz decay of a neutral pion (π 0 → γ + e+ + e− ), or they
make a resonance from the decay of light particles (J/ψ → e+ e− , ...).
3
In particular the SC-pix measurement assumes that the electron trajectory starts from the beamspot, and
that the particle leaves all its energy in the ECAL.
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and more particularly pT < 5 GeV/c) and is probably due to an overestimation of kaons in
the Monte Carlo modeling. The Monte Carlo sample used for this study is an out-of-the-box
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simulation; it does not include any data-based tuning of minimum bias events.
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Figure 4.10: The distributions of each of the charge ID observables for electron candidates in
Minimum Bias events: (a) the charge from the Gsf track, (b) the charge from the Ctf track
and (c) the phi difference between the supercluster position and the electron track innermost
hit position as seen from the beamspot (used by the SC-pix measurement). For each of these
distributions, the considered observable is plotted if the two others are in agreement. Each
distribution is shown for each sign of the charge as determined by the two other variables.

Moreover, the SC-pix measurement suffers from two point: first, it is optimized for an
electron trajectory starting from the beamspot, which is not the case for secondary electrons,
like the ones from conversions. Besides, this method suffers from the ECAL misalignment,
which had been measured to be significant (cf paragraph 2.2.4), but was not corrected at
that stage: this explains in particular the higher differences between data and Monte Carlo
137

for the SC-pix figure.

4.4

Study on a Pure Data Electron Sample, using Z → e+ e−
Events

Over the complete 2010 datasets, a significant amount of Z → e+ e− events were recorded
and reconstructed. This electron sample is quite easily selected using a ‘Tag and Probe’ technique based on the Z mass constraint, which ensures a low background rate. It represents
a reasonable statistics of prompt and isolated electrons, in the pT region beyond 20 GeV/c.
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This allowed us to make a precise study of the charge identification variables and performance.

The datasets ‘/EG’ and ‘/Electron’ are used in this study. They correspond to two
different periods of data taking. They consist of events selected by the Level 1 (L1) e/γ
trigger followed by a photon and electron (resp. electron) single and double High Level
Trigger (HLT) selection (cf Chapter 3).
The reprocessing of the data includes a first alignment of the ECAL with respect to the
tracker detector as determined from ∼ 3pb−1 using electrons from W tagged events4 .
Events are selected using standard run and luminosity section CMS selection tools.
For the reconstruction of electron candidates, standard CMS algorithms are used. Standard tools for the rejection of ECAL anomalous signals based on topological and timing
criteria are included (see paragraph 3.1.2 for a description of these signals and tools).

4.4.1

‘Tag and Probe’ Selection

A tight selection on a ‘tag’ electron, and the requirement of a mass resonance are necessary to
ensure the purity of the sample of second electrons, the ‘probes’. The charge ID performance
on a given selection of electrons is then calculated by measuring the proportion of same-sign
pairs among the population of ‘probe’ electrons of the studied type.
The main backgrounds to be considered for such a selection are Wjet, tt̄ and QCD events.
4

At intermediate values of recorded luminosity (typically ∼ 200nb−1 ), around 70 Z → ee events are
observed, which allows for preliminary studies. This luminosity also provides few hundreds of W → eν
events: the selection of electrons from a W tagging provides a collection of prompt and isolated electrons,
with significant statistics. The W tagging consists in requiring a significant transverse energy and an electron
passing identification and isolation cuts; a cut is also applied on the pT of the electron and on the transverse
mass. A purity of & 95 % is obtained with this method [39].
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QCD events (jets (π 0 , π ± , etc...) faking leptons) are produced in high quantity by LHC collisions, but since they are not made of prompt, isolated leptons, they are quite easily suppressed
by transverse momentum, isolation and electron identification (agreement of the supercluster
and the track information) requirements. Wjet events contain a real electron from the W
decay, and a jet faking an electron. They can be highly reduced by electron identification
and isolation; however some of them remain, in particular in cases of loose ‘probe’ selection.
Finally, the remaining tt̄ events after the electron identification and isolation, correspond
to leptonic decays (tt̄ → (W + b)(W − b̄) → (e+ νb)(e− ν̄ b̄)). Their number is reduced by the
invariant mass cut; the remaining events are pairs of prompt, opposite-sign electrons, which
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can be considered as signal, as far as charge studies are concerned.

The charge mis-ID rate is expected to be low (∼ 1 − 3%, depending on the charge ID
method and on the electron selection). A selection of very high purity is therefore necessary
to make a correct measurement of the charge mis-ID rate: the proportion of backgrounds
must be negligible in comparison to the measured charge mis-ID rate.
Several selections have been studied for the ‘tag’; because of required purity, the tightest
one was chosen. This selection, called ‘WP60’ (for ‘Simple Cuts selection at a working point of
60% efficiency on electrons’), contains electron ID, isolation and conversion rejection criteria.
In order to reduce as much as possible the charge mis-ID rate on the ‘tag’, the agreement of
all the three charge measurements is also required.
The charge mis-ID has been measured for the main electron selections used in CMS
analyses: the ‘WP’ (‘Simple Cuts’) selections, and the category based (‘CiC’) selections. They
all include electron ID, isolation and conversion rejection. These selections are described in
more details in Annex B. These measurements were published [40] and used as reference for
analyses. The results presented in this thesis correspond to the electron selection used for
the physics analysis described in chapter 5: it will be referred to as ‘Higgs electron selection’.
This selection also contains electron ID, isolation and conversion rejection criteria.
A transverse energy higher than 20 GeV is required on both electrons to enhance the
purity. The electron transverse momentum variable is a combination of the ECAL supercluster (SC) and the track informations: similarly, the charge variable used for the SC-pix
measurement combines these two informations. For this reason, and to prevent any bias, the
selection cut is applied on the electron supercluster transverse energy.
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The following requirements are applied to the events:
• a ‘tag’ electron candidate with SC ET > 20 GeV and within fiducial cuts (|η| < 1.444
OR 1.566 < |η| < 2.5) and satisfying the WP60 selection,
• a ‘probe’ electron candidate with SC ET > 20 GeV and satisfying the studied selection,
• and invariant mass built from the two candidates within 60 GeV/c2 < mee < 120 GeV/c2 .
For comparisons with data, Monte Carlo (MC) samples of Z events were generated. The
backgrounds from Wjet, tt̄ and QCD events have been simulated.
The same selection as used for data was applied on simulated events. Figure 4.11 presents

expectation from Monte Carlo (MC) is also shown for the signal and the main backgrounds.
The MC is seen to be slightly overshooting the data by ∼ 15%: this is probably due to
some differences in the tag selection efficiency between data and MC, given that the ‘WP60’

Events

selection (isolation and identification) is very tight (cf Annex B).

Events/(4 GeV/c)
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the kinematical distributions pT and η of the selected ‘probe’ electron candidates. The
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Figure 4.11: Kinematical distributions of the selected electron ‘probe’ candidates, for a WP60
selection for the ‘tag’ and the Higgs selection for the ‘probe’: (a) transverse momentum and
(b) pseudo-rapidity. The MC expectations for the signal and the main backgrounds are also
shown, normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample. Zjet contribution is shown
in light blue, Wjet contribution is shown in dark blue, tt̄ contribution is shown in green, and
QCD is shown in red.

Figure 4.12 presents the invariant mass distribution of the selected electron pairs, and of
selected pairs for which a same charge was measured. The expectation from Monte Carlo is
also shown for the signal and the main backgrounds. The small shift of the peak observed in
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data with respect to the Monte Carlo is due to the fact that the corrections for the loss of
transparency of the ECAL crystals, were not yet included in this version of the reconstruction

Events/(2 GeV/c2)

Events/(2 GeV/c2)

(see paragraph 2.2.4 for more details).
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of the invariant mass reconstructed on ‘Tag and Probe’ events, for
a WP60 selection for the ‘tag’ and the Higgs selection for the ‘probe’: (a) for all events and
(b) for same sign events. The MC expectations for the signal and the main backgrounds are
also shown, normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample. Zjet contribution
is shown in light blue, Wjet contribution is shown in dark blue, tt̄ contribution is shown in
green, and QCD is shown in red.

The purity of the considered selections as determined from Monte Carlo is of 99.90% for
a WP60 selection for the ‘tag’ and the Higgs selection for the ‘probe’. The purity is defined
as the proportion of ‘Tag and Probe’ events where the ‘tag’ and the ‘probe’ are matched to
MC opposite sign electrons5 .
The choice of a WP60 selection for the ‘tag’ is justified by its high purity: the expected
background rate of 0.10% allows a rigorous study of the charge mis-ID rate. Other, less tight
selections were studied for the tag electron, however they did not warranty a high enough
purity of the probe electrons.

4.4.2

Distribution of the Charge ID Variables

Because of the tight selection of the ‘tag’ (tight electron identification and isolation, and
agreement of the three charge measurements), a reliable charge measurement is expected on
5

An electron-positron pair coming from tt̄ → (W + b)(W − b̄) → (e+ νb)(e− ν̄ b̄) is considered as signal, so that
the backgrounds, from Wjet and QCD, contribute to same-sign and opposite-sign events in equal proportions.
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this electron. This assumption will be confirmed in these studies. Hence, for a given ‘tag’
charge determination, the ‘probe’ is expected to be of opposite charge. Moreover, because
of the looser ‘probe’ selection, a same-sign signal event is more likely due to a charge misidentification on the ‘probe’.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 present the distributions of the three variables involved in the
charge determination algorithm, respectively in the barrel and in the endcap parts of the
ECAL. Distributions are shown for the data and compared with MC expectations for a ‘tag’
with positive charge and with negative charge and for a ‘probe’ satisfying the Higgs selection.
The MC expectations for the signal and the main backgrounds are also shown, normalized
to the integrated luminosity of the data sample.
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Considering the MC distributions, as expected, the signal distributions (e+ e− pairs produced from Z and tt̄ events) are mainly on one half of the axis, corresponding to a ‘tag’
and a ‘probe’ of opposite sign. The entries on the other half correspond to a charge misidentification, most likely on the ‘probe’. The background distributions (Wjet and QCD
samples) are observed in similar quantities on both sides of the plot.
A good agreement is observed between the data and the simulation. Nevertheless some
small discrepancies with the MC are visible in the distributions of the SC-pix φ angle. This
may be due to some residual mis-alignment between the ECAL and the tracker. Since these
studies, the misalignment has been precisely studied, using all statistics from the 2010 data
(more details are given in paragraph 2.2.4), and was more precisely corrected by the time of
the start of 2011 data taking.

4.4.3

Charge Mis-ID Measurement

For a given ‘Tag and Probe’ selection of N events (N = N signal + N bkg ), there are three
contributions to pairs of electron candidates with the same measured charge (NSS ):
• background events with same charge electron candidate pairs:
bkg
NSS
=

1
2

· N bkg

• signal events with a charge mis-identification on the ‘tag’:
signal
Nwtag
= pwtag (1 − pwprobe ) · N signal

• signal events with a charge mis-identification on the ‘probe’:
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signal
Nwprobe
= pwprobe (1 − pwtag ) · N signal

Before measuring the charge mis-ID rate of the ‘probe’ electron pwprobe , the sources of
two other contributions must be estimated: the charge mis-ID rate on the ‘tag’ electron pwtag ,
and the background proportion αbkg =

4.4.3.1

N bkg
N .

Charge Mis-ID Rate of the ‘Tag’

The charge mis-ID rate of the ‘tag’ pwtag is measured on data, with a ‘Tag and Tag’ selection,
which applies the ‘tag’ conditions to both electrons. The high purity of such a selection
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(99.98% according to MC) makes the backgrounds negligible, as shown in Fig. 4.15.
Hence for this selection the proportion of same-sign pairs is:
tag−tag
αSS

tag−tag
NSS
= tag−tag = 2pwtag (1 − pwtag )
N

(4.1)

tag−tag
by:
And pwtag is directly inferred from the measurement of αSS

1
pwtag = (1 −
2

q
tag−tag
1 − 2αSS
)

(4.2)

For a ‘Tag and Tag’ selection with WP60 cuts, this charge mis-ID measurement gives a
rate of 0.14+0.04
−0.03 %, in agreement with MC. The errors indicated here come from the statistical
errors in the measurement of the proportion of same-sign events. They are evaluated by a
Clopper-Pearson interval method.

4.4.3.2

Proportion of Background Events

The proportion of background events αbkg is taken from MC, and determined for the studied
‘probe’ selection. An error of 100% is assigned to this value. This background has 50% of
same-sign electron candidates, by definition of the purity (cf previous paragraph).

4.4.3.3

Measurement of the ‘Probe’ Charge Mis-ID Rate

Going back to the ‘Tag and Probe’ selection, the total number of events N = N signal + N bkg ,
and the number of same-sign events NSS can be measured on data, hence the proportion of
same-sign events on data: αSS =

NSS
N .
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signal
The proportion of same-sign events in the signal αSS
=

signal
NSS
N signal

is derived from these

measurements, knowing the proportion of background events αbkg :
signal
αSS
=

bkg
NSS − 12 N bkg
αSS − 12 αbkg
NSS − NSS
=
=
N − N bkg
N − N bkg
1 − αbkg

(4.3)

signal
The charge mis-ID rate on the ‘probe’ pwprobe is then derived from αSS
, knowing the charge

mis-ID rate on the ‘tag’ pwtag :
signal
αSS

=

signal
signal
Nwtag
+ Nwprobe

N signal

= pwprobe (1 − pwtag ) + pwtag (1 − pwprobe )

pwprobe =

signal
αSS
− pwtag
1 − 2pwtag

(4.4)
(4.5)
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The results are presented in Table 4.2 for the Higgs ‘probe’ selection, for the 3 charge determination variables and for the majority method. The indicated MC values are the charge
mis-ID results obtained from the MC by matching to the MC truth the ‘probe’ electron candidates passing the considered selection. A very good agreement with the MC is found overall.
One can notice however systematically slightly higher values for the charge mis-ID from SCpix as a consequence of the small discrepancies observed in the SC-pix distributions (Fig. 4.13
and 4.14).
data

Gsf
Ctf
SC-pix
majority
selection

+0.03 +0.05
2.07+0.13
−0.12 −0.04 −0.05
+0.03 +0.05
1.68+0.12
−0.11 −0.04 −0.05
+0.03 +0.05
1.94+0.12
−0.11 −0.04 −0.05
+0.03 +0.05
1.06+0.10
−0.09 −0.04 −0.05
+0.03 +0.04
0.19+0.05
−0.05 −0.04 −0.04

%
%
%
%
%

MC
2.21+0.02
−0.02
1.64+0.02
−0.02
1.61+0.02
−0.02
1.12+0.02
−0.02
0.22+0.01
−0.01

%
%
%
%
%

Table 4.2: Charge mis-ID rate (in %) for the 3 individual charge variables, the majority
method and the selection requiring the agreement of all three charge variables, for the Higgs
‘probe’ selection. A WP60 selection is used for the ‘tag’. The meanings of the indicated
errors are explained in the text.

A clear improvement is observed using the majority method, in good agreement with
the simulation. In the last row we present measurements for a ‘probe’ selection requiring the
agreement of all three charge variables. As expected, this requirement is found to improve
significantly the precision of the charge measurement. The relative efficiency of this condition,
for electrons passing the Higgs selection, is measured on data at a value of 95.13 ± 0.18%,
for a MC prediction of 95.58%. The small discrepancy between data and MC may be due to
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some remaining ECAL-tracker misalignment, which has an influence on the SC-pix charge
variable.
The indicated errors are bayesian confidence intervals at 68.3%. For MC values, the statistical errors are indicated. For data measurements, three errors are mentioned in the tables.
The first and main one is the statistical error on the measurement of the ‘Tag and Probe’
same sign proportion. The second one is the systematical error due to the statistical error in
the measurement of the charge mis-ID of the ‘tag’ and propagated in the evaluation of the
charge mis-ID of the ‘probe’. The last one comes from the expectation of the background
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contribution in the ‘Tag and Probe’ selection, to which we apply an error of ±100%.

4.4.4

Charge Mis-ID in Different η and pT Regions

With enough statistics recorded, it becomes possible to study the charge mis-ID dependence
on η and pT , in order to check the MC predictions (cf Fig. 4.8 and 4.9).
However some caution is necessary for such a study.
First of all, because of the topology of Z → e+ e− events (back-to-back electrons, 60 GeV/c2 <
mee < 120 GeV/c2 ), the choice of a given region for the ‘probe’ influences the ‘tag’ region.
Besides, the electron charge mis-ID rate is likely to depend on the studied parameters (η, pT ;
cf Fig. 4.8 and 4.9). Hence, the ‘tag’ charge mis-ID rate to take into account depends on the
considered ‘probe’ region.
Moreover, the background rate also depends on the region of the ‘probe’, as suggested by
Fig. 4.11, where the pT distribution of the signal is significantly different from the one of the
background.

4.4.4.1

Charge Mis-ID Rate of the ‘Tag’, According to the ‘Probe’ Region

The ‘tag’ charge mis-ID rate in a given region, or - as will be useful in this section - when its
partner is in a given region, can not be easily measured from a ‘Tag and Tag’ selection.
For a given ‘Tag and Probe’ same-sign event, for which the two electrons are in different
regions, one can only infer that one of the two has a wrong charge, but one cannot determine
which.
One solution to this uncertainty problem would be to restrain the selection to pairs present
in the same region. Taking the example of η regions, this strategy would be possible for a
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Barrel - Endcap distinction, but the topology of Z → e+ e− events (back-to-back electrons)
will prevent the use of this method for any precise η binning.
For this reason, the dependence of the ‘tag’ charge mis-ID on the η or pT region of its partner,
is taken from Monte Carlo truth, and then renormalized to the overall ‘tag’ charge mis-ID
measured on data.
The corresponding values are shown in Fig. 4.16.

4.4.4.2

Proportion of Background Events, According to the ‘Probe’ Region

The proportion of backgrounds was already taken from Monte Carlo in the last paragraph.
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Quite naturally, one will take here the MC information on the proportion of backgrounds
with a ‘probe’ in the considered region, instead of the overall proportion.

4.4.4.3

Measurement of the ‘Probe’ Charge Mis-ID Rate in a Given η or pT
Region

Once the two previous steps have been fixed, the method is quite similar to the one described
in the previous section. This time one counts the number of events and of same-sign events
for which the ‘probe’ is in a chosen region. Taking the αbkg and the pwtag corresponding to
this ‘probe’ region, one derives the ‘probe’ charge mis-ID in the studied region.

A comparison of the charge mis-ID of the majority method and the three individual
measurements, for a ‘probe’ electron passing the Higgs selection, versus η and pT is given in
Figure 4.18. The improvement of the Majority Method with respect to the three individual
variables is significant in all studied η and pT regions.
Besides, a comparison of the charge mis-ID of the majority method and the selection
requiring the agreement of all three charge variables, for a ‘probe’ passing the Higgs selection,
versus η and pT is given in Figure 4.19. The gain in precision of the selection method is
impressive, for all η and pT regions, and in good agreement with Monte Carlo.
A comparison of the charge mis-ID of the majority method for several electron selections
of different tightness is also instructive. Figure 4.20 presents the results of three different ‘WP’
selections of increasing tightness, versus η and pT . A tighter electron selection improves the
charge ID performance in all studied η and pT regions.
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In all these figures, the statistical and systematical errors are added quadratically. The
charge ID performance is significantly better in the barrel than in the endcaps; due to the
lack of statistics, the pT -dependence is not visible. These results are in agreement with the
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predictions of section 4.2.
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Figure 4.13: Distributions of the three charge ID variables, for a selection with WP60 for
the ‘tag’ and the Higgs selection for the ‘probe’, if the ‘probe’ is in the barrel: (a,b) Gsf
track curvature, (c,d) Ctf track curvature and (e,f) SC-pix φ angle, for (a,c,e) ‘tag’ with
positive charge and (b,d,f) ‘tag’ with negative charge. The MC expectations for the signal
and the main backgrounds are also shown, normalized to the integrated luminosity of the
data sample. Zjet contribution is shown in light blue, Wjet contribution is shown in dark
blue, tt̄ contribution is shown in green, and QCD is shown in red.
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Figure 4.14: Distributions of the three charge ID variables, for a selection with WP60 for
the ‘tag’ and the Higgs selection for the ‘probe’, if the ‘probe’ is in the endcaps: (a,b) Gsf
track curvature, (c,d) Ctf track curvature and (e,f) SC-pix φ angle, for (a,c,e) ‘tag’ with
positive charge and (b,d,f) ‘tag’ with negative charge. The MC expectations for the signal
and the main backgrounds are also shown, normalized to the integrated luminosity of the
data sample. Zjet contribution is shown in light blue, Wjet contribution is shown in dark
blue, tt̄ contribution is shown in green, and QCD is shown in red.
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Figure 4.15: Distribution of the invariant mass reconstructed on ‘Tag and Tag’ events, for a
WP60 ‘tag’ selection: (a) for all events and (b) for same sign events. The MC expectations for
the signal and the main backgrounds are also shown, normalized to the integrated luminosity
of the data sample. Zjet contribution is shown in light blue, Wjet contribution is shown in
dark blue, tt̄ contribution is shown in green, and QCD is shown in red.
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Figure 4.16: Charge mis-ID rate of the ‘tag’ electron, as a function of the ‘probe’ η (resp. φ)
region. The shape of the distribution is taken from MC, and renormalized to the ‘tag’ charge
mis-ID rate, which was measured using a ‘Tag and Tag’ selection. The same relative error is
affected to each bin: it corresponds to the statistical error of the global ‘tag’ charge mis-ID
measurement.
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Figure 4.17: Background rate, as a function of the ‘probe’ η (resp. φ) region. The distribution
is taken from MC; an error of ±100% is affected to each bin.
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Figure 4.18: Charge mis-ID measurement on data for a ‘probe’ Higgs selection (a) for different
η regions in the ECAL and (b) in different pT bins. The results for the majority method
are shown by black squares; for the Gsf track measurement, by red circles; for the Ctf track
measurement, by green crosses; for the SC-pix measurement, by blue triangles.
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Figure 4.20: Charge mis-ID measurement of the majority method on data for ‘probe’ selections of increasing tightness: WP95 (black squares), WP80 (red circles) and WP60 (green
crosses) selections.
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Chapter 5

Search for Higgs Bosons in
Multi-Lepton Channels
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However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results.
Winston Churchill
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This chapter presents two physics analyses. The search for the Standard Model Higgs
boson in the decay channel H → ZZ (∗) → 4` (` = e, µ) is briefly described in section 5.1.
The LLR team plays a major role in the development of this analysis, and I worked on the
optimization of some specific cuts. The data recorded in 2010 did not provide enough statistics
for results to be obtained with this analysis.
With the experience gained from my work on the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis, I developed a
new analysis corresponding to a signal that could be tested on 2010 data: the research of doubly
charged Higgs bosons in multi-lepton final states. This analysis, described in sections 5.2
to 5.7, is the result of my personal work.
The results are presented in section 5.8. In section 5.9 they are compared to the results
from previous experiments, and to the results of the published CMS analysis. Exclusions are
obtained on wider mass ranges. These results were also presented to the CMS collaboration,
and some elements of this analysis were implemented in the official CMS analysis for 2011.
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The year 2010 was a year of firsts for the CERN community. The first LHC protonproton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV occurred on March 30th. In the following
months the first LHC W and Z bosons were observed in their leptonic decays (` = e, µ). At
the end of the year, in the 36pb−1 of certified data in CMS, enough of these events were
recorded to be used as tools to select pure electron samples.
Other signals involving weak bosons and their leptonic decays (` = e, µ) were studied,
e.g. events containing a weak boson and jets, or a weak boson and a photon. The production
cross sections of the tt̄ events and single top quark production were also measured and found
in a good agreement with the theory [46]. Finally, the first productions of pairs of weak gauge
bosons were observed, allowing a first measurement of the W W production cross section [47].
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The first W Z events were also observed.
The study of pairs of Z bosons and the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis are the next steps on
this road, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

CMS’s path to Higgs

CMS preliminary 2010

36 pb-1 at !s = 7 TeV
leptonic final states (l=e,")
Theory
CMS±errexp
CMS±errexp±errtheo

Figure 5.1: On the way towards the Higgs boson analysis: theoretical cross sections of events
involving gauge bosons and their leptonic decays (` = e, µ). The CMS measurements on
2010 data are also indicated in blue. Predictions and measurements on data are in good
agreement.
th
18 April 2011, Lyon, GDR
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5.1

H → ZZ (∗) → 4` Analysis

The Standard Model Higgs boson presents, in the decay channel H → ZZ (∗) → 4` (` = e, µ),
a clean signature of four leptons from which a mass resonance is reconstructed. Its drawback
however is its small cross section. The Higgs boson production cross section is multiplied
by a branching ratio of BR(H → 4`) . 10−3 , (` = e, µ), as shown in Fig. 5.2. This takes
into account the branching ratio of the Higgs boson to a pair of Z bosons (. 1/5), and the
branching ratio of each Z boson to a pair of leptons, electrons or muons (∼ (7%)2 ∼ 0.5%).
The cross section for a H → ZZ (∗) → 4` process is of the order of 1 − 10 fb for
100 GeV/c2 < mH < 200 GeV/c2 .

higher cross section. As a consequence, this analysis requires a high reduction rate on the
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backgrounds, and a good control of the background events that pass the selection.

Branching Ratios
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The backgrounds that can fake the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` signature have a significantly

150

200

250
MH [GeV]

Figure 5.2: Higgs boson branching ratios to leptonic final states [48]. These final states
appear through H → W W (∗) and H → ZZ (∗) decays.
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5.1.1

Signal Topology and Background Overview

Given the LEP lower limit on the Higgs boson mass (mH > 114.4 GeV/c2 ), the H → ZZ (∗) →
events are to be searched for down to masses as low as made possible by the cross section and
branching ratio. For the considered channel this corresponds to Higgs boson masses greater
than, or of the order of, 120 GeV/c2 .
The signal events present two pairs of same-flavor opposite-sign leptons. Electrons and
muons are considered, hence three possible final states are searched:
e+ e− e+ e− , e+ e− µ+ µ− , µ+ µ− µ+ µ− .
Their pT range depends on the hypothesis made on the Higgs mass, and can reach very

lepton pT is lower than 10 GeV/c in 50 % of the cases, as shown on Fig. 5.3.

a.u.
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low values for the lepton of lowest pT : given a Higgs boson mass of mH ∼ 120 GeV/c2 , this
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the transverse momentum of the four leptons in H → ZZ (∗) → 4e
signal events, with mH = 120 GeV/c2 . The leptons are ordered in pT .

One pair of leptons originates generally from an on-shell Z boson, and provides a resonance in the reconstructed di-lepton mass around mZ ∼ 91 GeV/c2 . However in the lowmass range both Z bosons can be off-shell: this is the case in ∼ 10 % of the cases for
mH ∼ 120 GeV/c2 .
A background very similar to this signal is the production of two Z bosons in the processes described in Fig. 5.4, followed by their leptonic decays. This background presents
similar final states on event-by-event consideration, hence it is irreducible and must be very
precisely estimated. Other, less resembling backgrounds can fake the signal topology. These
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processes have a cross section several orders of magnitude higher than the signal, and must be
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the Z bosons are colorless objects, the conservation of color would be violated. Hence,
leptons from the decay of a heavy quark. It is the case of the Zbb̄ and Zcc̄ backgrounds,
the contributions from the triangle diagrams vanish.
+ bW − b̄ → `+ νb`− ν̄ b̄ process. Otherwise, instrumental background events
and also
of thesingle
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There are
diagrams with the exchange of either a Z-boson or a
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to Furry’s
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case for W jet
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demonstrate in the next section.
events.
Figure 3.3 gives a complete list of box diagrams. The calculation of their Feynman
W Zcross
events
in theirwill
leptonic
decays present
three chapter.
prompt and isolated leptons; they are
amplitude and
section
be presented
in this
background events if they contain an additional jet that can fake a lepton.
Finally, LHC collisions naturally involve mainly multijet events. Quarks and gluons

30 jets in the detector. Some of these jets can fake
originating from the collision create hadron
leptons: in such cases, these QCD events mimic multi-lepton final states. The production
cross section of QCD events containing lepton fakes is nine orders of magnitude higher than
the signal cross section. Hence this background is largely dominating at first, but also the
easiest one to reduce. Table 5.1 summarizes the main backgrounds and their cross sections.

5.1.2

The Selection

A simple, cut-based analysis was developed on simulation. In 2010 came the first occasion to
confront it to data. This analysis considers simultaneously the three possible final states, and
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Irreducible background
ZZ → 4`
Reducible backgrounds
Z(→ ``)bb̄
Z(→ ``)cc̄
tt̄ → 2`2ν2b
Instrumental backgrounds
Z/γ ∗ (→ ``) + n Jets (0 ≤ n ≤ 5)
W (→ `ν) + n Jets (1 ≤ n ≤ 5)
QCD (containing lepton fakes)

Monte-Carlo Generator

cross-section (pb)

MADGRAPH

0.02

ALPGEN
ALPGEN
POWHEG-PYTHIA

5.48
5.46
16.71

ALPGEN (M`` > 40 GeV/c2 )
ALPGEN
PYTHIA

3135
6189
& 106
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Table 5.1: Production cross sections of the main backgrounds (` = e, µ).
The QCD cross section corresponds to samples of EM-enriched and BCtoE QCD.

different mass hypotheses (mH & 120 GeV/c2 ). It was optimized for a Higgs boson mass of
mH ∼ 150 GeV/c2 . This selection is followed by the search for a narrow resonance in a sliding
mass window, and the statistical interpretation based on a simple cut-and-count technique.

5.1.2.1

Preselection

A preselection is applied to reduce the contributions of QCD events. These events mainly
contain jets faking leptons.
First of all, two pairs of same-flavor, opposite-sign leptons are required. The next steps
are:
• Lepton identification: lepton objects have been presented in paragraph 2.2.8. Their
identification consists in constraints on the shapes of the objects in order to reduce the
contributions from fakes.
For muon objects, only global muons are considered in this analysis, i.e. objects made
of two tracks (one in the inner tracking system, the second in the muon systems). This
ensures precision on the muon parameters, and a low fake rate.
Electron objects are made of the association of a supercluster in the ECAL with a Gsf
track in the inner tracker. They suffer from more background contributions than muon
objects, because most particles leave also a signal in these two first detectors. Hence
the track and the supercluster are required to provide concording energy and position
measurements. The energy deposit is also to be collimated transversely (narrow shape
159

along η of the ECAL supercluster) and longitudinally (little energy deposit in the
HCAL). A standard identification selection (CiC Tight identification) based on these
criteria is applied. Besides, to reduce the contributions from photon conversions, no
more than one expected missing hit is allowed in the inner part of the track.
• Lepton loose isolation: the presence of significant activity in the surrounding detectors
(tracker, ECAL and HCAL) is the sign of fakes or leptons embedded in jets.
The isolation variable used in this analysis is built from the sum of the transverse
p
momentum of the tracks found inside a cone of ∆R = ∆η 2 + ∆φ2 = 0.3 around
the lepton candidate, the transverse energy deposit in a cone of ∆R = 0.3 in the
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ECAL around the supercluster (resp. around the muon track extrapolation point in
the ECAL), and the transverse energy deposit in a cone of ∆R = 0.4 in the HCAL
for electrons (0.3 for muons), behind the supercluster (resp. around the muon track
extrapolation point in the HCAL). The relative isolation variable is built dividing this
sum by the lepton transverse momentum.
A loose cut is applied at this preselection step, requiring isorel < 1 (identical for electrons and muons).
• Low mass resonance removal: QCD events are likely to involve low mass resonances
(J/ψ, Υ, ...), whose decay can result in same-flavor opposite-sign lepton pairs. These
contributions are removed by requiring two same-flavor opposite-sign di-lepton masses
higher than 12 GeV/c2 .
• Quadrilepton mass: finally, the mass reconstructed from the four leptons is required to
be greater than 100 GeV/c2 (in agreement with the searched Higgs boson mass range
mH & 120 GeV/c2 ).
At the end of the preselection, the QCD contributions are removed. The W jet events
are suppressed too. The events contain two pairs of same-flavor, opposite-sign identified and
loosely isolated leptons.

5.1.2.2

Selection

At the start of the selection, the four leptons of the Higgs candidate are identified. The
first pair corresponds to the two same-flavor, opposite-sign leptons with the invariant mass
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the closest to the nominal Z boson mass. Among the remaining leptons, the second pair
corresponds to the two same-flavor, opposite-sign leptons with highest pT .
The selection focuses on the remaining reducible backgrounds: Zjet, Zbb̄ and Zcc̄, tt̄.
They contain two prompt and isolated leptons, and two other candidates that are either fakes
from jets, or non-isolated secondary leptons originating from b- or c-quark decays. They can
be rejected in three steps: a tight relative isolation cut, a cut on the impact parameter, and a
2D isolation cut vs pT . Each cut applies to the two worst leptons in terms of the considered
parameter: this identifies the fakes from jets and the decays from b quarks. A better rejection
is achieved by applying a cut on the sum of the variables of these two leptons.
The tight relative isolation condition considers the lepton relative isolation variables
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defined in the preselection:
isorel,3 + isorel,4 < 0.4 .

(5.1)

The condition on the impact parameter considers the significance of the three-dimensional
impact parameter:
IP4
IP3
<4;
<5.
σIP3
σIP4

(5.2)

Finally, the 2D condition compares the two highest absolute isolation variables (without
the division by pT ), with the two lowest pT . It is a very efficient comparison for the rejection
of the remaining Zbb̄ events, as shown in fig. 5.5:
iso3 + iso4 < 1.5 ∗ pT,3 − 15 ; iso3 + iso4 < 2 ∗ pT,4 − 10 .

(5.3)

Finally, some constraints are assigned to the two di-lepton masses mZ1 and mZ2 (with
the lepton pairs as defined at the start of this selection):
50 GeV/c2 < mZ1 < 100 GeV/c2 ; 20 GeV/c2 < mZ2 < 100 GeV/c2 .

(5.4)

Figure 5.6 shows the expected 4-lepton mass spectrum for the events passing the selection,
with 1fb−1 of data. All reducible backgrounds were highly reduced and only the irreducible
ZZ background remains, together with the expected signal resonance.

5.1.3

Results on 2010 Data

With the 36pb−1 of data registered in 2010, the analysis predicts 0.36 background events
passing the selection (mainly ZZ events), and a number of signal events of the order of 0.1
(depending on the mass hypothesis).
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Figure 5.5: Sum of the absolute isolation variables of the two worst isolated leptons (iso3 +
iso4 ), versus pT of the third (a) and the fourth (b) lepton for Higgs boson mass of 150 GeV/c2 ,
for the 4e channel. The 2D cuts applied in (5.3) are indicated by the black lines.

Given the statistics, the CMS collaboration was lucky to observe the first event passing
the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis selection [49]: it is shown in Fig. 5.7. This event contains four
isolated muons, that can be grouped in two pairs of opposite sign and invariant masses of
92.15 GeV/c2 and 92.24 GeV/c2 respectively. The quadri-lepton mass is of 201 GeV/c2 . The
event is a very clean first ZZ candidate.

The quasi-absence of four-lepton events observed so far is not surprising given the very
low accumulated luminosity in 2010. The absence of events translated in a cross-section limit
do not yet allow to establish constraints below ten times the Standard Model cross section.
Thus, the data recorded in 2010 did not allow to carry out the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis
towards any physics results. However theories beyond the Standard Model predict multilepton signatures with higher cross sections. In particular, the Type-II Seesaw mechanism
described in paragraph 1.3.3 predicts the processes pp → H ++ H −− and pp → H ±± H ∓ , with
an inclusive cross section of ∼ 70−800 fb, for 100 GeV/c2 < mH ±± < 200 GeV/c2 . Besides, the
±
±
±
leptonic branching ratios of the doubly (H ±± → `±
i `j ) and singly (H → `i νj , i, j = e, µ, τ )

charged scalar bosons can be considered as predominant in part of the phase space, and
provide multi-lepton final states (4` or 3`ν). As a consequence, this model predicts a sizable
signal for some values of the parameters, in the mass range 100 GeV/c2 < mH ±± < 200 GeV/c2 ,
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(a)

(b)

New e/g electron ID (CiC) permits to cut
remaining backgrounds without loss of signal.

24

(c)

New e/g electron ID (CiC) permits to cut

Figure 5.6: Expected events
at the end
of the Hwithout
→ ZZ (∗)
selection: (a) in the 4e final
remaining
backgrounds
loss→of4`
signal.
state, (a) in the 4µ final state, (c) in the 2e2µ final state.

with 36pb−1 of data.

5.2
5.2.1

±
H ±± → `±
i `j Analysis Strategy

Signal Benchmark Models

As mentioned in paragraph 1.3.3, the Seesaw mechanism introduces new parameters in the
Standard Model. For a chosen mass hypothesis for H ++ , given the constraint on the vacuum
expectation value v∆ < 10−4 GeV, the cross sections of the two production processes are fixed
and the bosons H ±± and H ± are forced to decay leptonically. However their branching ratios
among the different leptonic final states depend on the neutrino mass matrix (see eq. (1.60))
as was illustrated in Table 1.4.
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Figure 5.7: The first 4` event passing the Higgs analysis selection, for 36pb−1 of data: this
event made of four muons is most likely a ZZ → 4µ event[49].

Several benchmark models are studied in this analysis, using different values for the
free parameters of the neutrino mass matrix (defined in eq. (1.47) and (1.48)). A case of
‘normal hierarchy’ (m1 < m2 < m3 ) and a case of ‘inverse hierarchy’ (m3 < m1 < m2 )
are chosen, for which the lowest neutrino mass is set to 0 (m0 = 0). A further case of
‘degenerate state’ is chosen, for which the three masses are very similar, because of a high
mass scale (m0 = 0.2 eV ⇒ m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3 ). For these three cases, the so-called tri-bimaximal mixing[50] conditions are applied to the mixing angles (these are compatible with
the experimental constraints described in Table 1.3):
sin2 θ12 =

1
1
; sin2 θ23 = ; sin2 θ13 = 0 .
3
2

(5.5)

Given the null value of the θ13 angle in these considerations, the Dirac phase δ has no effect
in the lepton mixing matrix. Finally, the Majorana phases α1 and α2 are set to 0 in these
cases.
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A fourth case is chosen, for which the branching ratios to all di-lepton final states are
equal. Such values would be possible, for example with the following neutrino parameters:
θ12

 
1
; θ23 = 45◦ ; θ13 = 0 ; m0 = 0.2 eV ; α1 = 0 ; α2 = 1.7 .
= arcsin
3

(5.6)

Such a case is interesting to consider because of the difficulty coming from the multiplicity
of equiprobable final states. However it is to be noted that this set of parameters is not
compatible with experimental constraints.
Finally, the extreme cases of a full decay into a single di-lepton combination are also
considered for comparison with the other ones as well as for comparison with Tevatron results which often rely on that assumption. The branching ratios for the seven considered
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benchmark points are indicated in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

model
normal hierarchy
inverse hierarchy
degenerate state
equiprobability
100% ee
100% eµ
100% µµ

ee
0
0.50
0.34
1/6
1
0
0

eµ
0.01
0
0
1/6
0
1
0

eτ
0.01
0
0
1/6
0
0
0

µµ
0.30
0.125
0.33
1/6
0
0
1

µτ
0.38
0.25
0
1/6
0
0
0

ττ
0.30
0.125
0.33
1/6
0
0
0

Table 5.2: Branching ratios of the H ±± leptonic decays for the seven benchmark models used
in this analysis.

model
normal hierarchy
inverse hierarchy
degenerate state
equiprobability
100% ee
100% eµ
100% µµ

eν
0.01
0.50
0.34
1/3
1
0.5
0

µν
0.50
0.25
0.33
1/3
0
0.5
1

τν
0.49
0.25
0.33
1/3
0
0
0

Table 5.3: Branching ratios of the H ± leptonic decays for the seven benchmark models used
in this analysis.
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5.2.2

Analysis Strategy

A doubly charged Higgs boson pair production H ++ H −− followed by a leptonic decay provides a 4` final state: two pairs of same-sign leptons, possibly with leptons of different flavors
in the pair. For the decay of each doubly charged boson, six different combinations of leptons
are possible in a pair. So the pair production process presents a total of 21 possible distinct
final states.
An associate production H ±± H ∓ followed by a leptonic decay provides a 3`ν final state:
a pair of same-sign leptons, a third opposite-sign lepton and a neutrino. A doubly charged
boson presents six possible decays, and a singly charged one presents three different decays.
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So the associate production process presents a total of 18 possible final states.
Besides, the model does not specify one topology as more likely than the others, because
of the unmeasured parameters of the neutrino mass matrix.
The choice of a single and simple analysis is made to deal with these different kinds of
topologies. Events containing three leptons are searched for, in a first step, allowing for a
common analysis for the two production processes H ++ H −− and H ±± H ∓ .

The backgrounds corresponding to this signature are the ones described in paragraph 5.1.1,
except for too considerations. First of all, if the researched signal includes τ leptons, then
among the backgrounds containing W and Z boson decays, the τ decays must also be considered.
Secondly, the di-boson events do not have exactly the same status for this analysis as for
the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis. Since we are looking for three and not four leptons, the W Z
events are as critical as the ZZ events:
+ −
• A background event W ± Z → `±
i νi `j `j is very similar to a signal event
± ∓
H ±± H ∓ → `±
i `j `m νn .
− + −
• A background event ZZ → `+
i `i `j `j is very similar to a signal event
+ − −
H ++ H −− → `+
i `j `m `n .

These backgrounds also have a higher cross section than the signal. However they can be
distinguished from the signal by the presence of a resonance in the same-flavor opposite-sign
−
±± → `± `± ).
di-lepton mass (Z → `+
i `i ) and not in the same-sign di-lepton mass (H
i j
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For the other categories of backgrounds listed in paragraph 5.1.1, no more than two
prompt and isolated leptons are produced. One or several additional jets have to fake a third
(or even a fourth) lepton, or the additional leptons have to come from b- or c-jets. For a good
rejection of these events, the presented analysis requires at least three leptons and applies a
tight isolation on the least isolated lepton as well as a cut on the impact parameter of the
lepton with highest impact parameter.
The di-boson case of backgrounds can only be rejected using a resonance veto in the reconstructed di-lepton mass. For this cut to be efficient, a precise lepton energy measurement
is necessary. It is also necessary for the observation of a signal resonance in a narrow mass
width. The analysis therefore focuses on electrons and muons in the final state which pre-
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vents from including background contributions associated with τ lepton reconstruction. This
nevertheless also selects events with the decay of one H ±± (resp. the H ± ) boson involving
tau’s (resp. τ ’s with a leptonic decay).
After the selection, events are counted in a fixed and narrow mass window in the `± `±
mass spectrum. H ±± boson masses in the range 90−170 GeV/c2 are considered, given that the
production cross section decreases with the mass and that the mass range below 100 GeV/c2
has generally been excluded at Tevatron.

5.3

Datasets and Event Selection

This analysis searches events containing electrons and/or muons, so it uses the corresponding
datasets. The datasets ‘/EG’ and ‘/Electron’ (corresponding to two different periods of data
taking) consist of events selected by the Level 1 (L1) e/γ trigger followed by a photon and
electron (resp. electron) single and double High Level Trigger (HLT) selection (cf Chapter 3).
The datasets ‘/Mu’ consist of events selected by Level-1 and HLT muon single and double
triggers; they also contain events selected by crossed muon-electron triggers.
Due to the rapidly evolving data taking conditions different trigger conditions were used
depending on the run. An additional trigger selection is applied on the mentioned datasets,
intended to harmonize the trigger conditions from the different data-taking periods. This
selection is based on HLT single electron, single muon, double electron, double muon, and
mixed electron-muon conditions.
The reprocessing of the data includes a first alignment of the ECAL with respect to the
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tracker detector as determined from ∼ 3pb−1 using electrons from W tagged events.
Events are selected using standard run and luminosity section CMS selection tools.
For the reconstruction of electron and muon candidates, standard CMS algorithms are
used. Standard tools for the rejection of ECAL anomalous signals based on topological and
timing criteria are included (see paragraph 3.1.2 for a description of these signals and tools).

For comparisons with real data, Monte Carlo (MC) samples of signal events (pair production and associated production, followed by leptonic decays) were generated, for H ±± masses
of 90, 110, 130, 150 and 170 GeV/c2 . In these datasets, the masses of H ±± and H ± are
assumed to be equal. The backgrounds from QCD, W jet, Zjets, Zbb̄, Zcc̄, tt̄, and di-boson
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events have also been simulated.
A trigger selection is also applied on Monte Carlo samples: it was chosen to be as close as
possible to the data selection. An additional requirement of one lepton with pT > 20 GeV/c is
applied on both data and Monte Carlo, to reduce the differences from the trigger selections.
This selection is followed by a skimming, applied on data and Monte Carlo events, requiring the presence of at least three leptons with pT > 20, 10, 5 GeV/c.

5.4

Preselection

After the skimming, the number of QCD events is several orders of magnitude above the other
backgrounds. The aim of the preselection is to reduce the QCD background. It requires:
• Lepton identification: the same identification constraints are applied as in the preselection of the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis: muons are required to be global muons,
and electrons have to pass the CiC Tight identification selection and some conversion
rejection cuts.
• Lepton loose isolation: the same relative isolation variable is used as for the H →
ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis, with the same constraint: isorel < 1 (identical for electrons and
muons).
• Charge condition: two of these leptons should be of the same charge (both coming from
the same H ±± boson), and the third one should be of opposite charge (from the other
H ∓∓ or the H ∓ boson).
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• Low mass resonance removal: QCD events are likely to involve low mass resonances
(J/ψ, Υ, ...), whose decay can result in same-flavor opposite-sign lepton pairs. These
contributions are removed by vetoing events with a same-flavor, opposite-sign di-lepton
low mass resonance (Me+ e− < 12 GeV/c2 or Mµ+ µ− < 12 GeV/c2 ).
• Same-charge, di-lepton mass: finally, the researched signal is a resonance in the distribution of the same-sign di-lepton mass. As a signal at low mass has already been
excluded, events which do not contain a same-sign lepton pair of invariant mass higher
than 40 GeV/c2 are excluded at the preselection.
The expected event reduction is shown in Fig. 5.8 and Table 5.4. The QCD contribution is
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reduced by a factor & 103 . The event reduction is compared to the data measurements and a
generally good agreement is observed between data and the simulation. The small discrepancy
visible in the first bins, and that vanishes in the end of the preselection, is interpreted as
coming from a lack of QCD statistics in the simulation, or possibly an underestimation of
the QCD contributions. A very good agreement is reached at the end of the preselection.
As an illustration, the number of events corresponding to the signal is also indicated:
the chosen signal, which will be the one used for all presented distributions unless specified
differently, corresponds to mH ±± = 130 GeV/c2 and to the case of ‘normal hierarchy’ for the
neutrino masses. This hierarchy is a particularly difficult case for this analysis given the high
proportion of τ leptons in the final state (cf Table. 5.2). Besides, the mass of 130 GeV/c2 is
quite representative of the limit of the exclusion mass regions for most models.

Signal / Cut
++ −−
H H
Signal
H ±± H ∓ Signal
Backgrounds

ID
79.5%
69.6%
1.7%

loose Iso
97.9%
96.9%
14.1%

QCD veto
98.7%
99.0%
61.4%

M`` > 40 GeV/c
97.3%
96.5%
49.2%

2

Table 5.4: Efficiency of each step of the preselection on the two signals and on the background.

5.5

Selection

At the end of the preselection, the amount of backgrounds is still ∼ 100 times higher than
the signal one. A further selection is necessary to suppress the remaining backgrounds, while
keeping the signal efficiency as high as possible.
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Figure 5.8: Event reduction in the different steps of the preselection. (a): backgrounds and
signal rates after each preselection cut (MC); (b): stacked contributions of the backgrounds
(MC) compared to data (black dots). The signal indicated for illustration, corresponds to
mH ±± = 130 GeV/c2 and to the example of ‘normal hierarchy’ for the neutrino masses.

To reduce further the contribution coming from jets faking leptons, tighter cuts are first
applied on lepton isolation. A cut on the impact parameter is introduced to reject leptons
from b-jets. Finally, kinematical conditions are imposed to reduce the remaining backgrounds,
in particular the diboson contribution leading to three prompt and isolated leptons.

5.5.1

Cuts on the Variables of the Three Leptons

Figure 5.9.a shows the distribution of the isolation variable defined in the previous paragraph,
for the worst isolated lepton, for events passing the preselection. A cut at isorel < 0.1 is highly
efficient on the signal as illustrated by the vertical dashed line. It removes the remaining QCD
background, as well as the remaining W jet events and a significant part of the backgrounds
containing two isolated leptons and a third candidate from a jet: Zjet, Zbb̄, Zcc̄, tt̄.
Leptons arising from b-quark decays have usually a sizable impact parameter due to
their origin from a secondary vertex. A loose cut is applied on the significance of the threedimensional impact parameter,

IP
σIP

, which ensures good signal efficiency while removing some

background as can be seen on Fig. 5.9.b. Events are required to satisfy
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σIP
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12
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Figure 5.9: Isolation and impact parameter distributions. (a): distribution of the relative
isolation variable of the third best isolated lepton, among the events passing the preselection.
(b): distribution of the third lowest lepton impact parameter, among the events passing the
preselection and the isolation cut. The signal chosen here, for illustration, corresponds to a
doubly charged Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal hierarchy’ model. The values
of the cuts are indicated by vertical dotted lines.

5.5.2

Kinematical Selection

After these cuts, most of the remaining backgrounds involves three prompt and isolated
leptons. Kinematical variables are further used to distinguish them from the signal.
First, signal leptons are expected to have a rather high transverse momentum, typically
∼ 60 − 70 GeV/c for the decays from a 130 GeV/c2 doubly charged Higgs boson. This value
is significantly higher than for leptons from a b-quark decay or from a jet, or even from the
decay of a vector boson.
However the transverse momentum is often not equally distributed among the three
leptons involved in the event, and an identical cut on all leptons would either cut a nonnegligible proportion of signal, or not remove much background. This is illustrated by the
distribution of the lowest transverse momentum, in Fig. 5.10.a.
Hence the cut is applied to the sum of the transverse momenta of the three leptons,
which is found to be a much more discriminant observable as shown in Fig. 5.10.b. Events
are required to satisfy p`T1 + p`T2 + pT`3 > 120 GeV/c.
Moreover, considering the topology of the signal events q q̄ → γ ∗ , Z ∗ → H ++ H −− , q q¯0 →
W ±∗ → H ±± H ∓ , the two scalar bosons are emitted back-to-back. Hence the two (same171
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Figure 5.10: pT distributions for events passing the preselection, isolation and impact parameter cuts. (a): distribution of the third highest lepton pT . (b): sum of the three highest pT of
the leptons. The signal chosen here, for illustration, corresponds to a doubly charged Higgs
boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal hierarchy’ model. The value of the cut is indicated
by a vertical dotted line.

sign) leptons from the decay of a doubly charged Higgs boson, are emitted in a rather close
direction in φ. On the contrary, the background tends to produce same-sign leptons in
opposite directions, as illustrated in Fig. 5.11.
A constraint is therefore applied on the difference of the φ directions of the two same-sign
leptons. Events are required to satisfy ∆φ < 2.7 rad.

Finally, the remaining backgrounds involve the leptonic decays of a Z boson, and can be
reduced by vetoing events which contain a same-flavor, opposite-sign lepton pair in the Z mass
range. However, given the possible combinations offered by a signal event, the probability to
reconstruct a di-lepton mass in that window is not negligible, as shown in Fig. 5.12. Hence, a
simple mass cut is not optimal in the context of this analysis, for which the signal efficiency
a very important.
A more refined strategy is used, based on the identification of the different signal and
background topologies. The following cases are considered for which a same-flavor, oppositesign lepton pair is reconstructed within the mass range 81 GeV/c2 < M`+ `− < 101 GeV/c2 :
• ZZ continuum (cf Fig. 5.13): if the event contains another same-flavor, opposite-sign
lepton pair, with M`+ `− < 110 GeV/c2 , the event is rejected.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of the φ angle difference between the two same-sign leptons, corresponding to the H ±± candidate, before the corresponding cut. The signal chosen here, for
illustration, corresponds to a doubly charged Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal
hierarchy’ model. The value of the cut is indicated by a vertical dotted line.
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of the mass of the best Z candidate. The signal chosen here, for
illustration, corresponds to a doubly charged Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal
hierarchy’ model. The values of the cuts are indicated by vertical dotted lines.

This ensures that H ++ H −− events for which four leptons were reconstructed are kept.
• W Z events (cf Fig. 5.14): if the event contains just a third lepton and significant missing
transverse energy (ETmiss > 20 GeV/c), the transverse mass MT is reconstructed from
the third lepton and the ETmiss . If MT < 100 GeV/c2 , the event is removed.
This ensures that H ±± H ∓ events for which three leptons were reconstructed and a
neutrino is the cause of the missing transverse energy are kept.
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• Zjet and Zbb̄ events (cf Fig. 5.15): if the event contains a τ -jet (pT > 20 GeV/c, charged
hadronic multiplicity between 1 and 3) the event is kept, otherwise it is rejected.
This ensures that the H ++ H −− events for which three leptons were reconstructed and
the fourth one is a τ lepton that decayed hadronically are kept.

If the event doesn’t satisfy any of the requirements used to identify either a second Z, a W
boson or a τ -jet, it is rejected simply if the invariant mass of the same-flavor, opposite-sign,

0.18

CMS Preliminary 2010, s = 7 TeV

0.16
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Number of Events /2 GeV/c2

Number of Events /2 GeV/c2
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di-lepton mass is within 81 GeV/c2 < M`+ `− < 101 GeV/c2 .
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Figure 5.13: Z veto in the 4-lepton case. (a): distribution of the mass of the best Z candidate.
(b): distribution of the mass of the second best Z candidate for events satisfying the Z mass
constraint for the best Z candidate. The signal chosen here, for illustration, corresponds to a
doubly charged Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal hierarchy’ model. The values
of the cuts are indicated by vertical dotted lines.

The effect of the selection is summarized in Fig. 5.17 and Table 5.5. The background
rate is highly reduced and, by the end of the selection, the signal tends to be dominant.
Figure 5.18 shows that most of the remaining backgrounds at the end of the selection are
made of only three leptons. At the end of the selection and for an integrated luminosity of
36pb−1 , 1.0 background event is expected for 2.9 signal events (1.7 H ++ H −− event and 1.2
H ±± H ∓ event) for the ‘normal hierarchy’ model and a mass of 130 GeV/c2 . One event is
found in the data, in agreement with the background expectation.

The data event that passes the selection contains two opposite-sign muons presenting
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Figure 5.14: Z veto in the 3-lepton and missing transverse energy (ETmiss > 20 GeV) case.
(a): distribution of the mass of the best Z candidate. (b): distribution of the transverse
mass of the W candidate, made from the third lepton and the missing transverse energy, for
events satisfying the Z mass constraint for the best Z candidate. The signal chosen here, for
illustration, corresponds to a doubly charged Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal
hierarchy’ model. The values of the cuts are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
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Figure 5.15: Z veto in the 3-lepton+jet (pT > 20 GeV/c) case. (a): distribution of the
mass of the best Z candidate. (b): distribution of the jet charged hadronic multiplicity, for
events satisfying the Z mass constraint for the best Z candidate. The signal chosen here, for
illustration, corresponds to a doubly charged Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal
hierarchy’ model. The values of the cuts are indicated by vertical dotted lines.

no Z mass resonance, and an electron. In addition it has two jets that do not pass the τ
identification, and significant missing transverse energy (38 GeV): it is most probably a tt̄
event.
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The signal chosen here, for illustration, corresponds to a doubly charged Higgs boson of mass
130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal hierarchy’ model. The values of the cuts are indicated by vertical
dotted lines.
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Figure 5.17: Event reduction in the different steps of the selection. (a): backgrounds and
signal rates after each selection cut (MC); (b): stacked contributions of the backgrounds
(MC) compared to data (black dots). The signal indicated for illustration, corresponds to
mH ±± = 130 GeV/c2 and to the example of ‘normal hierarchy’ for the neutrino masses.

5.6

Background Control from Data

In this analysis the background is estimated using Monte Carlo. The expected amount of
backgrounds by the end of the selection is found to be very small in absolute value and with
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Figure 5.18: Event reduction in the different steps of the selection: stacked contributions of
the backgrounds compared to data. (a): events containing only three leptons passing the
preselection conditions; (b): events containing four or more leptons passing the preselection
conditions. The signal indicated for illustration, corresponds to mH ±± = 130 GeV/c2 and to
the example of ‘normal hierarchy’ for the neutrino masses.
Signal / Cut
H H −− Signal
H ±± H ∓ Signal
Backgrounds
++

iso
90.0%
87.7%
7.4%

IP
95.5%
94.7%
89.6%

pT
97.1%
96.3%
29.7%

∆φ
96.3%
91.1%
75.8%

Z veto
89.0%
92.5%
19.3%

Table 5.5: Efficiency of each step of the selection on the two signals and on the background.

respect to the signal expectation in the range of parameters considered for this analysis.
Nevertheless, checks have been performed at various stages of the selection process.
A good data-simulation agreement is observed in the event yields at the different steps of
the selection, as shown in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.17. Besides, we can check that the distributions
are also in a good agreement, at different steps of the selection.
Figure 5.19 (distributions on the left-hand side) shows the distributions of basic lepton
variables at the end of the preselection, i.e. a step where QCD backgrounds are predominant.
The distributions are shown for the least isolated of the three leptons. The QCD samples
present little remaining statistics at that stage of the selection, which explains the chaotic
distribution in η. The pT and the isolation variables are very well described.
Figure 5.19 (distributions on the right-hand side) shows the same distributions, for events
passing the preselection, isolation and impact parameter conditions. At that step, Zjet events
are predominant. The distributions are shown for the least isolated of the three leptons, i.e.
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most probably the jet for Zjet events. A good agreement is observed, though the limitation
of the statistics for data.
Finally, more complex variables are used in the selection cuts, in particular the same-sign
di-lepton mass, and the sum of the pT of the three leptons: their distributions are shown in
Fig. 5.20. A good agreement is found between data and MC.
These distributions in agreement with data ensure a good description of the backgrounds
by the MC.

5.7

Systematic Uncertainties
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A 100 % uncertainty is assigned to the background estimation from the MC. The possible
sources and contributions in the uncertainty for the signal estimation are listed below and
summarized in Table 5.6:
• Cross section
The dominant contribution is known at the next-to-leading-order. An uncertainty of
∼ 10 % is estimated from the variation with the QCD scale and parton distribution
functions [51].
• Trigger efficiency
The highest trigger thresholds used in this analysis are for electrons: 17 GeV/c and
22 GeV/c (with isolation and identification cuts) for single electrons, 17 GeV/c for double
electrons. Figure 5.21 shows the pT distributions of the three leptons of a signal event
passing the complete selection. The lepton with highest transverse momentum typically
has pT & 50 GeV/c: at such values, the trigger efficiency is clearly on the plateau. The
trigger plateau efficiency is expected to be ∼ 100 % for data and MC. A small inefficiency
for the data (∼ 0.4 % for electrons, due to trigger masks) is generally compensated by
the presence of a second lepton above the trigger threshold: pT & 20 GeV/c.
For the muon case, a (1.0 ± 0.5)% correction due to the loss of muon events due to
trigger pre-firing in the first era of CMS data taking has been evaluated [52]. We do
not correct for this and apply a 1% systematic error on the trigger efficiency for muon
channels.
• Lepton reconstruction, identification and isolation efficiency
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The reconstruction and identification efficiencies have been measured from tag-andprobe studies at the Z peak. A 2% error is estimated from the lepton reconstruction,
identification and isolation efficiency, combining the different contributions and the
contribution from the different leptons quadratically.
• Energy scale
The muon momentum scale uncertainty from B field uncertainties and material interaction have been shown to be very small [52].
The data used in this analysis do not include the laser corrections to account for the
aging of ECAL crystals. We therefore conservatively assigned a 2% uncertainty on the
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electron energy scale [28] and propagate it through the analysis chain. The effect of
these variations is illustrated in Fig. 5.22, that shows the distribution of the same-sign
di-lepton reconstructed mass at the end of the selection, in the most affected model:
100 % branching ratio into electrons.
For the count of events in a narrow mass window (±20 GeV/c2 ), this results in a 2%
uncertainty in the ‘100% ee’ model for a mass of 90 GeV/c2 , a 0% uncertainty in the
‘100% µµ’ model, and a 1% uncertainty for the other cases.
• Luminosity
The uncertainty from the luminosity measurement amounts to ∼ 4 % [53].

reconstruction, identification and isolation
energy and momentum scale
trigger efficiency
signal cross section
luminosity
statistical uncertainty on the signal samples

uncertainty
2%
0 − 2%
0 − 1%
10 %
4%
1%

Total

11 %

Table 5.6: Systematic uncertainties on the signal. Some of the uncertainties depend on the
final state (see text).
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5.8

Results

At the end of the selection, a small amount of backgrounds is expected, and a resonance
is searched in the same-sign, di-lepton mass distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 5.23. Events
are counted in a sliding mass window of ±20 GeV/c2 width. Tables 5.7 to 5.13 present the
number of expected and observed events in the different mass windows, for the signal in the
different models and for the backgrounds. The number of observed events (1) is in agreement
with the background expectation and no signal is observed. Exclusion limits are set for the
different model cases.
Table 5.14 and Fig. 5.24 and 5.25 present the exclusion limits obtained at 95% confi-
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dence level for the different models considered. Exclusion limits are computed using the
LandS method. A doubly charged Higgs boson with the characteristics of the Type-II Seesaw model is therefore excluded in a mass range between 121.8 and 176.0 GeV/c2 depending
on the model parameters.

Mass
90
110
130
150
170

H ++ H −− Signal
4.62
2.47
1.34
0.76
0.51

H ++ H − Signal
3.85
2.05
1.16
0.64
0.41

Overall Signal
8.47
4.52
2.50
1.40
0.91

Backgrounds
0.31
0.20
0.16
0.12
0.08

Data
1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.7: Number of expected and measured events at the end of the selection. The signal
events correspond to the ‘normal hierarchy’ model.

Mass
90
110
130
150
170

H ++ H −− Signal
8.59
4.58
2.52
1.53
0.91

H ++ H − Signal
8.43
4.40
2.44
1.47
0.91

Overall Signal
17.02
8.97
4.96
2.99
1.82

Backgrounds
0.31
0.20
0.16
0.12
0.08

Data
1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.8: Number of expected and measured events at the end of the selection. The signal
events correspond to the ‘inverse hierarchy’ model.
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Mass
90
110
130
150
170

H ++ H −− Signal
7.92
4.08
2.29
1.36
0.82

H ++ H − Signal
8.73
4.61
2.59
1.52
0.95

Overall Signal
16.64
8.69
4.88
2.88
1.77

Backgrounds
0.31
0.20
0.16
0.12
0.08

Data
1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.9: Number of expected and measured events at the end of the selection. The signal
events correspond to the ‘degenerate state’ model.
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Mass
90
110
130
150
170

H ++ H −− Signal
7.54
3.92
2.16
1.26
0.77

H ++ H − Signal
6.81
3.53
1.98
1.15
0.72

Overall Signal
14.35
7.44
4.14
2.41
1.49

Backgrounds
0.31
0.20
0.16
0.12
0.08

Data
1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.10: Number of expected and measured events at the end of the selection. The signal
events correspond to the ‘equiprobability’ model.
Mass
90
110
130
150
170

H ++ H −− Signal
11.15
6.08
3.42
2.28
1.26

H ++ H − Signal
14.74
7.57
4.17
2.62
1.61

Overall Signal
25.90
13.64
7.58
4.90
2.87

Backgrounds
0.13
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.02

Data
0
0
0
0
0

Table 5.11: Number of expected and measured events at the end of the selection. The signal
events correspond to the ‘100% ee’ model. Only events for which the same-sign pair is made
of two electrons are counted.

Mass
90
110
130
150
170

H ++ H −− Signal
14.39
7.06
3.84
2.26
1.38

H ++ H − Signal
18.11
9.05
5.08
2.98
1.89

Overall Signal
32.50
16.11
8.93
5.24
3.27

Backgrounds
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.05
0.04

Data
1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.12: Number of expected and measured events at the end of the selection. The signal
events correspond to the ‘100% eµ’ model. Only events for which the same-sign pair is made
of an electron and a muon are counted.
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Mass
90
110
130
150
170

H ++ H −− Signal
14.02
6.86
4.29
2.12
1.41

H ++ H − Signal
18.56
10.01
5.65
3.07
1.97

Overall Signal
32.58
16.88
9.94
5.19
3.38

Backgrounds
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02

Data
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 5.13: Number of expected and measured events at the end of the selection. The signal
events correspond to the ‘100% µµ’ model. Only events for which the same-sign pair is made
of two muons are counted.
Model
Normal Hierarchy
Inverse Hierarchy
Degenerate State
Equiprobability
100% ee
100% eµ
100% µµ

Exclusion limit ( GeV/c2 )
121.8
148.8
147.1
139.8
166.9
173.6
176.0

Table 5.14: Exclusion limits at 95 % confidence level, calculated in the different models.

5.9

Comparison to Previous Results

Before this analysis, the search for doubly charged Higgs bosons in leptonic decays was carried
at LEP and Tevatron. The strongest constraints from these experiments are summarized in
Table 5.15. They correspond to searches with the hypothesis of 100 % branching ratio into a
chosen di-lepton channel.

Model
100% ee
100% eµ
100% µµ
100% eτ
100% µτ

Tevatron
Exclusion limit ( GeV/c2 )
133
115
150
114
112

Experiment
(int. luminosity)
CDF, 2004 (240pb−1 ) [17]
CDF, 2004 (240pb−1 ) [17]
DØ, 2008 (1.1fb−1 ) [19]
CDF, 2008 (350pb−1 ) [20]
CDF, 2008 (350pb−1 ) [20]

Table 5.15: Tevatron exclusion limits at 95 % confidence level, calculated in different models.

For Tevatron proton-antiproton collisions, the two main production processes are the
same ones as for LHC proton-proton collisions (cf eq. (1.66) and (1.67)). Their cross sections
are smaller by a factor ∼ 5 for doubly charged Higgs masses in the range 100 − 200 GeV/c2 (cf
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Fig. 1.9). This is due to the smaller center-of-mass energy:

√
s = 1.96 GeV. However only

the process pp̄ → Z ∗ /γ ∗ → H ++ H −− is considered for the Tevatron analyses mentioned in
tabe 5.15. These results were not updated recently with the full Tevatron statistics, but they
are based on significantly more statistics than the LHC results presented in this thesis.
With the 36pb−1 of data recorded at CMS in 2010 we applied significantly stronger constraints on the doubly charged Higgs boson mass exclusions than the ones obtained previously
at Tevatron, except for channels including τ -leptons.

Another analysis was carried at CMS, searching doubly charged Higgs bosons in multilepton final states [54]. This analysis used a different strategy. It considered electrons, muons
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and τ -leptons in the final state. Besides two different selections were applied, corresponding
to the two signal events H++H −− → 4` and H ±± H ∓ → 3` + ETmiss . An advantage of that
analysis is that it also studies the models ‘100% eτ ’, ‘100% µτ ’. The results of this analysis
are given in Table 5.16.

Model
Normal Hierarchy (‘BP1’)
Inverse Hierarchy (‘BP2’)
Degenerate State (‘BP3’)
Equiprobability (‘BP4’)
100% ee
100% eµ
100% µµ
100% eτ
100% µτ

Exclusion limit
from [54] ( GeV/c2 )
116
131
130
127
144
154
156
106
106

Table 5.16: Results from the analysis described in [54]. Exclusion limits at 95 % confidence
level, calculated in the different models.

The analysis presented in this thesis adopts a more simple approach. It does not reconstruct τ jets, and consequently faces a smaller background. Hence a looser selection is applied
on electrons and muons, after which the background rate is negligible, as was shown in this
chapter. This justifies the stronger limits on the models ‘100% ee’, ‘100% eµ’ and ‘100% µµ’
given in Table 5.14, in comparison with Table 5.16.
Models that allow several possible Higgs decays (normal hierarchy, inverse hierarchy,
183

degenerate state, equiprobability) also benefit from this strategy. In order to control the
background rate, the analysis described in [54] requires at least two of the leptons in the
final state to be electrons or muons; so only one or two τ jets are accepted, respectively in
the case of the 4` and the 3` searches. The analysis described in this chapter requires three
leptons (` = e, µ), and a narrow resonance in a di-lepton mass. This keeps H ++ H −− events
containing up to one τ jet, and a τ leptonic decay, and H ±± H ∓ events containing a τ leptonic
decay. Besides, this selection is more efficient on electrons and muons: in the end, little less
signal and significantly less backgrounds are expected, and stronger limits are obtained for
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the considered models.
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Figure 5.19: Distributions for the third best isolated lepton: (a),(c),(e) at the end of the preselection, (b),(d),(f) after the impact parameter cut. (a),(b): transverse momentum, (c),(d):
pseudorapidity, and (e),(f): isolation variable. The expected background distributions are
compared to data, and a good agreement is observed.
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Figure 5.20: (a): distribution of the highest same-charge di-lepton mass, for events passing
the preselection. (b): distribution of the sum of the transverse momenta of the three leptons,
right before applying the corresponding cut. The expected background distributions are
compared to data, and a good agreement is observed.
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Figure 5.21: Distribution of the pT of the three leptons, ordered in pT , for signal events
passing the selection: (a) H ++ H −− signal; (b) H ±± H ∓ signal. This corresponds to mH ±± =
130 GeV/c2 and to the example of ‘normal hierarchy’ for the neutrino masses.
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Figure 5.22: Signal invariant mass reconstructed by the pair of same-sign leptons with highest
pT , at the end of the baseline selection, including energy scale variations: (a) H ++ H −− signal;
(b) H ±± H ∓ signal. This corresponds to a doubly charged Higgs boson of mass 170 GeV/c2 ,
with 100 % branching ratio into two electrons. The number of events passing the baseline
selection varies by less than half a percent by effect of the energy scale variations. The
invariant same-sign mass distribution is shifted by ∼ 2 GeV/c2 and slightly more spread by
effect of the energy variations. The efficiency of the mass window cut (150 GeV/c2 < mH ±± <
190 GeV/c2 ) is affected by less than a percent. Overall an effect of the order of 1 % is observed.
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Figure 5.23: Invariant mass reconstructed by the pair of same-sign leptons with highest pT ,
at the end of the baseline selection. The signal chosen here, for illustration, corresponds to a
doubly charged Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 , in the ‘normal hierarchy’ model.
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Figure 5.24: Exclusion results at 95 % confidence level, for four different models: Normal
Hierarchy (top left), Inverse Hierarchy (top right), Degenerate State (bottom left) and in a
model with equal probability on the six possible decays.
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Figure 5.25: Exclusion results at 95 % confidence level, for four different models: BR(H ++ →
e+ e+ ) = 100 % (top left), BR(H ++ → µ+ µ+ ) = 100 % (top right), BR(H ++ → e+ µ+ ) =
100 % (bottom).
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Conclusion
Experience is one thing you can’t get for nothing.
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Oscar Wilde

After two decades of design and construction, the LHC provided its first collision events
in the end of 2009. The data recorded by the CMS experiment over the year 2010 allowed
to understand the detector; simulations proved to give a very precise description of data.
First measurements were made on variables that had not been previously measured, like the
polarization of the W boson in proton-proton collisions.
This context gave rhythm to the work presented in this thesis. Keeping in mind the goal
to test the scalar sector of the Standard Model and its extensions, multi-lepton signatures
were brought forward in this thesis.
The Level-1 electron and photon trigger was precisely studied in 2010, and its efficiency
was measured on offline objects. The pre- and post-firing rates are reasonably small: respectively ∼ 1 h and . 1 %. A high trigger efficiency is measured on isolated electrons, with a

plateau at 99.6 % in the barrel and 98.5 % in the endcaps. The reasons for inefficiency are

understood and planned to be solved in the future.
New charge identification algorithms have been developed and implemented in the CMS
software. Their performance predicted by simulation has been confirmed by measurements
on data. A proportion of charge mis-identification of 1.06 % is measured, for electrons passing
the so-called ‘Higgs selection’. It is reduced to 0.19 % by applying a selection condition.
The data recorded in 2010 did not provide enough statistics to probe the Standard Model
Higgs boson, though a first event candidate was observed. However the scalar sector of extensions of the Standard Model could be studied, in particular the Type-II Seesaw mechanism.
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An analysis was developed for the search of doubly charged Higgs bosons in multi-lepton final
states. No excess was observed on data and exclusions were computed on mass ranges up to
121.8 to 176.0 GeV/c2 , depending on the model parameters, improving the limits from other
experiments.

Proton-proton collisions started again at LHC in the spring 2011, with an exponential
rise of delivered collisions. In the end of june 2011, more than 1fb−1 of data have been
recorded in CMS. Such integrated luminosity opens the hunt for the Standard Model Higgs
boson at LHC. The next months and years of LHC collisions hold very exciting moments in
store for the world of particle physics.
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Let us finish this document with a more general remark on the LHC. This machine has
one thing in common with the Eiffel Tower (the iron lady) and the Antonov An-225 Mriya
(whose name means ‘dream’ in Ukrainian): only one specimen was ever built. In the case of
the Eiffel Tower, one was enough to achieve the purpose of this building: assert the economic
power of France in the end of the 19th century. Concerning the An-225, the project was too
expensive for another specimen to be constructed. Finally, for the LHC, these two reasons
hold. Let us wait and see the surprises that it holds for us.
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Annex A: List of Abbreviations
ADC
APD
CiC
CMS
CSC
CTF
DCC
DT
EB
ECAL
EE
EG
ES
FGVB
KF
GCT
GSF
GT
HB
HCAL
HE
HF
HLT

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Analog-Digital Converter
Avalanche PhotoDiode
‘Cuts in Categories’ Electron Identification
Compact Muon Solenoid
Cathode Strip Chamber
Combinatorial Track Finder
Data Concentrator Card
Drift Tube
ECAL Barrel (calorimeter)
Electromagnetic CALorimeter
ECAL Endcap (calorimeter)
E / Gamma (for e/γ: electron / photon)
Preshower Calorimeter
Fine Grain Veto Bit
Kalman Filter
Global Calorimeter Trigger
Gaussian Sum Filter
Global Trigger
HCAL Barrel (calorimeter)
Hadronic CALorimeter
HCAL Endcap (calorimeter)
HCAL very Forward (calorimeter)
High Level Trigger
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HO
L1
LEP
LHC
LSB
MC
QCD
PS
RCT
RPC
SC
SPS
TCC
TP
TPG
TT
VPT
WPxx

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

HCAL Outer (calorimeter)
Level 1 (Trigger)
Large Electron and Positron collider
Large Hadron Collider
Least Significant Bit
Monte Carlo (simulation)
Quantum Chromo Dynamic
Proton Synchrotron, one of the CERN accelerators
Regional Calorimeter Trigger
Resistive Plate Chamber
SuperCluster (of energy deposit in the ECAL)
Super Proton Synchrotron, one of the CERN accelerators
Trigger Concentrator Card
Trigger Primitive
Trigger Primitive Generator
Trigger Tower
Vacuum PhotoTriode
Simple Cuts selection at a working point of xx % efficiency on electrons
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Annex B: Description of the
Standard Electron Selections
Three standard electron selections are mentioned in this thesis, referred to as ‘WP95’, ‘WP80’
and ‘WP60’.
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They are based on four identification variables and three isolation variables:
• H/E: this variable measures the ratio of the energy deposit in the HCAL right behind
the electron supercluster, and the supercluster (ECAL) energy. An electron leaves most
of its energy in the ECAL, hence this ratio should be very small for an electron.
• ∆η in : this variable extrapolates, from the innermost parameters of the electron track,
the position that would be reached by the electron in the ECAL in the absence of
radiation. The ∆η in is the difference in η of this extrapolated position, and the actual
mean position of the electron supercluster. It should be very small.
• ∆φin : similarly, this variable is the difference in φ of the position extrapolated from the
track, and the actual position of the electron supercluster. Even though the supercluster
extends in the φ direction in cases of bremsstrahlung, its mean position is the position
that a non-showering electron would have reached. Hence the variable should be quite
small too, except is the supercluster reconstruction is incomplete.
• σiηiη : this variable measures the extension of the supercluster in the η direction. This
extension is expected to be very small for electrons.
•

ecalIso
pT :

this variable measures the transverse energy in the ECAL, in a cone ∆R =
p
∆η 2 + ∆φ2 = 0.3 around the electron supercluster, and divides it by the electron
transverse momentum.

•

hcalIso
pT :

this variable measures the transverse energy in the HCAL, in a cone ∆R =
p
∆η 2 + ∆φ2 = 0.3 around the electron supercluster, and divides it by the electron
201

transverse momentum.
•

trackIso
:
pT

this variable measures the sum of the transverse momentum of the tracks
p
present in the tracker, in a cone ∆R = ∆η 2 + ∆φ2 = 0.3 around the electron track,
and divides it by the electron transverse momentum.

These selections are optimized to select isolated leptons in the pT range of weak boson
decays (pT ∼ 40 GeV/c). The values of the cuts are given in the following tables.

∆η in

H/E

∆φin

σiηiη

ecalIso
pT

hcalIso
pT

trackIso
pT
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(mrad)
Barrel

< 0.15

< 0.007

< 0.8

< 0.01

< 2.00

< 0.12

< 0.15

Endcaps

< 0.07

< 0.01

< 0.7

< 0.03

< 0.06

< 0.05

< 0.08

No more than one missing hits in the inner part of the track.

Table 1: Cuts of the ‘WP95’ selection.

∆η in

H/E

∆φin

σiηiη

ecalIso
pT

hcalIso
pT

trackIso
pT

(mrad)
Barrel

< 0.04

< 0.004

< 0.06

< 0.01

< 0.07

< 0.1

< 0.09

Endcaps

< 0.025

< 0.007

< 0.03

< 0.03

< 0.05

< 0.025

< 0.04

No ambiguous track, no missing hits in the inner part of the track.

Table 2: Cuts of the ‘WP80’ selection.

∆η in

H/E

∆φin

σiηiη

ecalIso
pT

hcalIso
pT

trackIso
pT

(mrad)
Barrel

< 0.025

< 0.004

< 0.025

< 0.01

< 0.04

< 0.03

< 0.04

Endcaps

< 0.025

< 0.005

< 0.02

< 0.03

< 0.02

< 0.02

< 0.025

No ambiguous track, no missing hits in the inner part of the track.

Table 3: Cuts of the ‘WP60’ selection.
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RÉSUMÉ
Cette thèse présente le travail de trois ans effectué dans l’expérience CMS, dans le contexte des premières
collisions du LHC. L’étude porte en particulier sur les électrons, objets essentiels pour les analyses de
recherche en canaux multi-leptons, notamment l’analyse H → ZZ (∗) → 4`.
Durant les premiers mois de collisions, nous avons pris part à la validation des données enregistrées par
le calorimètre électromagnétique. Nous avons mesuré l’efficacité du système de déclenchement de niveau
1 en électrons et photons tout au long de l’année 2010. L’efficacité sur le plateau est de 99.6 % (resp.
98.5 %) pour des électrons dans le tonneau (resp. dans les bouchons) du calorimètre.
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En vue d’optimiser le potentiel de découverte, nous avons mis au point un nouvel algorithme de mesure
de la charge des électrons. Dans CMS, celle-ci est affectée par la grande quantité de matière présente
dans le trajectographe. Les performances de cet algorithme ont été mesurées sur les données enregistrées
en 2010, sur des électrons issus de désintégrations de bosons Z, passant une sélection standard. La
probabilité d’erreur est de 1.06 % (0.19 % après une sélection spécifique), en accord avec la simulation.
L’analyse de physique effectuée dans cette thèse porte sur la recherche de bosons de Higgs doublement
chargés, dans leurs désintégrations en paires de leptons. Avec les données enregistrées en 2010, un
événement de bruit de fond est attendu à la fin de la sélection, pour un nombre d’événements de signal
qui dépend de l’hypothèse de masse et du modèle considéré. Un événement est observé dans les données,
en accord avec le bruit de fond attendu, ce qui permet d’exclure ce signal sur des domaines de masse plus
larges que précédemment : la limite varie de 122 GeV/c2 à 176 GeV/c2 en fonction du modèle.

ABSTRACT
This thesis presents three years of work with the CMS experiment, in the context of the first LHC collisions. Electron objects were studied in particular, as major tools for multi-lepton analyses, in particular
the H → ZZ (∗) → 4` analysis.
During the first months of collisions, we took part in the validation of data registered by the electromagnetic calorimeter. We also measured the efficiency of the level-1 electron and photon trigger during the
whole 2010 year. The plateau efficiency is of 99.6 % (resp. 98.5 %) on electrons in the barrel part (resp.
in the endcap part) of the calorimeter.
In order to optimize the discovery potential, we built a new electron charge measurement algorithm. In
CMS, this measurement is affected by the large amount of material present in the inner tracker. The
performance of this algorithm was measured on 2010 data, for electrons from Z boson decay passing
a standard selection. The probability of charge mis-identification is of 1.06 % (0.19 % with a specific
selection), in agreement with the simulation.
The physics analysis that was built during this PhD searches doubly charged Higgs bosons decaying
into lepton pairs. For the amount of data registered in 2010, one background event is expected to pass
the selection, while the amount of signal events depends on the mass hypothesis and on the model. One
event was found on data, in agreement with the background expectation, hence the signal was excluded on
larger mass ranges than previous experiments: a mass limit was set between 122 GeV/c2 and 176 GeV/c2 ,
depending on the model.

